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Benedict Labre House: 1 952-1 966 
The History of an Unofficial Lay Apostalate 

Patricia A. E. Nolan 

In 1952 Benedict Labre House  opened as a home of hospïtality for the 

poor and as a center for the lay aystofate. Situateci at 41 8 La GauchetiGre 

Street in St. Patrick's parish. Benedid Labre House served Montreal's 

marginalized residents. In 1954, a parallel mission. Patricia House, was 

established in Griffintown to assist marginalized wornen and their children. In 

1955. Benedict Labre House moved into Grlntown, a small comrnunity in St. 

Ann's Ward, which was once the historical home of the city's l rish Catholic 

comrnunity. 

Benedict Labre Houe evolved out of a confluence of the theology and 

praxis of several American and Canadian lay movements. One of many lay 

organizations operating within Quebec dunng this period, this Catholic lay 

organization was not mandatecl by the church hierarchy. Despite its unofficial 

status. Benedict Labre House became known as a vital Cathdic lay 

organization. Through an informal approach to formation. this lay apostolate 

provided theological, spiritual and practical education to Montreal English lay 

Cathalics from 1952-1966. 

Key to Benedict Labre House in this period was the founding group, 

including Tony Walsh. and other lay people frorn Montreal's English Catholic 

community. This thesis seeks to demythologize Tony Walsh and Benedict 

Labre House through a critical analysis of the sources. 



Using rnany primary documents, sudi as newspapers, correspondeme 

and inte~ews, this historical accoun? seeks to examine the evolution of 

Benedict Labre House's lay theology. its theory and praxis during its founding. 

1952-1955, its develapment,1955-1959, and its peak and decline in the Vatican 

I I  yean, 1960-1966. 



To my late parents. John Malcolm and 

Patricia Mary Nolan. the first lay Catholics in my life 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

Benedict Labre House, in swthwest Montreal. Quebec. was established 

as a Catholic house of hospitality for the poor, and as a center for the lay 

apostolate in 1952. This is a history of Benedict Labre House's founding. its 

development, its objectives. its network and impact. and its theory and praxis. 

Now situated at 308 Young Street. Benedict Labre House continues to 

thrive, sewkg and canng for the poor and rnarginalized of Montreal daily. 

Benedict Labre House. like the world around it, has evolved over its fifty years of 

service to Montreal's Cathdic corn munity. However, mis thesis will critically 

examine the evolution of Benedict Labre House's lay theology, its theory and 

praxis, only during its first fiieen years, from 1952 to 1 966. 

At this writing. Montreal's English Catholic community is bereft of a 

comprehensive history. parücularly for the 20th centwy, and even les research 

has been done on Benedict Labre House itsel. Despite these shortcomings, 

this research will be the first attempt to combine chronological analysis with an 

analysis of the theology of the lay apostolate in the early lay initiatives of 

Benedict Labre House. To assist the post-Vatican I I reader, there is a small 

glossary of terms relateci to the lay apostolate. Though this thesis is not 

intended to be exhaustive, l hope to stimulate further research into the stuûy of 

Montreal's English Catholic institutions, and to add to our understanding of 

anglophone lay movements in Quebec. 



Mythology 

peflnitlon and Use 

History and myth are intertwined. In fact, history often begins in rnyth.' 

What is mm? Webster defines myth as 'a popular belief or tradition that has 

grown up around something or someone; especially one embodying the ideals 

and institutions of a society or a segment of a society." This definition is closely 

linked to the purpose of myth. which is a Vaditional story, of ostensibly historical 

events that serves to unfold part of the world view of a people or explain ... a 

belief ."* 
At first glance, the dictionary definition dearly explains myth. However, 

when writing history, there are other dynamic processes at play. The historian 

must be aware of false belief and his own active agency. Arthur Lower believed 

that "the myth establishes its own version d history, partly by the colouring of 

fact. parg by deliberate suppression of umnrelcome facts." This is the m isuse of 

half-truths to project a false image. Though historians do mate  myths. any 

'perversion of the evidence" simply to create a myth 'is an unpardonable sin for 

the historian" and clearly must be avoided." 

Despite his injunction, Lower rhapsodires about the exïgency and 

interconnectedneçs of myth and history. "History is the joint product of myth and 

fact, sou1 and body." In other words, historians do not write outside their innate 

' Arthur Lower, H m d  MW: Arthur Lpwer and aie Makina of C~M&WI Nation- 
ed- Welf H. Heick (Vancouver: University of British Columbia Press, 1975). 2. The first chapter, 
"Historical Essays: Speculaüve,' is one of the first hisbriographic discussions of the reiationship 
of history to myth in Canada 

Lower, Histon, and Mvtk 4.6. 



knowledge of themsehres. Their innate knowledge becornes part of the very 

h i i r y  they pen. On the other hand, "fact without my th... is dead: [for] myth 

without fact is not histoiy."' Historians must draw on myth; myth itsel is not to be 

avoided. 

The Mvths of Benedict Labre House 

Myths are important twls for wmmunity building, for they are derived 

from a shared psyche and, sirnultaneously, they create a shared psyche. The 

historian plays a key role in a community's psyche. "The myth with which the 

historian deais.. .is amcemed with a people's conception of itself."' 

In my research I have encountered the mythology of Benedict Labre 

House. What was Benedict Labre House? In order to answer that question. 

many layers had to be peeled away in order to separate the assumptions and 

the rnyths from the evidence within the historical record. 

Other myths regarding this institution have focused on the iiie af Tony 

Walsh, one of the founders of Eenedict Labre House. To some degree, this is 

understandable since Tony died in 1994. Humans are inclined to hyperbole 

and exaggeration, particularly when mernorializing a loved one who is 

deceased. Desiring to make a fitting tribute ta this person, mernories becorne 

selecüve and the image of the person becornes aggrandized. This presents a 

methodological problem in the writing of oral histories from an oral cultufe when 

an individual has done scmething exceptional. 

This was the case with Tony Walsh. In Montreal English Catholic culture, 

the legends and mythologies conœrning Tony abound, and there is an 

ibid., 6. 

' ibid. 



enduring sense of hagiography connectecl with his memory at Benedict Labre 

House. Tbre is even a movement to have Walsh canonizeâ for sainthood. 

Howevei, there are many who have already canonized him with their words. 

For the historian. this mythologizing presents an added prablern because 

separating the facts of an ind~dual's Iife accuunt from fiction may prove to be 

difficult, particularly in seminal works. such as this thesis. The Iist below clearly 

shows ttre extent of the fictionalization that tras occuned. 

aw!?!hm 
Mm: Tony Walsh came from a workiq class backgroundl 

Mm: Tony Walsh alone founded Benedict Labre House.' 

Myth: Tony Walsh worked abne." 

Myth: Tony Walsh worked with the "poorest of the poor"." 

Myth: Benedict Labre House was an unofficial Catholic Worker House." 

Myth: Benedict Labre House; everything was praxis 'learning by doing."" 

Myth: Benedict Labre House in the 1950s pioneered many lay activities: 

- - - - - - - 

Lucien Miller, (Toronto: Community Concems 
Associates Ltd., 1987). 120; John Buell, Tony Walsh: Alone For Others," Newman Lecture, 
McGill University, Novernber 27,1997. 

' Tony Walsh is referred to as soie founder of Benedii tabre House in the headline on 
front page of the Fortieth Anniversary Edition of UNiTY (Montreai) Spring 1992, 1. 

' Tony Walsh, intetview by Peter Meggs, Fall. 1990, House. CBC Radio Archives, 
Ottawa, Ontario; Tony Walsh, "The Seed Was Planted ...' lJNm (Montreal) June 1977, 5. 

'O David Manin, 'Histoty of Lake House: Centre For Apostdate Set Up With Hosptality as 
Foundation,' yNFTY (Montreal) October 1955, 1. 

" Buell, "Line of silent men,' 3; John Bueil, intervÏew by author, 17 May 1999, Montreal, 
tape recording, Montreai, Quebec; Milk, &one for Othws, 83. 



dialogue masses, days of recollecüons, etc.' 

Myth: The Cathdic Church in Quebec was burgeoning in the 1940s to 

I Q ~ O S . ~  

'2 George Cook, 'BUI Iike university where people came to leam,' mm (Montreal) 
December, 1981, Speci J Supplement, Hause Rev~slte& . . 7.  

l3 Buell, .Tony Walsh,' Newman Lecture, Novanber 27, 1997. 
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Methodology 

This paper is presented in four sections. The History of the Question 

(Chapter 2) is written to expain the path I took in the conceptualization and 

research of the question. The Theological Context (Chaptec 3) explains the role 

of lay theoiogy in the theary and praxis of the House. The HÏstorical Context 

(Chapter 4) places the narrative in its regional. national and international 

setiing. The post-war period was an exciang time, when al1 things were 

possible. One can not write of this time without reatizing that many events that 

occurred had enormous, global, and far-reaching axisequences for Catholics 

everywhere. This section is simply a sunrey dealing with key aspects and 

events ideas that influencecl the world around Benedict Labre House.(BLH) 

The fourth part (Chapters 5, 6. 7, 8) is the historical narrative which inctudes the 

chronology of BLH and the story of the lay apostolate at the House. 

Orai Hi~tory 

The historical narrative of this thesis is strongly based on the 

rnethodology of oral history. Though the techniques of oral history are ancient, 

in Canadian historical writings oral history is still in its inf ancy. Y I ncreasingly, 

oral accounts are incorporated into traditional histories, (histories that rely on 

the written sources of the dite, or the powerfu 1). Moreover, in wriüng cultural 

histories, which deal with education, religion, science, etc.. the use of oral 

'' Thucydides, (460-400 BC) the historian of the Pdoponnesian War, and one of the 
onginators of historicai genre, supplernented his wtitten materiais with orai inte~ews. For a 
discussion on the rise  of the mw histories in Canada see Carl Tradition and the 'New 
HiSory" in Jhe m-n of E a g l i s h - C - a n m m a l  Wnbw Since . . . . . . 
.m. 2nd ed. ('Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1 SIS), Z9-320. 



history has become dominant, as the voiœ of the powerless is heard? 

This trend has been particularly prevalent in histories of the recent, ps t -  

Second World War era, for the oral history method uses the voice of the people. 

The challenge is to capture and to systernatize their memories, in order to 

provide the histMical context. This is a crucial objective for incorporating oral 

histories in this thesis40 analyze aie oral accounts of the founders, workers. 

and volunteers, in order to mate a chronology of Benedict Labre House, and to 

determine the context of the historical and theological underpinnings of this lay 

association. 

Nevertheless, I recognize that oral history is not without its problems. 

because memory is a very subjective entity, one that is colored by emotions and 

thoughts, and it can be very selective. Certainly. like the written memoir, the 

oral account, ewn the immediate eyewimess account. can becorne problematic 

or fraught with inconsistencies. The individual's memories can sornetirnes 

impede or contradict the 'facts' found within corroborating historical documents. 

At this juncture, the oral account becornes a minefield for the objective historian. 

Yet, the oral narrative may be the only insight into motives and intent. The oral 

narrative may be the only 'reliablet source available to reconstrud community 

historym Thus despite these shortcomings, I have opted to rely on oral history. 

and complement the narrative with writteen sources. 

'' In this regard, I am using the historical rneaning of 'powerfu t' and 'powerîess'. The 
powerful were those whose privilege and status generated historiai documents, the wtiters, 
scribes, church and govemment offciais, poîiians, business p8rsons, etc. The powerless were 
those outside the m e n  record, such as those whose life activtties were not routinely nor 
systematbliy noted in men foms 

'O For a discussion of oral hisbry, its users, purposes and intents, see: Russell G. Hann, 
"Oral History," in Teny Cmwiey. ed., Cl&: A nimer of H i m e t -  . . (Toronto: Copp, 

Clark Phan Ltd., 1988). 43-64. 



Sources 

Besides the oral account. obtaining relevant sources was a challenge. 

First, Benedict Labre House in its desire to condud themselves in a personal. 

human manner with the poor. deliberately chose not to collect any intake data 

so as not to appear to be a social seMœ agency. Perhaps iaudabie in its 

objective, this lack of recording has impeded the writing of the historical 

narrative and aff8Cted the conoboration of the fa&? Primary sources are 

scarc8. Secondly, no substantial history has b e n  recorded or written More  

2001 on aie life of Tony Walsh or Benedid Labre House. 

It is important to note the use of multiple sources in the footnotes. Due to 

the number of sources used for conoboration of each thought, the footnote is 

positioned at the end of each paragraph rather at the end of each sentence. 

Therefore, the references in the footnote are placed relative to the order of 

thought in the paragraph. This form of citation is typical of historical writing and 

described by Kate Turabian .' 

My criterion for sources was to use authors of articles and inteMews of 

those people whose facts could ôe corroborateci and who were dose to the 

action during mis period of time. Therefore I relied heavily on those who were 

part of the founâing gmup or long-terni rnembers of the House, i.e. : Jim Shaw, 

Tony Walsh. Steve Hagarty, Magnus Seng, Dixie MacMaster, Leo MacGillNray. 

Marjorie Conners, David M a ~ n ,  John Buell and Murray Ballantyne. I also 

"Stephen Hagarty, interview by auaior, 8 June, 1999, Moritrd, telephone interview, 
Montreai, Quebec; Buetl, 'Une of silent men,' 3. 

lm Kate L Turatdan, A for Writ81~ of T m  PBPdLs. T- ôth 
ed. (Chicago: University of Chi~a00 Press, 1996). 



useâ accounts from guests of the House, like Dorothy Day and Dan 

Berrigan, because their accounts added much veracity to the early history. 

News~aners 

Much of this story is reconstructed through newspaper accounts. 

Because of its importance in English Catholic Montreal, I consulted the EnsianJ 

for the period 1948 to 1950. Jirn Shaw was editor and had wriien about many 

North American lay apostolate groups. These articles confirmecl that Shaw had 

knowledge of unofficial lay apostolate groups prior to the founding of the House. 

Thus the House was not created in a vac~urn.~ 

The Benedict Labre House newsletters present an excellent account of 

the founding years. This source was really a series af leners to the supporters 

of BLH. They were passed around and referred to as newsletters. Through 

them, I was able to corroborate other sources such as the in te~ews and other 

texts. The masthead p.L House Newsietter was found only on the reprints and 

not on the rnimeographed copy of the Howe newsletter, March, 1954. 

Rierefore, it cannot be assumed that this masthead was on the original 

newsletters. Nor can it suggest that the newsletter was referred to as the 

B. L House Newsletter. Ma& illivray refers to this publication as sim ply ' the 

newsletter"; thus it may be that the newsletter was titled the B.L.House 

En sian (Kingston, Ontario) Campion Press, 194û-1956. 
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Newsletter Iater. simpiy to dierentiate it from UNITY.m 

From 1955 to 1995, Benedict Labre House produced the UNITY 

newspaper. UNITY containecl a wealth of detailed information; thus I was abîe 

to corroborate many interviews and other writings. The anniversary and special 

suppiement editions of 1 JNITY were particularly significant because they 

contained the mernories of both the leaden and ordinary lay volunteers at the 

House. At various anniversary milestones. some U N R  artides were 

re-formatted into special editions. Some articles were repfised as actual brief 

histories and other articles were put together as collections of mernories. I have 

consulted articles f rom the third anniversary (1 955) ta the fortieth anniversary 

(1 992) sinœ they contain a wealth of information about the 1952 to 1966 period 

at Benedict Labre Housean 

Other accounts proved useful as well. Dorothy Day and Chatles 

Butterworth of the Catholic Worket wrote about their visits ta Benedict labre 

Jim Shaw, Montreal, Quebec, to Dorothy Day, New York, New York, lelter, c.l952,1-3; 
-Jim Shaw's letter to Catherine ûoherty reports '53 activities," UNiTY (Montreal), December 1981, 
Special Supplernent. W e  House Revisrted, 

- - 
6; Family at 418, ' m v  B . L . H. Newsletters: 

Srnallness Keeps the Farnily Spirit," June, 1953, reprinted in WlTY June 1968, 4; Family at 418 
Il v B. L.H. Newslette~s; Onty when there's growth in the individuals is there growth in the 
group," July, 1953, reprinted in WITY JulylAugust 1968, 2; Family at 418umv B.LH. 
Hew-: Getüng an Awareness of the rneaning of the Mass," August, 1953, reprinted in 
UNITY Aprii 1969,2-3; family at 41 8, 'We Now Hope To Realise Our Eâriiest Ambition," March, 
1954. (Mimeographed copy of Benecl'ct Labre House newsietter, March, 1954). Benedict labre 
House Collection; 1-8. See also Leo MacGilliway, 'People Concemed with the Poor-and a 
Cataiyst," UNY: December 1981, Special Supplement, W e  Muse Reve- 

. . 1. 

21 Particular artides of note are found in the third and sixth anniversary issues. David 
Marvin wmte in October, 1955. In July-August, 1958, Stephen Hagarty's article was quite uçeful- 
Marvin, 'History," 1-3; Stephen Hagarty, 'In 6 years B L Muse has had itsown er>cperience and 
time to think: Outwardly, it feeds the poor, krt more has been happening. Here's the rundown of 
that idea ...," WrrY (Montreal) July-August 1958,4; Dave Innocenti, O.Carm.,'Labre House: 25th 
Anniversary," (Montreal) June 19i7,l-5; Bemgan's artide also celebrated the îwenty-fifth 
anniversary . Daniei Bemgan, S.J. "Modesty in lmmodest fimes," WTTV (Montreai) October 1977, 
1-1 1 ; Art Coveny, 'Frm a Soup Kitchen to a House of Hospitality: The Story of ûmedict Labre 
House,' yNVY (Montreal) Spring, 1992, Fort ieth Anniver-. 1 
1992.2. 



House and Patricia House. Butte~~orth wmte that he had an epiphany about 

working with the poor whHe distribang clothing at Benedict Labre House. 

While recounting her stay at Patricia House, Day portrayed the urban gritonass 

of Patricia House and Marjorie Conner's work with margi~lized women and 

children. Their articles clarified the image of the House and its seMces during 

the 1950s.* 

Intervtews 

As addressed previously, the interviews were valuable sources for this 

thesis and they are referred to quite frequently. In 1995. in a research project 

for my graduate diploma in Theobgical and Religious and Ethical Studies 

(TRES), I intewiewed several people who had been connected to the House. In 

the Spring of 1999, further inte~ews were conducted with several people who 

were closely associated with Tony Walsh and Benedict Labre House between 

1952-1 966: John 8uell. George Cook, Stephen Hagarty, William Lawlor. and 

Gerry Pascal. 

Stephen Hagarty gave me insight on the founding and developing years. 

John Buell and William Lawlor were key sources of information on the 

âeveloping and Vatican II years. George Cook was a compendium of 

knowledge because, es a university student, he had planned to write his 

Masters thesis in Sociology on the House. However, his pfans were disnipted 

DOTOaiy Day, 'On Piigrimage,' mlic Wo&(New York) June 1955,l-6; Charles 
ûutterworth, 'Benedict Labre House, MontreaJ,' whdic W m  (New York) August, 1959, 1-2. 
See al=: Oorothy Day, 'Fletmat,' mlic Worker (New York) August, 1959,2-8. 
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by illness. Unfortunately. the draft of his uncompfebed thesis has disappeared? 

The three intewiews that I had with Gerry Pascal played a signlicant role 

in defining the spirit of the House and assisting me to understand the 

ditferences between Tony's tenure and what the House was like after Tony left. 

Pascal was director of 8enedict Labre House from 197û-1980. Pascal help to 

clarify the demarcation when Benedict Labre House became more like a 

Catholic Worker House. His insight was truly a map into understanding the 

evolution of Benedict Labre House, and a guidepost to the key people in the 

history of the organization? 

Peter Meggs' CûC Radio interview with Tony Walsh aired in the fall of 

1990. This inte~ew gave me an opporhinity to hear the story of Benedict Labre 

House in Tony's own words. Because of Tony's rambling styie. this i n t e ~ e w  

was not a chronoiogyl but rather it was useful to help me to identify milestones 

at Benedict Labre House and to confimi some details? 

My liberal use of correspondence reflects the utility of these sources. The 

letters often contained details not found elsewhere and include a wide range of 

varying thoughts, conflicts, motives. and intent. Tony Walsh's personalized form 

Hagarty, interview by author, 8 June, 1999; Budi, interview by author, 17 May 1999; 
William Lawlor, interview by author, i 5 June 1999. Montreal, tape recording, Montreal, Quebec; 
George Cook, interview by author, 16 June 1999. Montreal, tape recording, Montreal, Quebec. 
Due to Cook's close invoivment with the House, ït is my betief that the location of this 
uncompleted manuscript may give us a ftesh pictule to the late 1950s to early 1960s period. 
Despite this sethck, Gwrg8 Cook wrote an article whih gave an excellent pictute of lay 
involvement in the House during its peak penod. Cook, 'BlH Iike univwsity,' 7. 

24 Gerry Pascal, interviews by author, 2,6 Jme 1995, Montreai, tape recûrding, Montreal, 
Quebec; Geny Pascal, interview by author, 13 Juiy 1999, Morrtreal, tape recording, Montreal, 
Quebec. 

Tony Walsh, intecview by Pet= Meggs, Fall, 1 990. 



letters, written duing his retirement, informed the community about himself and 

about the history of the House. I have used the extant Mers addressed to 

George Cook, although many oaien received the same fomi lettars. Tony's 

newsletters to George Cook give much data about his life More Benedict 

Labre House. and substanüate the p-Mure of the Howe from 1952 to 1966? 

The founding group's early missives sent to Dorothy Day and Catherine 

Doherty also include information on theory and praxis of the House. Before 

visiting the House in April, 1955, Tony Walsh, Dixie McMasters, and Marjorie 

Conners correspondeci with Dorothy Day. These letters outiine Day's itinerary 

in Montreai and her accommodations at Patricia House. They corroborate 

Day's description of Patricia House and of the Little Sisters of Jesus in the 

Catholic Worker. These letters also were aids in establishing the naming of the 

House and the chronology of House rnoves." 

Lucien Miller's, Alone for Others: The üfe of Tonv W a  remains 

essentiaily the only book on Tony Walsh and Benedict Labre House. Alone for 

Others is a collection of mernories which celebrate the prophetic life and 

witness of Tony and the House. However, due to its organic style of writing, its 

lack of a chronology, and the deafth of documenteci sources, Alone for OMers 

a See bibiiography for a listing of the Mers penned by Tony Walsh to George Cook. 

27 Jim Shaw to Dorothy Day, c1952,l-3; 'Jim Shaw's letter to Catherine Doherty,' 6; Dixie 
MacMaster, Montreai, Quebec, to Dorothy Day, New York, New York, letter, 18 March, 1955, 
transcript h 00-CW Collection, Series 0-1.1. Box 7. MUA; Marjorie Conners, Montreal, Quebec, 
to Dorothy Day, New York, New York, ietter, 28 March, 1955, transcfipt in DD-CW Collection, 
Series W-6.1, Box 1. MUA; Tony Walsh, Montreai, Quebec to Oorothy Day, New York, New York, 
letter, 28 March,lSSS, Vanscript in DD-CW Collection, Sefies D-5, Box 5. MUA; Tony Walsh, La 
Trappe. Oka, Quebec, to Dorothy Day, New York, New York, letter, 7 May, 1955 transcript in DD- 
CW Collection, mes BI, Box 9. MUA. 



can not be easily used. The book is a monument to Tony, a figue made larger 

than Me. But the book does serve as a guide to the theological, spiritual and 

emotional geography of Tony Walsh. of Benedict Labre House and of the 

Montreal English Catholic comrnunity. I have cited Miller's work with some 

reservation, paroailarly when there was no other available data. 

I noted that many sources Mer 1987 were strongiy influencecl by the 

thrust and tenor of Atone for Others, which seemed to evoke a collective, 

ritualized memory of Tony and Benedict Labre House- Therefore, many 

sources created after its publication sound similar in tone and content. The 

accuunts lack the power of individual mernories and the accuracy of the 

accounts that were written prior to Miller's book.' 

Other writings were utilized. Daniel Callahan's, The Mind of the Catholic 

Lavman outlined the history of the Arnerican unoffiaal iay apostolate. 

Callahan's gave me insigM into the link between the unofficial lay apostolate 

movement and Benedict Labre House. Davis strengthened this link further 

through her thesis on five lay apostolates in the New York area, 1933-1967. 

Despite its lack of a Canadian mntext, her thesis was essential to 

understanding the theological underpinnings of the House as an unofficial lay 

apostolate? 

In the writing of the historical context, fwe works are key to understanding 

the religious and social history uf the Catholic Church in Quebec. Paul-An&& 

Linteau brings an excellent understanding to Quebec history. Pierre Elliot 

Trudeau Mers a solid s o c i ~ n o m i c  history of Quebec before 1948. Jean 

Miller, for c)thers. 

a Daniel J. Callahan, The of the C-an, (New York: Chartes Scritmer's 
Sons, 1963); Florence Mary Davis, T h e  Rise and Decline of Cathok Lay Movements in New York 
City: 1 933- 1 967,' (Ph. D. diss., Conciordia University, 1 988). 



Hamelin documents the history of the Catholic church in Quebec. providing the 

reader with a wealth of information for the period of shidy considered here. 

Cl6ment specifically deals with the history d Cathdic Action within Quebec. 

Finally, both Linteau and Gregory Baurn prwide valuable insght into Quebec 

and the church. parbiculariy during the Vatican I I  ers? 

Paul-Andrd Linteau, Ren6 Durocher, Jean-Claude Robert, Fran~ois Ricard, Histoire du 
ébec contern wrain. v. 2, (Quebec Since 1930) trans. Robert Chodos and Rlen Gannaise 

(Toronto: Lorimer, 1991); Pierre Elliot Trudeau, ed., The Asbestos Strike, trans. James Boake 
(Toronto: James Lewis & Samuel, 1 974); Jean Hamelin and N i e  Gagmn, Histoire du 

1s: Le XXe Siècle: Tome 1 : 1898 
* .  

-1 940, (Montr6al: Les Éditions du Boréal 
Express, 1984); Jean Hamelin, )-listaire du - m e  -s: Le XXe Siècle: Tome 2: de 
19404 nos- (Montréal: les Éditions du Bréal Express, 1984); Gabriel Ciément. 'L'Action 
catholique: Les mouvements spécialisés B Montréal de 1930 B 1966,- in -se de Montr6af: 

us dmier et d w u r d  hui. 1836-1m 1 - 1 - eds. Jean-Paul Rivet and Andrd Lamoureux, 
(Montréai: Fides, 1986), 295-315; Gregory Baurn, The Church in (Outremont: Novalis, 
ISSl). 



Tertiaw Sources 

Withwt  praperîy documented sources to begin my research I was initially 

forced to rely heavily upon the tertiary sources."The bibliographies by Claudette 

Cardinal and Brendan O'Daineil along wïth the historiography of Robert Grace 

were particularly helpful in understanding the range of available sources in 

English, and in assessing the scope of published research about the Irish in 

Quebec and particulariy in Montreal. Kevin O'Donnell's chronology provided 

information and materials specific to the Montreal English Caaidic cornmunityg 

In writing the theological wntext. a very helpful aid was a collection of 

papal documents on the lay apostolate arranged by the Monks of Solesmes. 

Another important source was the New Catholic Encyclmedia. which helped 

me to leam about many Catholic movements from the prevatican II ers? 

Problem wlth Sourcea 

Putting togemer the narrative was complicated by the inconsistency of 

the sources. For instance, due to the high level of unsubstantiated material in 

" TTeiary sources refer to reference sources such as bibliographies which direct the 
reader to primary or secondary sources. 

Claudette Cardinal, The History of Quebec: A m v  of Works in Em&& 
(Montreal: Centre for the Study of Anglophone Quebec, Concordia University, 1981 ); Brendan 
O'Donnell, Pnnted Sources for the Studv of Enalish-Srmakina Quebec: An Annota ted 

I oa raohv of Works Pu bli&ed Refore 1 9@Q, (Lennoxville, Quebec: Bishop's University, 1 985) ; 
Brendan O'Donneil, murces fo rttie-o f Enc~li.sh--r l'étude du 

&bec d'exwession arlgla'rse: An Ann -hv of Work Published Retwm 1980 
d 1 9 9 0 B 1 M ~ t é e  d ' o u v r v i t s  de 1980 B 1990, . - 

r (Lmnoxville: Eastern 
Township Research Centre, Bishop's University, 1992); Robett Grace, The lnsh rn Quebec: An 

- .  
m ü o n  to the Hi- . . (Quebec: institut quebecois de recherche sur la culture, 
1993); Kevin O'Donnell, EChrçrnolwical Hierv of the Roman Cattmlics of 

from .Sou- Repared for the English- 
Speaking Catholic Council of Montreal (Montreal: n.p. December, 1982). 

" Jhe T eachinas,Wected and Arranged by aie Bendidine 
Monks of Solemes, (Boston: St. Paul Editions, 1961); New CathPlic_Encvclooedia. 1967. 



Miller's work, I clten had to rely on sources produced pfior to 1987. Earlier 

sources provideâ a more accurate picture of Benedict Labre House from 1952 

to 1962. The UNIT'Y and the correspondence from the M i c t  Labre House 

newsletter. were also heavily used because these accuunts were written either 

close to, or during the period under study. However, I did use sources that were 

produœd later than 1987, if the facts could be corroborated. 

I stress 'corroboraüonw, as newspapers are inciined to enors. I 

endeavored to be especially diligent with the UNITY newspaper because it was 

so closely tied to the organization. Howewr, any errors in UNlTY were 

minimized by corroboration from other articles. interviews and personal 

correspondence. Many footnotes contain multiple citations because the 

historical dironology required the weaving together of multipie facts and 

sources. Also, where the contradiction could not be resolved through the 

'Tacts". I have offered my own conclusions. The following section concefning 

the House's moves illustrates this point. 

Multiple sources were used ta construct four very simple facts about the 

various loczitions of the House: 1 ) from October, 1 952 to Oecember 1 954, at 41 8 

Lagauchetibre; 2) from January 1955 to April 1955. at 123 Duke Street; 3) from 

April 1955 to April 1956. at 122 Duke Street; 4) in April 1956, the House moved 

to îts permanent residence at 308 Young Street. This chronology was not easy 

to venfy. and some of the data had to be infened. because many sources 

contradicted each other. When faced with such conflict, I defined the problem 



and then proposed a rationale for the option I diose? 

ProMems with the sources were also found in the theofogical context. It 

was neœssary to be extremely precise in the use of terms. since the definition 

and structure of the 'lay apostolate' and 'Catholic Action' had evolved from the 

1900s to 1967. The terms most relevant to BLH are the pre-1952 papal 

documents from 1905 to 1951. The terms I have used are not based on the 

Second World Congres for the Apostolate of the Laity in Rome in 1957, since 

the terms and structures were under reform and by this tirne the House had 

already existed for five years? 

Beyond the problems inherent with the issue of memory, the interMews 

revealed another concern. When inteMewing people on the founding and 

developing years, there was a rush of words and a pleaiora of images. Yet, 

when querying about the Vatican II era, either the subjects avoided the topic or, 

like Buell and Walsh, the language of the interviewees became cautious and 

cryptic as if they were explaining a traumatic event. It seerned that Vatican II 

and its subsequent repercussions proved devastating to them and to the House 

as an unofficial lay apostolate. Due to this lack of information provided in the 

54 Walsh, T h e  Seed,' 2; MaMn, 'Histor)r, 1-3; Tony states that the founding group 
rented an apartrnent and he moved in the next day, opening BLH irnmediately at '41 8'. Based on 
the dating of Marvin's article, BLH was opened in October, 1952; Maffiillivray, 'People 
Concemed,' 3. MacGillivray states that by the end of 1955, they were out of '41 8' but note that 
there is an enor in this date. Mann'n's dating shows as of January, 1955, mat they had moved from 
'41 8' to 1 23 Duke St. Therefore, they left '41 8' by Dec. c l  954. 'Cardinal Ta Bless New Home On 
St. Benedict Labre's Feast: Arrangements Made for Permanent House," UNITY (Montreal) April 
1956,t ; 'Cardinal Heads Labre Farnily In Cdebrating Patron's Feast, ' UNKY (Montreaf ) May 
1956, 1 ; Art Coveny mentions an intdm move to William Street but there is no other eviderice for 
this move; Coveny, 'Frorn a Soup Kitchen,' 2. 

P m  1961 ; Permanent Committee for the 
intemationai Congresses of the Lay ~postolate, eû., h m e n  in the Church: Second WorM 
Canaress for the e. Rome. 5-1 3 Q&bw. 1957, Volume 1, (Rome: Paîazzo Delle 
Congregazioni. l ! i@@J. Congar. O.P.. L8y People h The Church: A Studv For A 
Theology of the trans Donald Attwater (Wesbninister, Maryland: Newman Press, 19s). 



interviews, I had ta rely even more heavily on the UNITY in order to give a 

picture of Vatican I i through the eyes of the lay apostolate at Benedict Labre 

House. 



CHAPTER 2:THE PATH OF THE QUESTION 

During the second semester of my TRES diploma in the winter of 1994, 1 

took a second course in modern church history. 1 wrote on Dorothy Day 

because of my interes? in women's roles in the modem Church. I portrayed Day 

as an early twentieeth century pioneer in social justice. Subsequently, Dr. 

Pamela Bright, rny supervisor, suggested that I write on the question of Day's 

influence on Montreal for my final research paper for the TRES diploma. It was 

titled: 'Contemporary Exemplar or Frozen Icon: A Study of Dorothy Day's 

influence on Montreal." 

I had acquired basic knowkdge about Dorothy Day and the Catholic 

Worker through reading different sources. However, except for The Long 

Lonelines~ and back issues of the Catholic Worker. my knowledge was mainly 

drawn from secondary sources. My real awareness of Day and the Catholic 

Worker movement* came from rny interviews with seven Montreal Catholics who 

had a connection to Dorothy Day during her visits to Montreal. I also learned 

about Benedict Labre House in Griffintown, which I subsequently visited? 

While complethg the requirements for my Master's degree I wntinued to 

research the relationship of Day and BLH. In my research on Benedict Labre 

House, I saw a connection between the ideology and praxis of the Catholic 

Worker movement and Benedict Labre House. I decided to write my M.A. thesis 

on Dorothy Day, the Catholic Worker, and on 8enedict Labre House in 

Montreal. My initial aiesis proposai was The lnffuence of the Catholic Worker 



Movement on the directorship of Benedict Labre House during the Vatican II 

era." There were many obstacles to deal with. 1 wanted to examine the level of 

influence that ûorothy Day had on Benedict Labre House from 1952-1 980 

through the house managers, Tony Walsh. Bob O'Callaghan, and Gerry Pascal. 

At this juncture, I assumed that th8 Wei of influence with each manager 

would be different, with Tony being the least influenced and Gerry being the 

most influenced by Day and the Catholic Worker. Though I was aware that 

during Tony's tenure the Catholic Worker did not have a high profile at BLH. I 

was surprised at just how small aie connedion had been between Benedict 

Labre House and the Catholic Worker during Tonys tenure. It became clear to 

me that the theory and praxis of BLH was extrernely dierent from the theory 

and praxis of the Catholic Worker's movement during Tony's tenure. 

It was also a revelation to discover that my assumptions about UNITY 

were also false. UNITY, which at first glance looked like a smaller version of the 

atholic Worker. was actwlly quite dierent in its philosophy. Many of the 

Church's documents on social thought in UNITY had been inserted as filler, 

rather than items reflecting the true theological stance of UNITY. The editorial 

team of the UNlTY had been solely interested in promoting the tay apostolate 

and its activities across Canada. In contrast, the Catholic Worker's main 

mandate was to communicate the social teachings of the Church to the average 

person. This fundamental difference between the two serials gave me pause. I 

seriously began to question the commonly-Md assumption that BLH had k e n  

modefed after the Catholic Worker, and realized the obstacles that would have 

to be overcome to rnake such a case. 

Also, I had u:tderestimated just how #€üe Bob O'Callaghan had really 

been influenced by Day. There had seemed to be an obvious connection to 



Day, because of Bob's interest in social justice and political action. However, 1 

discovered that O'Callag han's activiies in the peace movement, carnmunity 

activism and the grape boycott were actually due to the influence of larger, 

broader 1960s social movements. Moreover, another obstacle soon appeared 

as Bob's memory of his tenure a the House was exbemeîy vague. 

Due to my personai interest in social justice, I had wanted to trace 

Benedid Labre House's s h i  from social action to social justice. However. at 

the time of my research. I was not familiar with the concept of the lay apostolate 

and particulariy, with the unofficial lay apostolate. Therefore, I could not 

decipher where the shift had occurred and became confused about ternis like 

'social action' and 'social justice' becawe they were often used 

interchangeably in the primary and secondary sources describing the House 

from the 1950s to 1980s. 

Finally, due the diaspora of Montreal English Catholics from 1960s 

onward. it was difficult to have easy access to certain peers who had worked 

dosely with O'Callaghan and Pascal. Given these issues, I determined that it 

was far more viable to focus my thesis on Tony's tenure. 1952-1 966. since 

sources were readily available and many of his contemporaries and friends 

were still residing in Montreal. 

As I moved doser to the focus of my present thesis, I had to link the 

personal history of Tony Walsh with the establishment of BLH. I resubrnitted rny 

thesis proposal under the title: 'Response to the Gospel: The Impact of Walsh 

and Benedict Labre House on the Montreal English Community from 1952- 

1966." 1 sought to trace Tony Walsh 's history from childhood to his first four 

years in Montreal, More Bened'kt Labre House. 

In addition, I felt it was important b look at the influence of Tony Walsh 



and Benedict Labre House on several key dite lay and derical figures. sudi as 

Jean Vanier, Benedict Vanier. Daniel Benigan, and Thomas Merton. I also 

proposed to examine Tony and BLHL influence on the Montreal English 

Catholic community. f~cusing both on key local lay Catholics and the regular 

group of lay volunteers. 

I still did not have a sense of the level of influence that the Catholic 

Worker had on the House. My ideas were formed by the superf iciaf. 

hagiographie literature I had read, and from the sympathetic, oral testimony of 

Tony's loyal admirers. Since I was concentrathg on BLH1s outward influences, 

I was still caugM up in the concept that Benedict Labre House had been a 

pioneer lay movement, with no predecessors. 

Focussing on Walsh and BLHL influence on the Montreal English 

Catholic community, I began to do a detailed biographical analysis of Tony's 

early years (1 899-1 951) before his cornmitment to Benedict Labre House. I 

began to write an historical narrative, and culled out oral testimony about the 

figure of Tony Walsh. In addition. my research had also broadened to include 

sources on the Church within Quebec, and sourc8s on the Irish of Montreal. 

Thus I became aware of Catholic Acüon's rote in the modem history of Quebec. 

Unfortunately, I did not see its link to BLH. 

My preconceptions about the Church in Quebec during the 1950s and 

1960s started to change as I read Linteau. He clearly showed Mat the decline 

of recniitment of priest and church attendance in Quebec had begun rnuch 

earlier, in the 1940s and 1950s. Also t was still under the illusion that 

Griffintown had been the home of the Irish community right into the 1970s. 

Comrinced that I had developed the thesis soundly, my aim was to 

present Tony Walsh as the central figure of mis new lay movement, the driving 



force and missionary to Griffintown. I viwed the other memben of the founding 

group as simply natworthy individu& who had allowed Tony to direct the work 

and rie of the House. Then, when the founding groyl bfoke up, I had 

envisioned that they had been replaced with a new group of local laity. I saw 

the role of the laity as predominant only during the developing (1 955-1 959) and 

peak years (1 960-1 966). 

These ideas were challenged as 1 began to study the types of activiües 

and events that had taken place at the House. I realized that BLH as a center 

for the lay apostolate was a place of informa1 ducation. I discovered that BLH 

had had three types of formation: theological, spiritual, and practical. 

As I studied the pages of UNITY. reviewed the inteMews and certain 

secondary sources, I concluded that this thesis should be really a history about 

the lay initiative and lay power at BLH, rather than simply a biography of Tony 

Walsh and his influence on the House. I came to understand what was 'the lay 

apostolate' and what was an 'official and unofficial lay apostolate.' Thus, 

"Benedict Labre House: the History of an Unoff icial Lay Apostolate, 1952-1 966" 

is the story of an unofficial lay apostolate, and how they were influenced by 

other lay apostolates and how oiey then influenced lay English-speaking 

Catholics in Montreal. 



CHAPTER 3: THEOLOGICAL CONTEXT 

One of the most significant rnyths of Benedict Labre House revolves 

around its theological position. To the average Montreal Catholic, Benedict 

Labre House is associated with social justice and political action because of its 

involvement in the 1 960's-1970's am-war protests and the grape boycott. 

Today, images such as these continue to frarne the community's collective 

memory of Benedict Labre House. Thus, when defining the theological 

emphasis of Benedict Labre House, it should seem that one would focus on 

practical thedogy as a critical refiection." However, these images represent 

Benedict Labre House of a different era. 

Benedict Labre House frorn 1952 to 1966 did not represent a practical 

theology. Though the House retained a prophetic witness by Tony Walsh's 

living in voluntary poverty, the House was too conservative, oraiodox, and 

apolitical in theological orientation, and too charity-focussed in its praxis, to be 

considered a practical theology. Adamant about "remaining small and poor." 

the House carefully avoided the larger issues of social justice. Their stance led 

to a la& of critical ref1BCfjon on the aieory and praxis of the House? 

This divergence of critical reflection and praxis is essential to 

understanding where ûeneâict Labre House stood in its theology. David Tracy 

States, "practical theology is the mutually critical correlation of the interpreted 

aieoiy and praxis of the Christian fact and the interpreted theory and praxis of 

37 Dan S. Browning, ed., T m v :  The Field in T h e o m  Ctiurch. 
g n d m d é  (San Fransico: Harper & Row, 1983)- 10-1 1. 

Hagarty, interview by author, 8 June 1999; Miller, Ahme for Others. 121 -1 23. 
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theology, one that can take its place in a honest, open, and mutually critical 

dialogue within the context of a pluralisüc society." Tracy believes that 'praxis is 

misunderstood as mere practice, that is, as the deveiopment of technical means 

and skills for the application of theolog-ical theory" without critical reflecbion. 

Tracy remarks however, that al1 praxis is theory-laden. Along the same lines, 

Edward Farley views practical theology as the reintegration of the socio- 

political. the personal-existential, and the ecclesiastical. under the umbrella of 

ecclessial presenœ transforrn ing the world. Such a reintegration overcomes 

the alienation between theory and praxis? 

Yet, during this period, the House consistently responded to social issues 

with a charitable approach, characteristic of the Arnerican unoff icial Iay 

apostolate from the 1930s to 1960s. In response to the proMem of poverty 

around it, the House tmk a "personal, private and human approach of the 

Christian living among the poor.nQ The House did not officially participate in 

community activism, social change, or social protests regarding poverty or 

racism. Tony Walsh was not inteiested in direct change through political or 

social action ." Instead. from 1 952-1 966, the House consistently took a 

charitable approach (to alleviate), characteristic of the lay apostolate to social 

issues, rather Man a socio-political approach (to affect change), which was 

30 David Tracy, The Foundations of Fracticai Theology,' in Don S. ûmwning , ed., 
rld, (San Fransico: 

;6dsdw'","dEeY8 'Thmkagy and 
Practice Outside the Clencal Paradigm," in Don S. Browning, ed., -: The 
Emergjna Field in Theolpg_v. C h u r c h ,  the Worfë (San Fransico: Harper & Row, 1 983), 34-35. 

'O John BueIl, 'Labre House, Offers Answers to 'Why [the] Accent on Poverty?',' 
(Montreal) November 1956,4. 



characteristic of practical Meology." 

An example of this approach was seen at the Second WorM Congress 

for the Lay Apostolatte, when Murray ûallantyne reported on aie racism 

witnessed by international Catholic students in Western cwntriesQ ln response 

to his report of racism, the House established a hospitality program for 

international students f rom Montreal universities and held a series of lectures 

on East-West relations. Nevertheless, Benedict Labre House was not engaging 

in a practical theol~gy.~ 

Oniy after the tenure of Tony Walsh in 1966 did the House take on the 

mantle of practical theology, with the new young leadership of Bob O'Callaghan 

and later, Gerry Pascal, in the 197ûs. Particularly wiai Pascal at the helm, 

Benedict Labre House became strongly involved in social justice by battling 

local and global poverty through its involvement in the peace movement, and 

with its high profile support of grape pickers' rights. It was Gerry Pascal who 

rnoved the House towards a practical theology by affiliating with the social 

justice orientation of the Catholic Worker. However, since the period of study for 

this thesis is 1952-1 966, it is clear that the theological orientation of the House 

was not practical, but rather a theology of the lay apo~tolate.~ 

'' Marvin, 'History," t-3; Hagarty, interview by author, 8 June, 1999; Miller, Atone for 
ahers,121-123. 

'' Murray Bajlanfyne, .Ali C-rs and No Color in Roqg  ûiack, Brown, and Yeltow Men- 
Whites Least in Global Church," UNm (Montreal) March 1958,3. 

BueIl, interview by author, 17 May 1999; Bueil, Tony Walsh," Newman Lecture, 
November 27, 1997; BueIl, The Man,' 18; David Oyson, "I_wasa: Hospitality to 
Foreigners Subject ot Students' Day,' UNiTY (Montreal) Mar& 1 960,l; "Do-Ol-nie Düemma: 
Pressures on African Chur&: It's White and Western," mm (Montreal) June 1958, 1-2. 

" Gerry Pascal, inteMew by author, 13 July 1999. See also : CMiW from lWO-198O to 
see a strong social justice onentat'mn. 



Theology of the Lay Apostolate 

The iay apostolate consisted of those Catholics, not part of the hierarchy 

or the clergy, who assisted the bishops in the work of spreading the Christian 

message. in defining 'lay apostolate,' the word 'lay' cornes from the Greek word 

'Iaos' for 'people' and the word 'apostdate' cornes from the Greek words 

'sending, commission or expedition.' The requirements of the lay apostolate 

were that the lay person had passed through the sacraments of ûaptism and 

confirmation, was willing to practice charity and to defend the truths of 

C hristianity . There were three types of lay apostolate : personal apostolate, 

famiiial apostdate, and organized apostolate. For the purposes of this thesis. I 

am refemng to the third form. the organized apostolatte.* 

There were two main forms of the organized lay apostolate: 1) the Micial. 

mandated lay organization under the diredon of church hierarchy and 2) the 

non-mandated unofficial lay organization run by the initiative and responsibility 

of the lay person. Pius X in 1905. regarded the first form as Catholic Action. It 

was then given its classical definition by Pope Pius XI in 1 927: 'Catholic 

Action.. .[is] the participation of the laity in the Apostolate of the hierardiy and the 

necessary preparation for this by adequate religious, moral and intellectual 

training." In 1951, Pope Pius XII elaborated on the narrow and wide sense of 

the 'lay apostolate.' In the narrow sense, the lay apostolate. as Catholic Action, 

was an instrument in the hands of the hierarchy. Cathdic Action is an initiatim 

of the hierarchy and collaborates doseiy with it However, the lay apostolate in 

General conclusions to the First WoM Congress for the Apostokte af the Rome, 
is Ç@miii Actiin? An Intraqyction to the LBY. 1951, quoted in Jeferniah Newman, Mat 

&gstoIg@, (Dubiin: M H. Gill and Son, Ud., 1 Q58), 4-22. passim.; Congar, Iây Pmde In The 
Ciiurch. 1- 



the wider sense e m m p a d  the non-mandated lay apostolates which, 

however, must remain wlhin the realm of orthodoxy and are subject to the 

hierarchy in a general way? Unfortunately, after Catholic Action was made 

Micial in 1927, many clergy and laity ignored or belittled the contribution of the 

unofficial, non-mandate lay groups. 

Amerlcan unoflicial lay movements 

Yves Congar, author of the first seminal theological work on the laity, 

noted the plethora of various unofficial lay movements that populated the 

Catholic landscape in the early 1950s. Congar believed that Pope Pius Xi's 

work with Catholic Action openeâ up the whole question of the laity. Congar 

gives equal importance to off icial movements as Catholic Action, and to the 

undficial movements as wide lay initiatives peripheral to Catholic Action. 

Daniel Callahan suggests that the awakening of Catholic intellectuals, the 

formalizing of Catholic Action by Pius XI in 1927, along with the Depression of 

the 1930s, did much to develop both the oflicial and the unofficial lay 

movements in the US. Pius XI stated that "Catholic Action [is] the practical 

solution of the social question according to Christian principles." In 1933, the 

Catholic Worker was one of the first unofficial, non-mandated organizations of 

the lay apostolate in the US. The Catholic Worker mode1 fostered the eruption 

of other similar unofficial movements which would gain significance in the Post- 

War II era, across the U.S.* 

Pope Pius XII, Mdress to the First Worid Congres for the Apostolate of the Laity, 
October 14, t 951, quoted in Newman, JNhat is Catholic Action?. 4,5,20-21; Pope Pius X, 
Encyclical, 'Il fenno proposito," June 1 1,1905, from The 228; Pope Pius XI, 
Letter 'C'est avec la joie, August 18. 1 92740 M-Giovanni Hoyois,' frorn The -te: Papah 
TeachingS, 282. 

47 ~ W ~ t  245-346 passim;~ope Piuç Xi, Lettw m ~ l e a  avec fa 
joie." 282; callahan, T m o f i  -86-88. 



Although each of these groups was fomed for some 
specialized task, they al1 shared a number of common values: 
a devotion to the social encydicals, a dissatisfacüon with the work 
already done in their areas. an intense, activist mal to make their 
reiigious convictions count in the world around them, and a 
persistent search for a spirituality which WOG~C~ uniquely express 
and shape their interior and exterior religious life. Of s-al 
importance as a common bond was the liturgical mo~ernent.~ 

Davis studied f ive of these unofficial lay movements which arose in the 

U.S. during this period. She proposed one other common value: they were 

apolitical in nature. Though these lay movements appeared radical at the time 

of their inœption. they were quite orthodox in their Catholic beliefs and 

practices and were apolitical in nature? 

The spiritual lives of these 'unofficial' group members were rooted in the 

iiturgical movement. Buttressed by such encyclicals as 'Mediator Dei," the 

liturgical movement's main agenda was to awaken the laity to their active 

participation in the liturgy of the Church. The objective of the movement was, 70 

put the whole of life into the Mass, to put the Mass into the whole of life." The 

origins of the liturgical movement can be tram back O eighteenth century 

France. In the twentieth century. the popular liturgical movement in the United 

States was launched in 1925 by Virgil Michel of St. John's Abbey, Coflegevilîe, 

Minnesota. There, a passion for liturgy was combined with a concern for social 

issues. From the 1920s to the 1960s, many publications, conferences, study 

days, retreats, conventions, and schools were estabJished on liturgy within the 

U.S. The liturgicai movement resounded heavily throughout oie American 

unofficial hy movements, since it was thought that "fuller participation in the 

@ Davis, The Rise and Decline,' 6-9 -rn; Callahan, The Mind of the Catbkbpan .  
89. 



lihirgy [was] central to the aapostolic Tïe.e."O 

The American unofficial groups found their origins in the lay movement of 

the Middle Ages which was basai on a monastic model. This was a 

combination of asceticism, pilgrimage and charitable activity. ln fact. charitable 

activities were central to the lay apostolate during the Middle Ages. Davis 

observed that America's unofficial lay apostolate of the 1930s to 1950s returned 

to this medieval rnonastic ideal of Christian spirituali. lnherent to the ideal was 

the belief that the Iay person would adhere to the 'normal school of holiness,' 

incorporating the Iiturgical ideaf of feasting and fasting. This normal school of 

holiness was itself based on the monastic model but tended tu mate a kind of 

two-tiered ideal of holiness. It was believed that "the closer hity could pattern 

their lives according to this order, the more likely would be their growth in 

holiness." Moremer that, %is fomed part of a positive nostalgie picture of the 

Middle Ages adopted by the American movements of the modern lay 

apostolate." By adhering to a monastic model, American unofficial groups 

fostered an apolitical character." In the same spirit as the American unofficial 

lay groups, Benedict Labre House was also apolitical in its orientation, and 

monastic in its style? 

Davis, The Rise and Decline,' 5; 14; New Catholic Encvcibpdiâ, (1%7), SV. 
'Liturgicai Movement, Catholic," L.C. Sheppard; Pope Pius XII, Encyclicaî, 'Mediator Deiw, 
November 20, 1947, from Anne Fremantle, ed., P d  Encvclicals in Their Historicai Context 
(New York: G.P. Putnam's Sons, 1 %6), 275-283; Congar, UV Peooie In The Church, 21 2-1 3; 
Callahan, The Mind ot the Catholic b a n ,  89. 

'' Davis, "The Rise and Decline,' 9, 14; Congar, UV Peo~le In . . . . The Church, 8-9; André 
Vauchez, The in the Middle &es: R e l ~ o u s  û e w a i  Practices, (Notre Dame, 
Indiana: University of Notre Dame Press, 1993), 60-62. 

6Uwîor, interview by author, 15 June 1999; Hagarty, 'In 6 years," 4; CaHahan, The Mind 
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The monastic moâei of ascetkism, pilgrimage and charitable aavity was 

very evident in the daily life and work of Benedict Labre House. In the spirit of 

Charles de Foucauld and Saint Benedict Labre, asceticism was demonstrated 

in the prophetic witness of Tony Walsh's 'living poor among the poor.' In 1952, 

as a lay person, Tony took on a vow of voluntary poverty to live among the poor 

in Griffintown. He owned nothing and his basic needs were met through 

donated clothes, food, and shelter? 

With their patron saint Benedict Joseph Labre as the mode1 of the 

ultimate pilgrim and the despised wanderer, the word 'pilgrimage' at the House 

had both a concrete and spiritual meaning. As part of their liturgical program, 

the House held annual pilgrimages to Notre Dame de Bonsecours Chapel on 

Saint Paul Street in Old Montreal. In terrns of their spiritual journey, Tony Walsh 

commented, that like Saint Benedict Joseph Labre " ... most of the people 

coming to the House either in seeking support or rendering service were 

wanderers from a spintual point of view? 

The House's theological interpretation of the monastic model of 

asceticism, pilgrimage and charitable activity in the urban context of Montreal, 

Vauchez, The Mty in the Middle A g e ~ ,  60-62; Lord Hyiton, 'Here suddenly were the 
poor car& for by Christians," UNKY (Montreal) Decsmber l98l, Special Supplement, Labre 
House Revisita 5; For biogtaphical information on Saint Benedict Joseph Labre, see the 
Glossary and Agnes De ta Gorce, Saint Renedict Jose~h Labre. trans. Rosemary Sheed, 
(London: Sheed & Ward, 1952). For biographicai infotmation on Charles de Foucauld, see the 
Glossary and Anne Freemantle, Qesert Cana: The I fle of Chartes de Fa- (London: Hollis 
8 Carter, 1950); 8udl, 'Une of silent men,' 3; Buell, 'Labre House,' 1 ; Bueil, The Man,' 16; 
Murray Ballantyne, 'On Tony Walsh..,' WrY (Montreai) June 1977,6; Murray Ballantyne, -This 
quiet man challenges us," UNrrV (Montreal) Deceinber 1981, Special Supplement, m e  Ho- 
R a t  6; Steve Hagarty, 'Called to a personal cornmitment 10 sdal justice," lJNïïY (Montreal) 
Deceinber 1981, Special Suppfement, w e  Muse RevisRed, 2; Hagarty, 'ln 6 years,' 4. 

" 'Labre Work Recornrnended To Young People,' jJNTTV (Montreal) May 1956,l; Wabh, 
The Seed,' 5; Sueil, The Man,' 17; 'Mass At Boiisecours: 60 Go On Pilgrimage Benedict Labre 
Day,' (Montreal) May 1 957,f. 



helped to assuage the alienation that the poar experienced in their daily life? 

This anitude afiected ail aspects of the work at BLH. 

Rather than the intake and triage approach of the social work model, the 

monastic virtues of poverty and humility, in the spirit d Charles de Foucauld. 

were at the hub of the House's charitable activities. The House's response to 

poverty and to other social issues was a personal human approach whereby 

the House existed as a 'familys in the 'presence' of the poor' in Griffintown." 

Though situated in Griffintown, the theology of Benedict Labre House 

was derived from the confluence of lay apostolates from the US. and Canada: 

A ferment of Catholic lay movements that were socially wncemed. 
the Catholic Worker anâ Combermere ... Little Brothers and Little 
Sisters of Jesus, the Jocist, worker priests, Catholic Lay 
Apostolate, al1 these directed the founding group to a house of 
ho~pitality.~ 

Specifically, the House's spiritual and Iiturgical activïties were directly 

and indirectly influenced by the liturgies of the Little Sisters, the Catholic 

Worker. Friendship House, and the sodalities. The impact of the Amencan 

liturgical movement was significant at the House, with its range of liturgical 

activities. In the summer of 1953, the House members studied Pius XII, 

"Mediator Dei". 1947. stressing the words of the encyclical. "it is necessary 

65 BueIl, 'Labre House,' 1-4; Family at 41 8, 'Eariv BLH.  Newsietter_s: Srnailness Keeps," 
4; 'labre Work Recommended," 1. 
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Kun Suk Han, 'A Catholic Communal Welfare InsüMion in a Changing Society, Montreal: 1 931 - 
1986," Ph.D, dis. Concordia University, 1 987, 162; Vauchet, The in the Middle A- 61 ; 
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Aix, Arles, and Embrun, Pirectory For The Charles 01 Jesus: Secular Fratemity, (translation) Aix- 
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above al1 [that] a Christian should l i ï  the life of the Litwgy and by its 

supernatural inspiration be nourished and refreshed." At a House retreat in 

1959, Daniel Berrigan emphasized that the Euaiarist was central to praxis. 

"We're not fully Christian until we follow through from the altar to people."' 

Liturgy was not the only area that BLH applieâ to their praxis. 

Ewrnenically. the House may have been inspired by the work done by the Third 

Hour. Most accounts daim that Benedict Labre House a l ~ 0  muted the lines 

between gender and between lay and clergy. Perhaps so; however, they were 

not unique in this regard. This was a characteristic approach of the Catholic 

Worker, Friendship House, and the Third Hour. If. as suggested, that cfass lines 

really disappeared at the House, then ît can be seen that Benedict Labre House 

followed the examples of Little Sisters, the Catholic Worker, and Friendship 

House, places where class distinctions were ignoreds 

From its very inception, Me founding group of Benedict Labre House was 

aware of many of the official and unofficial lay movements in Europe, the United 

States and Canada of 1930s-1940s. Jim Shaw. editor of The Ensian, in his 

column 'Among Ourselvesn in the late 1940s, had often reviewed many of the 

lay apostolates that existed. Since Tony read The Ensian during this period, he 

also was aware of these lay movements. Tony also acquired this knowledge of 

lay mavements elsewhere in his discussions with Fattrer William Power. Power 

worked wiai the local Y.C.W. and had acquired an excellent knowledge of 

See Giossary for definition of sodality. Lawlor, interview by author, f 5 June 1 999; 
Hagarty, ' In 6 years,' 4; Callahan, The Mind of the C-ic m a n ,  89; Family at 41 8, a- 

-: G a n g  an Awar8c1essIm 2: 'Notes On.' 2- 
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European Iay movements and current lay thougMQ It c m  also be assumed that 

Patricia Conners' work at Madonna House had given her first-hand knowledge 

not only of Friendship House but also of other North American undficial lay 

movements during this period. Therefore the founding group's understanding 

of the lay apostolate was not in the narrow. official sense but rather the wider 

unofficial sense. lnfluenced by the existence and longevity of the American and 

Canadian unofficial lay movements, Jim Shaw and Tony Walsh saw the 

potential of establishing such a venture in Montreal." 

The Theological Position of Benedict Labre House 

From 1952 to 1966, Benedict Labre House was a non-mandated lay 

apostolate, a pious association. The founding group did not request official 

permission from the Montreal Catholic ArcMiocese to estabfish itseif both as a 

house of hospitality and a center for-the lay apostolate. Sinœ the House was an 

unofficial lay organization operating within the parameten of orthodoxy, it was 

considered acceptable by the local hierarchy, based on Pius XII's guidelines in 

00 Young Christian Workers (Y.C.W.),or Jeunesse OuMière Chretienne (JOC) in 1912. was 
established for young Catholic male and fernale workers by Joseph Cardijn in Belgium. From 
1920s to the 196& Y.C.W./J.O.C. evolved from a European to an international movement. (New 
Catholic F n c v c l o w  (1 967), S.V. 'Young Christian Workers," M. Fiéver). 

O' Two examples of Jim Shaw's reMews are the 'Catholic Worker' and The Third Mur', see: 
J. G. Shaw, 'Among ourselves," The Fnsian (Kingston, Ontario) January 29, 1949.5; J. G. Shaw, 
'Among Ourseives,' The Ensi~ll (Kingston, Ontario) May 21.1949,5; Watsh, interview by Peter 
Meggs, Fall, 1990; Miller, Alone for Othws.72-73, 124-125; Tony Walsh, Montreal, Quebec to 
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sWng God's poor,' WnY (Montreal), December 1981, Special Suppiement, mre House 
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1951 .= Jim Shaw noted that Benedict Labre House was similar to other 

unofficial groups of the Iay apostolate: 

. . .we were convinced that the Lay Apostlate was for everyone; 
that there was a great lack of awareness among Catholics of the 
obligation of Christian Living: aiat among those Catholics who had 
becorne aware of it, often through the Catholic Worker. Friendship 
House, or some other radicalty Catholic group. .? 

Considered acceptable, Benedict Labre House received verbal 

permission from Cardinal Leger of Montreal. When made aware of the 

establishment of the House, Cardinal Leger decided to take a hands-off 

approach, making it cfear that since they were not disturbing anyone, they 

should be left alone. Benedict Labre House. by remaining within the realm of 

Catholic orthodoxy and taking on an apolitical stance, did not pose a threat to 

the Cardinal or to the Archdiocese. Benedict Labre House possessed al1 the 

conditions necessary for its acceptana and longevity within the Archdiocese of 

Montreal: 1) the verbal permission and blessing of Cardinal Leger, 2) the 

support of Father William Power, as unofficial overseer and, 3) John Buell, as 

The t m  'pious association' used here in relation to Benedict Labre House, does not 
refer to the 1957 definition of pious union which allows for some pious associations to be part of 
Catholic Action. But it does refer to the 191 1 definition stated by Pius X and the 1930 definition of 
pious association as stated by Pius XI. Roth saw pious association as unions of piety, good works 
and mutual aid which were auxiliaty and outside of Catholic Action. Pope Pius XII, Address to the 
Second World Congress for the Apostolate of the Laity, October, 1957 quoted in Newman, mat 
-1 22-123; Pius XI Letter. 'Quod hierarchiaa, June 6. tg1 140 the Brazilian 
B ~ ~ O P S  from The i# A-: P- 258; Pius Xi, Letter. 'Vos Argenb'nae 
Episcopos,' December. 4. 1930-to the Argentinian Bishops from The: P a  
Teachinas 31 2. Cangar also refers to these pious as periphetal initiatives ta Catholic 
Action. Congar. Lav P m  In The Church, 245-246; Pope Pius XII, 'Address to Rome Congres 
for the Apostolate of the Lait)r, October, 1 951 , quoted in Newman. M., 20-21. 

" Jim Shaw to Dorothy Day, lem c. 1 952, 1 ; See also: MaMn. 'History,' 1 -3; Hagaity, 'In 
6 years," 4. 



unofficial l ia is~n.~  

Formation at Bened tct Labre House 

Articles and interviews about the House were replet8 with phrases such 

as 'learning by doing', 'the action was the message' and 'just do it'. These 

phrases gave credence to the myth that there was a primacy of praxis over 

theory at Benedict Labre House. However, the House's praxis was indeed 

shaped by its theological position and by its three formations: theological, 

spiritual, and practical. For instance. the House's organized schedule included 

evening discussions. daily divine office, silent adoration. annual retreats, 

conferences. days of recollection, and annual pilgrimages. along with the 

production of the UNI41 newspaper, meals, accommodations, clothjng and food 

distribution. Referred to as a 'university' and as 'a school of love' with a 

'monastic setting', Benedict Labre House provided an informal. collegial, 

monastic style of formation.= 

Specificaily. Meologicat formation encouraged lay people to study their 

faith experience in an informal setting, through the evening discussions, 

conferences and retreats. In a desire to nurture and maintain a spiritual 

community and formation, Montreal lay people were also invited to participate in 

04 Buell, intendew by author, 17 May, 1999; Walsh, interview by Peter Meggs, Fall, 1990; 
Buetl, Tony Walsh," Newman Lecture, November 27, 1997; Hagarty, interview by author, 8 June, 
1999; MPler, Alone for 0th- 121 -1 23; Joe O'Connor, intemew by author, 8 June 1995, 
Montreal, tape recording, Montreal. See: 'Labre Work Recommended,' 1 ; "Cardinal Heads Labre 
Family.' 1 . 
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the House's liturgicaf program: daiiy divine office. silent adoration. retreats. days 

of recotlection, etc. At Benedict Labre House, practical formation was a 

combination of theory and praxis based on a charity model. Along wiM frontline 

experience, volunteers also became informed about poverty and other social 

issues throug h evening discussions, retreats, con fer en ce^.^ 

In terms of formation for adults and youth, the founding group 

incorporated elements from the Catholic Worker, Friendship House, the Littie 

Sisters of Charles de Foucauld, Third Hour, Catholic Action, YCW and the 

sodalities. Even during the Vatican II era. at the House's incorporation in 1961. 

the team was still concerned with poverty, hospitality. liturgy. ecumenisrn and 

formation. This confluence of lay movements influenced the founding group 

and reinforced the role of the theology of the lay apostolate of Benedict Labre 

House from 1952 to 1966.@ 

The Impact of Vatican II 

From 1952 to 1966. nothing had a more dramatic effect on the theology 

of Benedict Labre House than Vatican II. Held from 1962-1 965, Vatican II, wia, 

its sweeping changes and reforms, proved to be so revolutionary that it had a 

major effect on churches and lay organizations intemationally. The impact of 

Farniiy at 418, 'Eariv B.L.H. Newsletters: Getting an Awareness,' 2; 'What a Layman 
Hopes To See From the Corning Council," UNTTV (Montreal) September 1962, 1-2; '200 Attend 
Apoçtolate Week: Canadians Take Part in Syracuse Studies,' üNKY (Montreal) August- 
September, 1956, 1 ; Fr. Power and J. Buell, 'Syracuse Got Laity Together.' UNITY (Montreai) 
November, 19561-4; Lawbr, interview by author, 15 June 1999; Dixie MacMaster, 'On Tony 
Walsh ...," UNiTY (Montreai) June 197?,6; MacMaster, The Action,' 4; Mawin, 'Hiçtory," 3; 
Buelt, The Man,' 17; ' N o t e s  On,' 2; Buell, 'Labre House,' 1-4; Hagarty, 'In 6 years,' 4; BueIl, 
'Line of silent men,' 3; Tony Walsh, interview by PMer Meggs, Fail, 1990; Bailantyne. This quiet 
man,' 6; Ballantyne, 'On Tony Walsh. .,' 6. 
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Council's reforms on the House were significant, causing a dedine at this 

unofficial lay apo~tolate.~ 

In 1966, Buell expressecl the House's main concerns with council 

reforms: the Mas, devotions, and morality. He argued that what was first 

deemed as superficiai changes, became profound as the reforms irrevocably 

altered the spiritual Oves of lay Catholics in Montreal and world~ide.~ Buell and 

other consewative members of the House felt that these Council refonns had a 

huge negative impact both locally and globally. 

These were not the only concems facing the House. At the same time. 

due to political modemiration and rapid secularization, the Church In Quebec. 

was no longer central to peoples' iives, causing a great exodus of Iay people 

from their local churches. Confronted by both these theobgical and political 

changes, Benedict Labre House in the post-Vatican II era expenenced a 

decline as an unoff icial lay apostolate. 

For Benedict Labre House to relinquish its strong focus on aie mas, 

litwgy and conservative morality meant abandoning its monastic mode1 which 

was inherent to unofficial lay apostolate. With the exodus of the laity in Quebec. 

the House faced a period of decline, since it was dependent on lay cornmitment 

and support. Therefore. the House was caught up in the reforms of Vatican II 

and the secularization of Quebec. Like its American counterparts, the House 

Davis states that Vatican II was actually the death knell for the Arnerican unofficial lay 
apostolates. For these American groups were seeking a more democratic version of the Church 
in which iay people were full part'icipants. Unfortunately, they feît that Vatican II did not remove the 
hierarchal structures that would allow for full lay participation. Davis, The Rise and Decline," 1 73- 
175. In contrast, BLH experienced a penod of decline in the post-Vatican II era due to th8 
combination of both Council and political reforms in Quebec, Buell, interview by author, 17 May 
1999. 

John Buell, 'Why the Changes are hurting sa many-new Mas, no d8v0tionsz new 
morals,' W T Y  (Montreal) July, 1966, 14. 



subsequently endured mis time of dedine as an unofficial lay apostolate? 

'O meIl, 'Why the Changes,' 14;  Baum, The Church in Qu-, 19-25; Linteau, et al. 
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CHAPTER 4: HISTORICAL CONTEXT 

Introduction 

History. and particularly church history, has Men been wfitten from the 

perspective of those in officiai positions. As a result. many voices have been left 

out on the margins. I refet particularly to the history of the unofficial lay 

movements. This section addresses the history of one such organization, 

Benedict labre House in Montreal. History mainly tells us that nothing is 

created out of a vacuum. A recurring theme in this thesis is that Benedict Labre 

House was a confluence of theological and historical influences. specific socio- 

economic and demographical conditions. In this section of historical wntext, 

we will consider the international, national and regional forces that existed at 

the tirne and that must be considered in order to situate the founding and 

success of BU-I. 

The historical survey 1 present in this section will not be a comprehensive 

church history. Instead, this will be an examination of how official and unoff iciai 

lay movements responded to social issues during certain periods of Church 

history. In my final section I will reconstruct a realistic snapshot of Griffintown 

during this period, 1 952-1 966-my goal will be to dispel certain myths about 

that community . 

Lay Movemntr, and the Church 

From the üme of the early church to the twentieth œnhiry. lay movements 

have been associated with the Church. Christianity in its earliest form was 



recognized by its fidelity to the person and teachings of Jesus Christ and by its 

cornmitment to a grassroots wmmunity-based structure in Jerusalem. Christ 

and his apostles, as a lay group. were outside of the clerical paradigm, 

criticking the abuse of power by the Pharisees. After Jesus Christ died in A.D. 

30, this community went into hiding. However, the acmunt of the Resurrection 

transformed this group of intimidated people into a movement audaciously 

centered on community, missions and martyrdom. In the second to fourth 

centuries, Christianity becarne more formalized as the Patristic fathers, 

TertuIlian. Clement of Alexandria, Origin, and kenaeus attempted to describe 

and order this new religion. In the wake of Constantine, the Church became 

institutionalized and militarised as a state religion in A.D. 313. It was 

reorganized with a hierarchy at the Council of Nicea in A.D. 325. From this 

point on aie Church looked less like a communitarian lay organization and 

more like an empire with a military hierarchy. By A.D. 600, the Germanic 

kingdom was mainîy focussed on clerical and military power and their 

interconnectedness was reinforced during the Caroligian period (700-1 050), 

due to the emphasis of Charlemagne on his military programs? 

Thoug h Christianity became more clericalized, lay movements continued 

to appear throughout church history. These lay movements twk a prophetic 

role calling the Church back to its primary mission. In the medieval period, 

confronted by a chronic abuse of power by the hierarchy, 'intense revivalist 

movements swept across Europe.. .awaken[ing] the religious and political 

'' John McManners, ed.. The Oxford Iltustraed Histonr of Chtisti- (Oxford: Oxtord 
University Press, 1 W O ) ,  21 -22, 86,102-1 03; Alexandre Faivre, 1 he Emeraence of the W in the 
-chUrch. tram David Smith (New York: Paulist Press, 1990). 34,43,147; Jean-Guy 
Vaillancourt, Panal P o w e r : A v  of Vatican Controi over Lav_Catholic Rit- (Berkeley: 
University of Caiiiomia Press, 1 980). 25. 



conscience of peasants and townspeople alike." Monasteries were estaMished 

by lay protesten, as small centers of opposition to the ~syrnbiosis between 

Church and State? 

Provoked by the persona1 faith of Protestantism, European life became 

more secularized, i.e. more personal, private, and individualized. The rapid 

seculaflzation of the state and culture characterized Europe during the 

Enlightenment (1 600-1 800). There was a split between the secular and the 

religious realm? During the EnligMenment, the Church began to los€! its 

predominance over Western culture. 

By 191 4, compareâ to 1800, there were fewer Europeans professing 

Christianity. Western society was king reshaped by the role of science, by 

major demographic shifts f rom village to city, by induçtrialization, by religious 

toleration, and by the emerging perspective that the Bible was only legend. The 

Catholic Church reacted with an anti-modernist stance." 

In the modern period, lay rnovements were influenced by the concepts of 

democracy and by the opportunity for higher education. European and North 

American lay Catholics at the turn of the twentieth century were interested in 

having a role and voice within the off icial Church, as they did in the State. 

Erupting into a lay awakening, European and North American lay Catholics 

found their voice at various tay congresses from 1848 to 1967. The formalking 

of the Catholic Action in the 1920s gave way to other lay officiai and unofficial 

'2 Vaillancourt. mi Power, 27. 

73 McMannersl ed., The Oxford l l l u ~ a t e d ~ m &  . .  . 
267. 
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movements in the United States? 

The 19th Centurv Challencie of Secularizatfon and Modernkation 

The Western modern Church was wry much shaped by the attitudes and 

actions of North American society. Five major factors shaped Catholics in North 

America: 1) industnalization and urbariization, 2) the Depression, 3) World War 

Il. 4) the boom years and, 5) the idealism and protest of the 1960s. They left an 

indelible impact on the United States and Canada, affecting the city of Montreal 

in the province of Quebec, Canada. 

The history of the Catholic church in Quebec was different from that of 

any other part of Canada due to wlonization and immigration patterns. In 

Quebec. the majority of the population was French and the religion was 

Catholic. In the rest of Canada, the population was rnainly English and the 

religion was Protestant? 

Part of this Catholic population was Irish. Irish Catholics appear in New 

France as early as 1 663." In 181 5. Notre Dame de Bonsecours was the 

spiritual home of the Irish Catholics. In 1830, they moved to the Recollet Church 

where they worshipped until the completion of St. Patrick's Church in 1 847 "on 

the eve of the famine."" The famine years (1 847-1 849) saw the greatest level of 

7s Vaillancourt, mi Power, 36-37,95; Callahan, The M i d  of the Catblic l&mnan, 62-65 
83-89; Pope Pius X, Encyclicai, 'Il femo proposito," June 11, 1905, from The ALX)Stdlate, 
228; Pope Pius XI, Letter "C'est avec la joie* 282. 

istoire du Cm_licismeQuebecois: Le XXe S . . Hamelin, Gagnon, H *Q&: Torne 1,26,41. 

Marianna O'Gallagher, 'The Irish in Quebec,' in T b  i J n t n y :  f he lnsh In Canada 
eds.Roberî O'Driscoll, aad Lorna Reynolds, vol. 1 (Toronto: Celtic Arts of Canada, 1988), 253. 



lrish immigration to Quebec." As early as the 1840s. the lrish comrnunity 

directed its attention towards building of the institutions. The parish map of 

Montreal was altered to serve these new English speaking Catholies. By the 

1880s St. Patrick's. the national parish, was addeâ to by the establishment of 

other English-speaking lrish Catholic parishes such as: St Ann's, St. Mary's 

and St. Anthony's, and St. Gabriel'sQ 

r h e  Irish-Catholic community in nineteenth-œnhiry Montreal had a high 

level of institutional cornpleteness.. ." Confronted with the poverty and diseases 

of the famine Irish, '1 rish-Protestant and Irish-Catholic individuals, and their laye 

run charitable çocieties, were able to contribute to the relief effort [though] the 

mOst effective means of mobilising aid was through the ecclesiastical structures 

pre-existing in Montreal." Also, there was a proiiferation of parish associations 

in the late nineteenth century which were createâ for the spifitual. moral and 

emotional betterrnent of l rish Catholics in Montreal .m 

me influx of lrish into the southwest sectors af Montreal created ghettos 

to accommodate the thousands. One such ghetto was called Griffintown, a 

srnall district located in S t  Ann's Ward? Griffintown was bounded by McGill 

79 Patricia A. Thornton and Sheny Oison, The Tidal Wave of Irish Irnmiaration to Montreal 
and its Demoara~hic Consegciences, Montreal: Department of Geography, McGilt University, 
1993. n-p. 

" For the best analysis of the Irish-Cathoiii community in Monbeal during the 19th century 
see: Trigger, The Role of the Parish.* See pages 59-60 for parish maps. 

Trigger, The Role of the Parish,' 38-39.72, 130. 

OZ The lamentable conditions of 19th century Griffïntown are well known and have been 
written about and ailuded to in numerous studies. For some surces which have graphic 
descriptions see: Canada, Royai Commisçion on the Relations of Labor and Capital, Canada 
jnves!ig&es industt@iisni: tfw Rovd Cornml~gari m e  w o n s  of and QQ&& 

. . 1889, 
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1973), 24S254; Dorothy Suzanne Cross, "The Irish in 
Montreai, l86?-1896.' (M-A Thesis, McGill University, lm), 200-21 8. 



and William Streets. the St. Lawrence River and the Lachine Canal." This 

community was favoured by the poor, unskilled. 19th century lrish labourer, 

because of its proximity to the Lachine Canal and to other nearby employers." 

The concentration of lrish there, during this period. wnfirms that in the 19th 

century, Gritfintown was an Irish community. 

The 20th Centurv 

Though it is believed that number of Catholics in aie early twentieth 

century stayed constant. in reality the statistics reflect that even at this point, the 

Catholic church in Quebec was in decline. Rom 1901 to 1931 , in a population 

of 1.2 million Quebecers, there were one million Catholics and 947,944 were 

French Cathdics. In 1901, 86.8% af aie population was Catholic and by 1931, 

R decreased slightly to 85.7%.' 

In the earfy years of the twentieth centuy, aiere was a prevalent myth 

that St. Ann's Ward, which contained Griffintown, had remained predominately 

Irish? However, the high percentage of Irish in the small confines of Griffintown 

did not imply that the entire ward was Irish. Indeed, St Ann's Ward was 

a3These boundaries se? in the 19th cenhiry rem& fairly constant into the twentieth 
century. Compare Trigger, The Role of the Parish ,' 36,38; and Herbert Brown Ames, The C i t ~  
Blow the Hill: A Sociological Studv of a Portion of the Ci@ of M ~ n t t d .  C a n m  (Universrty of 
Toronto Press, 1972), 69; and, 'S. Ann's: First Mass celebrated Decernber 8, 1954,' The 
Cattidic Times, April 15 (1 w) 8. See Figure 3, "Map of Griffintown." 

Cross, The lrish in Montreal, 1867-1896," 21 9; Edgar Andrew Collard, 'St. Ann's and 
the Irish,' The G m  September 2, tW8. n-p. 

. . 
Hamelin, Gagnon, Hrstoire du C-licisme -: Le XXe Siècle 
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: Tome 1'72. 

" Note that by 1897 Griffintown was subsumeci under the district of St. Antoine, not St. 
Ann's. See: Ames, The Citv Below the H 
A ~ m ~  of b v w :  The ~~~~~n of the Worh 

-. iU, -89. See 1915 federai map in Terry Copp, The 
'-ai 1 in7-1929. (Toronto: 

McCleHand and Stewart, 1974), 74. For my purposes of this thesis, I will continue to refer to it as 
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Even at the tum of the century, theh poverty in Griffintown made the lrish 

stand out. Ames, in his shidy of poverty in Montreal's southwest, noted that the 

poorest of al1 the slurns in Montreal was in Griffintown, where the lrish were the 

majorW. In other words, the poorest of the lrish poor Iived in Griffintown: 

It has men been aff irmed regarding old G riffintown'. . .mat 
as soon as a farnily becornes well-to-do it moves to another 
locality. That this is the case appears to be corroborateâ by the 
evidence. .. ln no other district does one find so many poor and so 
few well-todo as in 'Griffintown.' This region appears to have 
been by the latter class abandoned to its fate.* 

For many of its poor residents, Griffintown had k e n  the first stop for 

housing and work once they landed in Montreal. But their sojoum in Griffintown 

was not fixed because, as the century wore on the numbers of poor Irish 

decreased as a result of the economic gains of the lrish community as a whole. 

Trigger states that by the tum of the 2ûth century the lrish oS Montreal, even 

those whose roots had been in impoverished GrMintown. had succeeded in 

surpassing the French Canadian.' This translated into overall economic 

mobility and the lrish moved into more affluent areas. Thus by the 1921 census, 

St. Ann's Ward had a population of over 50.00eof whom only 8,000, just a 

fraction of the total lrish in Montreal, were of lrish des~ent.~ The demographic 

decline continued even as the lrish of Montreal embraœâ the fruits of 

Ames, The C-w the H~U, 69, 72. 

Trigger, 'The Role of the Parish," 67; Ames, The Ci Relow the Hill. 72; "Old St. Ann's," 
The G- (Montreal) Septem ber 25, 1969. 

Robin üums, 'Who Shail Separate Us? The Montreal Irish and The Great War,' in The 
Yntold Stonr: The Irish In Robert O'Dri~colI. and Loma Reynolds, ed., vol. 2, (Toronto: 
Celtic Arts of Canada, 1988), 578. 



industrialization and urbanizab'on. 

J ndustrialization and urbanization 

Industrialization and urbanization had a tremendous impact on North 

America. It changed how people lived and worked in Canada and particularly 

in the province of Quebec. At the tum of the œntury, agriculture was no longer 

the largest Quebec employer.'' In 1 901, 40% of the population of Quebec lived 

in cities. This percentage reached 48% in 191 1, 5636 in 1921 .' By 1929. the 

City of Montreal. had reached a population of a million people. At the same 

time. many Montreal citizens still lived in poverty. In 1921. twethirds of the male 

work force in Montreal were labourers and other types of hourly wage earners 

whose annual incornes were 20 to 309C below the poverty line. Also, Montreal 

at the turn of the century had the highest infant mortality rate of the civilized 

world. From 1899 to 1901, 26.76% of all newborns died before reaching their 

first birthday. This rate was more than double that of New York City.' 

In response to the level of poverty in Montreal. at the tum of the century, 

the Protestants were the first to develop a centralized and coordinated 

approach to the question of social assistance. In 1902. they founded the 

Central Office of Charity. In 191 1, this Protestant organization then invited the 

Saint Vincent de Paul Society to work in conjunction with them. However. due 

to issues of orthodoxy, the Saint Vincent de Paul Society decided to go it alone. 

Then in 1916, aiere was the creation of a coalition of Catholic organizations 

Man Young and John A. Dickenson, A Short Historv of Quebec: A Socbwnornic 
Pers~ective. (Toronto: Copp, Clark Pitman Ltd., 1 Qûû), 1 77, 1 81 ; Trudeau. ed., The Asbestoç. 
S m s  1-2; Copp, The Anatomv of PovertviI 25-26,30,36-38; Linteau. et al., Q@ec Since 
1930. 4 -  



which provided various types of social a~sistance.~ 

The sharp population increase brought with it increased problems of 

crime, overcrowding, gambling, abandonment and other social ills. 

Recognizing this new industrial urban context of Montreal, the Quebec Catholic 

Church responded to bath social and ethical issues. From 1898 to 1912. Mgr. 

Bruchesi, Aichbishop of Montreal, published seventeen pastoral Mers to 

Montreal Catholics, regarding issues of morality and urban life. The Catholic 

Trade Union movement, which was established on behalf of workers, appeared 

in Montreal in 1914. In the same year. Sara Tansey and a group of lay women 

from the Loyola Literary Club founded the Montreal Convalescent Hospital. The 

Church voiœd its moral concerns in Montreal newspapers and also through the 

Montreal lay based Catholic newspapers. Le Devoir. T m  and then the 

Montreal Tribunesœ 

In a very short period of time imrnediately following the end of the First 

World War overwhelming demands were made by Catholics in Monmai as new 

immigrants flooded in and soldiers rehirned. They needeâ support. Many 

families were now without breadwinners, and war widows found themselves 

without any means of support. They too needed aid. This created an almost 

impossible situation, taxing to the umiost, the basic social services supplied by 

the Church. In 1921, The Quebec Public Charities Act was passeb-the first 

time that the public sector was involveâ in social welfare assistance in Quebecm 

O' Hamelin, Gagnon, H-du Catmisme -: Le XXe S . . i&le: Tome 1, 252- 
253. 

" Hamelin, Gagnon, Histoire du_Catholia.me Le XXe Siècle: Tome 
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eds Jean-Paul Rivet and 
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Despite their inablity ta cope. the bishops sent a confidential letter to Premier 

Taschereau requesting that the 1921 b w  be amended to the effect that the 

govemment woukl not be a direct participant in welfare assistance. The Church 

did not want any intrusion in matters they felt were their exclusive d~rnain.~ 

De~fession 

The Great Depression of 1929 was fel internationally but had its greatest 

effects in Canada in areas that exploiteci natural resources. ie: the pulp and 

paper industry of Quebec. High unernployrnent slowed dom consumer 

consumption. Montreal was worst hit because its economy depended on 

international tradeSe 

Responding to the chaos of the times, Charlotte Whitton, then Director of 

The Canadian Council on Child Welfare, was asked to corne into Montreal to 

survey English Catholic Services. Her 1930 report determineci that the English 

Catholic seMces were in piüful state; 'parishes couM nat meet their problems 

adequately ... and dergy and people were struggling to meet probkms too great 

for them.nea 

In place on the English Caaiolic side was a clearinghouse narned aie 

Catholic Social Service Guild. Unforhinately, the Guild was: 

not able to meet.. .urgent social needs. .without sustaining 

Antonin Dupont, 'Les relations entre I'eglise et l'état sous Louis-Alexandre 
Taschereau, l92O-l936,' (Ph.D. dis., McGili University, 1971 ), 1 17-1 18, cited in Robert 

f Quebec Fdmon Parti Quebeco&, Magnuçon, A Bief Histw o : From New France ta 
(Montreal: Harvest House, 1980), 72-73. 

Charlotte Whitton, Social W w e  S e w s  of C$fhPüGSI (Montreai, n-p., 1930), 
19; Se8 alseThe (Second Ediaof$1988). s-v. 'Whitîon. Charlotte.' 
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on Social Devdopment," Michid Hom. 



continuecl contact until the proMem was SOM.. .the results ... are 
disastrous. Many homes are broken up.. .and institutions are 
consequently over-crowded. The English Catholic poor are 
neglected and.. . the Catholic Church itself with 1s venerable record 
in alt works of a charitable nature is loçing prestige in Montreal, on 
account of the continual cnticism of this gap in Cathdic social 
work. For instance, hospitals reported that 'if a man who is il1 and 
without funds is a Jew or a Protestant, his family will be looked 
after. but as a rule, if he is an English-speaking Catholic, it is 
useless to report the case.' 

Obviously, the Quebec Catholic Church was ovemhelmed when 

confrontecl by the high level of social need during the Depression. In 1933, le 

Cornit6 des oeuvres catholiques reported that thirty-three thousand Montreal 

families were in dire need of social assistance. Unable to cope, the Church had 

to work with the State to respond to social needs during the Depression. 

Ironically, The Depression revealed the inadequacies of the 1921 government 

legislation, The Quebac Public Charities Act. The State had the funds, but not 

the network to distribute them, the Church had the network, but not funds. The 

Church, though still in charge of the social sector, now had to bureaucratise in 

order to distribute properly and account for government funding? 

But in 1933. over accusations of mismanagement, the St  Vincent de 

Paul Society stopped distributing government funds. This forced the 

government to inaugurate a civil network to distribute funds. This resulted in 

statism. For the first time, the people of Quebec becarne reliant on the State 

rather nian the Church for their social needs.' 

@' ibid., 26-27. Note that the report was aaspted by the Dioces8 of Montreal, but has 
been criticireci for its negative portrayai which ignored the role of the retigious communities and of 
the St. Vincent de  Paul Society in Montreal. See: Han, 'A Catholic Wellare Institution,' 126-1 27. 

O6 Han, *A Catholic Weifare Institution,' 52-53. 
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Though the Smte took control, Quebec lay rnovements aintinued to play 

an important role in the Depre~sion.~ One major organization was L'Action 

Catholique, an umbrella group for such groups as Jeunesse OuvriBre 

Chretienne (J.O.C.), for Ligue Ouvribre catholique (L.O.C.), and Jeunesse 

Étudiante de Catholique (JEC). It was founded during this state of socio- 

economic emergency. J.O.C. was established in Montreal in 1929, and set up 

over forty clubs in the early 1930s. By 1935, J.O.C. had eigMy-eigM groups in 

81 parishes. In 1935, J.O.C. established L'Aide aux d6semparbs which 

provided social services for youth, ages 17 to 19. This social service provider 

dealt with many different needs: the unemployed. juvenile delinquents, 

vagabonds, horneless, teen-age mothers, and prisoners. In 1936, J.O.C. set up 

two houses of hospitality, one for men and one for women, offering free 

accommodations, meals, and dothing for poor young Catholic workers. 

Throughout the decade, Catholic moral and ethical concerns were voiced in 

Montreal's newspapers and also through the lay-direded Cathoiic newspapers: 

Le Devoir and the Montreal B a c m m  

Things were also changing elsewhere as other official lay movements 

responded to the needs of people during the Depression in North America. 

However, the task was daunting. Many of the unofiïicial lay movements that 

became prominent in the 1950s and 1960s first appeared in North America in 

the 1930s in response to the urgent social needs of the Depression era. 

'O0 See: Han, .A Catholic Wetfare In-on," 135 for an analysis of the lay and religious 
groups that paftiiipated in social service delivery at this tirne. 

'O1 L'Action CatMque is the translation of 'Catholic Action'; Jeunesse Ouvribre 
Chretienne (J.O.C.) is the translation of 'Young Christian Workers' (Y.C.W.); L.O.C. can be 
transiated as the Cathok Workers' League, CWnent, 'L'Action catholique,' 297,304; Hamelin, 
Gagnon, Ustoite du -e Q u m i s :  I e XXe S 
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Catherine de Huecic Doherty established a 'Çriendship House' to serve the poor 

in Toronto in 1930, and another house in Harlem, New York in 1938. In 1933, 

the Catholic Worker rnovement was founded in New York Ci by Dorothy Day 

and Peter Maurin. They set up both a house of hospitality for the poor and a 

newspaper called the Çatholic Worker.' 

The Nineteen Forties 

Another major event that had a prdound affect was World War II. 

Urbanization and industrialization accelerated with the high demands of 

Canada's wartirne economy. Catholics in Quebec experienced new freedoms 

as people entered the armed forces and women worked in war related 

industries? Concernai about anti-clerical attitudes and religious indifference, 

the Church and its lay movements launched new morality carnpaigns against 

such issues as female workers in factories, alcoholism, pomography. 

promiscuity and jwenile delinquen~y.~ ln 1946, 

assembled a group of prominent Montreal dergy, 

'La Ligue de Vigilance social' 

businessmen, and community 

'02 (New Catholic Encyclopedia, (1 967). S. v. 'Friendship House" D.M. Cantwell; 
Catherine de Hueck Doherty, m m e n t s  of Mv Life, (Notre Dame: Ave Maria Press, 1979). 93-99 
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'Catholic Worker, The,' J.C. Cort.); Day, The Lona - Loneliness, 182-1 86. 
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leaders. It was an ecumenical bilingual organization established to diswss 

social and moral issues and to implement effective strategiesa 

It was revealed in a survey hom the L0.C. and the J.O.C. in 1941. that 

22% of workers no longer practiced their faith and 190h practised it irregdarly. 

With these findings, both the L.O.C. and the J.0.C persevered in their outreach 

to the workers. maintaining their religious and social seMces. In 1941, J.0.C 

published 15,000 copies of Meir own version of a dialogue mass for young 

people. To deal with the issue of hunger, in 1942, L0.C collaborated with the 

city of Montreal to provide community gardens. By 1 945, 2,000 cornmunity 

gardens were in existence in Montreal for the benefit of workers and their 

families. L0.C. also provided family budget services and housing 

co~peratives.~ Based on post-war conditions, J.0.C went through a major 

reorientaüon. It moved away from rnorality asades and focussed mainly on 

workers' conditions and rights.' 

On the saular side, the 1930 Whitton Report continued to reverberate in 

Montreal's English Catholic community. The Federation of Catholic Charities 

inaugurated a new institution, St. Martha's Home, in 1947. Situated in the heart 

of downtown, on St. Marc Street, St. Martha's Home provided emergency 

shelter, food and clothing to Catholic women. This service continued to serve 

women in need until 1960? 

'O6 Hamelin, Histoire du Catholicisme Qu6becois: 1 .e XXe S i U e  Tome 2, 148-149. Dr. 
Magnus Seng, one of the tounding group members of BLH, was a member of this league- La 
Ligue de Vigilance social in the late 1940s.. 
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Umfficial lay groups also remained active in North America. In Ontaro, 

immediately after the war in 1947. Doherty returned to Canada and established 

Madonna House in Combermere, Ontario." Elsewhere, in 1946-7, Helen 

lswolsky created the 'Third Hour ' in New York City which was an ecumenical 

group of intellectual elites from different Christian tradiïons. lm Reports from The 

Ensian indicate that by 1948, many American and Montreal sodalities had been 

established for lay Catholic aduits and students for both piety and charity.'ll 

Meanwhile in Quebec, perhaps the most significant event in the post 

WWll era was the Asbestos strïke, because it had far-reaching effects in the 

Church.lP The Asbestos Strike was of great importance to J.O.C. since their 

focus was on warkers' rights and conditions. Due to their mandate, J.O.C. was 

unable to involve itseif in the political action during the strike; yet they did not 

hesitate to show sympathy for the workers' cause. The Catholic trade unions 

also supported the Asbestos workers; yet the Church sided with the Duplessis 

governrnent. The Church supported the desires of big business and police 

brutaMy rather than the needs of workers.'" 

Quebec Caaiolics fdlowed this strike in severa t lay Catholic newspapers : 

'O0 New Catholic Encycbpedia, (1967). s.v. 'Friendship House- O.M. Cantwell; Doherty, 
Fraaments of Mv L& 172-3; Shaw, 'Among Ourselves," February 12, 1949, 5. 

"O Davis, The Rise and Decline," 108-1 20 passim; Shaw, 'Arnong Ourselves," May 21, 
1949, 5. 

11' Trigger gives evidence in her aiesis for the existence of Montreal parish çoddiies in 
the 1880s.Trigger, 'The Role of the Parish," 85-88; Mary ûranswell, 'What Montrealers Are 
Doing,' The Fnsiqn (Kingston, Ontario) Novern ber 13, 1 948, n. p. RransweH noted many active 
Montreal soâaiities in her column. Lonaine Fitzgerald, 'Shut-ln Montreafer Provides Lesson ln 
Worthwhite Living,' The Ensi= (Kingston, Ontario) November 13, 1948, n.p. 
describes a special sodaiii for shut-ins whose membership included Dixie MacMaster. 

'12 For details of this monumentous event and its repercussions in Quebec society see: 
Trudeau, ed., The Asbestos Strike. 
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Le Devoir, L'Action catholiaug. b Front ouvrier ('The Labour Front), and The 

Ensian.'14 The views of the Church were unpopular and for many Catholics, this 

lack of support signalled the beginning of the dedine of Church influence in 

Quebec. By the late 1940s, Quebec lay Cathotic dites opposeâ the traditional 

conservative styie governing of Duplessis, calling for the modernization of 

Quebec. Moreover, the recruitrnent of priests, brothers and nuns declined in the 

1940s, and by 1948, between 30% to 50% of Montreal Catholics were no 

longer attending Church.'" 

The Nineteen Fifties 

Prosper i ty  

In Quebec, the 1950s was a pefiod characterized by prosperity, poverty 

and impatience. Many Quebecers enjoyed the benefits of post-war prosperity. 

lncomes increased, consumer prices were reasonable and the combination 

fostered a growth in consumerism. lmproved incomes caused economic 

mobility. which directly contributed to a housing crisis as Quebecers desired 

improved and new housing. With new purchasing power and easy credit. 

Quebecers bought cars, furniture, and home appliances. Living conditions 

throughout Quebec improved, but Montreal saw the greatest level of improved 

living conditions as public health campaigns promoted hygienic standards and 

the death rate decreased. The most significant change in Quebec was the 

creation of suburbs with singlefamily unit housing. More workers found 

themselves with the benefits of a standardized forty-hour work week. Leisure 

time went up and with paid vacations, Montrealers patronized the summer 
- -- 

'14 Trudeau, ed., Jhe A- Strika, 240-247, 256-263. 
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resort towns in the Laurmtian mountains north of the city.lm 

Po verty 

The above picture does not characterite the fate of ail Montrealers. for 

many Quebecers were still entrenched in poverty. It was reported that at the 

end of the 1 950s, a quarter of the non-agricultural popdation süll lived below 

the poverty line and most were francophones. A major factor in this systemic 

poverty was the low-wage industries which were very key to Quebec 

economy. Also, large francophone families along with seasonal unemployment 

perpetuated the high level of poverty.'" 

Federal Government social programs launched in the 1940s. brought 

some relief to those living below the poverty iine in the 1950s. Unemployment 

insurance, the old-age pension, family allowance and other types of social 

assistance programs were extended to include the most wlnerable of the poor. 

However. some programs underwent strong criticism because their strict 

eligibility criteria 8xduded many people who were unable to work. In response, 

the federal government established an unemployment assistance prograrn to 

include more people. This program required both federal and provincial 

governments to share the costs of the program. Quebec however, did not join 

this prograrn till 1 959. '* 
Impat ience  

In the 1950s, the Church lost its predominanœ in the socio-political 

realm. Frustrated with the Church's past response to social and econornic 

issues, Quebec society began to move away from traditional Church idedogy to 

l le ibid., 228-232. 

''' ibid., 233. 

'16 ibid., 234-236. 



embraœ a social ideology based on pluralism. Though Cardinal bger  fought 

against poverty dunng the 1950s, he was viewed as part of traditional Catholic 

thought.'"' Hearkening back to its failure in the aiirties, the Church of the 1950s 

was unable to respond to the increasing level of social needs. Thus, as both 

levels of government becam0 more involved in social funding and 

programrning, the Church became more end more irrelevant? 

AISO. there was a growing impatience with the symbiotic relationship 

between the Duplessis government's traditional nationalism and the Catholic 

Churdi's conservative ideologies in Quebec. The govemment's nationalism 

was based on a religious, agricultural and patriarchal concept of Quebec. 

Opposition to the Duplessis government came from al1 sectocs, particularty after 

the Asbestos strike. The rhetoric of protest grew louder in the 1950s, and 

engaged a broad spectnirn of Quebecers, such as the English. the French, 

comrnunists, socialist, artists, writers, the Canadian and Catholic trade unions, 

and students from J.E.C? 

The heavy-handed tactics over 'the Bishop Charbonneau affair' between 

the Church and the Duplessis government led to a renewed cal1 for 

modemiration by Catholic elites.= This new reform liberalism found its voice in 

university social science departments made this change in their orientation. 

t20 Linteau, et ai., mebec Since 193Q 242. 

12' ibid., 250-252. 

During the Asbestos Strike, Archbishop Charbonneau of Montreai in a sermon came 
out in support of the workers. He was the sole Quebec bishop to speak out against the position 
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suggested that Duplessis, and certain Church officiais. conspi-rd together to ensure 
Charbonneau's exile from Montreal. Hamelin, g i s :  k XXe S . . 
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itd Libra a magazine which was established by Pierre Elliot Trudeau and 

Gérard Pelletier in 1950. These and other lay Catholic elites opposed 

Duplessis' traditional nationalism which denied the socieecornmic realities of 

Quebec. They strongly advocated for seculanzation and modemization. They 

persistently dernanded the withdrawal of the Churdi from Quebec's institutions 

and politics. These Catholics supported the concept of a progressive 

Catholicism that would encourage a stronger role for the laity, more dialogue. 

and a progressive Catholicism that would be predicated upon the individual's 

conscience." 

Their words did not fall on deaf ears, for they voiced what was being 

mirrored in Quebec society, as most Quebecers supported the modernist 

stance. For example, in 1951 as part of a morality campaign. the Archbishop 

had asked the city to close al1 stores for the feast of the lmmaculate Conception 

on December 8th. lgnoring this campaign, Catholics tlocked to do their 

Christmas shopping in the western part of downtown where stores rernained 

open. It is evident, then mat by the early 1950s. the Church had already lost of 

controt over its f a i t h f ~ l . ~  

This is not to imply that the Church went underground at this time. In tact, 

different crusades took place and the Church began to spread its message 

through radio, film and television. The liturgical movement was strong in 

Quebec in the 1950s with emphasis on Gregorian chant, the dialogue mass and 

sacred music. Catholic Action in Quebec held many conferences, and study 

days, and published many documents in connection with the liturgical 

movement. On September 13. 1954, Pius XII authorized a bilingwl Mass 

la Linteau, et ai., Q@mc Since 1930, 254-257. 

12' ibid., 241 -242. 



(French-Latin) for Quebec and other francophone churches in Canada. Also, to 

promote ecumenical dialogue, on January 14, 1952 Father lr6n6e Beaubien 

established the Caaiolic lnquiry Forum. Nevertheles, these efforts. perhaps 

too Iittle too late, were not enough for the Church to regain its influence in 

Quebec society. 

Lay movements 

With the growing opposition expressed during this decade, L'Action 

Catholique became split over its loyalties to the Church and its concem over 

the realities of Quebec? The umbrella group, L'Action Catholique. was still 

prolifc. but even it noted lower memberships during this periodm However 

there were stilf lay Catholics who launched into areas that had previously been 

the domain of the institutional Church. One such area was the alleviation of 

poverty. During the decade a group of lay English Catholics established 

Benedict Labre House. It was to be both a hous9 of hospitality for the poor and 

a enter for the lay aapostolate. They dealt with many poor of Montreal who 

could not meet the strict criteria for the government social assistance programs. 

In other words. they assisted those who fell between Me cracks, the exberne 

poor iri Griffintown and the indigent elsewhere in M~nt rea l .~  

In the 1950s. Cité Libre, and Le Devoir cantinued to offer insightful lay 

Catholic perspectives on different issues for French-speaking readers. 

lZ5 Hamelin, Histoire du Catholicisme Qu-is: Le XXe SiWe Tome 2,217, 221, 228. 

Cldment, 'L'Action catholique," 306. 

'" Linteau, et al., mebec Since 1 WQ, 240. 

lM Jim Shaw to Dorothy Day, letter, c. 1952, 1-3; 'Jim Shaw's letter to Catherine Doherty,' 
6; Buell, 'Labre House,' 14. Indigent means 'any person. (child or adult) bdng car& for in a 
hoWal, home, refuge, creche, sanatorium, institution for the Mind, deaf, dumb, foundlings, or 
other similar public charitable instihrtion.' Whitton, ml Wetfare 13. 



However, The Ensian. whkh was launched in 1948, with a Quebec supplement, 

folded in 1956. No subsequen! publication was launched until 1963; therefore, 

Mere was no English Catholic community newspaper from 1956 to 1960. Thw, 

since it was launched in April 1955, ûenedict Labre House's YNIlY newspaper 

played an important role for Montreal English Catholics during the second haif 

of the 195ûs. UNlTY during this period provided Montreal lay Catholics with a 

cross-section of news and opinion on tapics related to the lay apostolate, 

poverty, and the upcorning councii of Vatican II.' 

Even at this tirne, Gliffintown was served by others of the faithful. by large 

organizations, and by srnall groups, al1 comrnitted to alleviating the extreme 

poverty there. One small group was the Little Sisters of Charles de Foucauld, 

women who led a simple contemplative life among the poor. Like BLH they had 

moved into Griffintown in the 1950s. Like BLH, their example of piety and 

poverty had an impact both on their surrounding community and on Benedict 

Labre House? 

Demographic Decline 

The establishment of BLH in the mid-1950s coimided with the centenary 

of St. Ann's parish of Gfiintown. Articles written around the cornmernoration of 

this milestone describe a community under siege. In 1955, the Christian 

Brothers moved out of St. Am's  school. Plans were drawn up in the late fifties 

The Catholic Times, The English-Speaking Catholic People of Montreal,' in 
de Montrw" 336; MacGillivray, 'People Concemed," 1 ; Buelf, 'The Man," 17-18; 

*JO hl Caaiolic E n c v c i o m  (t 967). s.v. 'Little Sisters of Jesus," A.J. Wouters; See 
also: Charles, Pirectw For The CharlesOf m; Joseph E. Haley, C.S.C., ed., m l i c  .. . e!&@on in the W O I  inst- ",TN"ZEmOe, 1957). 179-1 01 ; M s l i ~ ~ ? ~ ~ I e  
Concemed,' 1 ; Hagarty, interview by author, 8 June, 1999; Lawbr, int-ew by auaior, 15 June 
1 999; BueIl, inte~ew by author, 1 7 May 1999; The Catholic Women's League had also moved 
into the parish in 1951, see: Rev. John Gaîlagher. CSSA., The Centméwy of 01d St. Ann's. n-p., 
1954, 48. 



to rezone totaly Victoriaville (better known as Goose Village) in order to make 

way for construction projects in preparation for Expo 67. Many people who had 

attended St Ann's Church lived in Goose Village and the loss of this population 

accelerated the loss of parishi~ners.~ Father Baldwin of St. Ann's Church, in 

an inteMew in 1 961, talked about how the 1950s were disastrous for the 

Griffintown comrnunity. He warned that the "parish probably would not be here 

today were it not for former parishioners who retwn to St- Ann's for weddings 

and funerals and of course for Tuesday Devotions ... attendance in St. Ann's 

schods has decreassd 75 percent over the p s t  20 yea m... nt32 

The dedine in school and church attendance in Griffintown illustrates the 

severe dernographic shift in the old Irish community. This deaine, which had 

started at the tum of the century, accelerated in the 1950s. Figure 1 "Griffintown 

Population Decline, 1941 -1 971 ," demonstrates that in 1951 the population of 

Griffintown was 4,509. This was a modest 7.2% drop from the 1941 census of 

4,858 people. However, between 1951 and 1961 the decline was precipitow. 

The population had dropped overall to only 2,6û6. a 41 -5% drop in ten yean? 

It is especially noteworthy that by 1941 Griffintown could no longer be 

called an lrish cornrnunity. All census figures show that the French Canadian 

was predominant Even assuming that the majority of the population of the 

British Mes were Irish, they had been seriously eclipsed by the migration of the 

13' Haroid Poitras, 'Irish stronghold succumbs to creeping industrialism," Jhe Montre& 
StêL, September 23, 1969, n.p. 

lU Al Wrner, T w o  Old Parishes in City Face Extinction,' The Gsirette. November 15, 
1961, n.p. 

'j3 Dominion Bureau of Statistics, flinth Cenws of -a 195-n and 
FlousVia Characteri- bv cm-: Montra 

. . (Ottawa, 1953), 4; Oorninbn Bureau of 
Stafistics, ~ ~ y y  of -a. 1961 : w o n  and Hou- Char- bv Census T- * .  

Montreal (Ottawa, 1963),8. See Figure 1. 



rural French Canadian into Montreal, and by the Irish community's departure 

decades earlier .= 

The Nineteen Sixties 

Modernization 

The 1960s was a period of modernization and secularization in Quebec. 

It was characterïzed by reform . the Quiet Revolution. economic prosperity, and 

by the Church's decline. Wih a new liberai government of Premier Jean 

Lesage (1 960-1 9661, the cal1 for modernization of the 1940s end 1950s 

became a reality. Lesage had won the support of. and 'consensus' from a 

multitude of sectors: Vade unions. corporations, and intellectual and political 

cirdes.' These new domi~ f t t  groups, the new francophone power dite, 

favoured an 'aggressive nationalism'. Lesage's re fon liberalism was a 

modern interpretation of Quebec's old 'nationalisrn'. These were the years of 

the 'Quiet Revolution' as Quebec sought to work out its national identity apart 

from the Church and apart from the rest of Canada. In this period, nationalisrn 

was defined in Quebec by 'political, institutional and social reforms? 

In the 1 960s, Quebec played catch up with the rest of Canada and the 

Western world. In the 1960s a series of government policies were put into effect 

so as to change 'Quebec's institutions, image and self-wncept." Under the 

banner of the 'welfare state', the government of Quebec secularized the three 

main sectors: educattion, health and social affairs, which were once the domain 

of the Quebec Catholic church. These sectors were reorganized completely 

'Worothy Day indicatm in her A N ,  t 955 visit to Patricia House that Marjorie served 
supper regularly to a group of about sixteen French children. Day, 'On Pilgrirnage,' 6. 

Linteau, et al., Q&ec Sinœ 1934,307-500 passim. 



and refiied with government staff, hnding, and programs- 

Another area of change occurred when the Quebec trade unions shed 

their Catholic heritage and became more militant, more radical and even violent 

during certain strikes in the 1960s For a brief time, in the early 1960s. the 

unions supporteci the Lesage govemment's natio~list policies. but by the mid- 

1960s. the atmosphere changed as the unions viewed this relationship as a 

trap. With the government as the key employer, the unions saw the state as the 

exploiter of the p e ~ p l e . ~  

Prosperity 

Quebec's strong economic growth in the six&ies was due to the rise of 

business investments and federal and provincial funding. Quebec started to 

invest in its own corporations like Bombardier and Hydro Quebec. With such 

economic leverage, the government was able to subsidize many construction 

and public work projects. A good example was in the city of Montreal, which 

from 1960 to 1966 was physically transformed. During this period, Montreal's 

subway system was built. At aie same time, the Trans-Canada Highway, the 

D6carie and Ville Marie Expressways were constructed as feeders to Montreal 

Island suburbs. Alsol many Montreal skyscrapers and government buildings 

were constructed, including Place Ville Marie. All these projects were built in 

coordination with the main construction project, Expo 67." 

Other changes occurred. Quebec became more urbanized as the 

However, the process of deconfessionaiizing primary and  second^ schools was 
lengthier, occuning over a forty year period (1 960-2000). Linteau, et al., Quebec Since 1 930. 

îiisme QCébéco 308476 passim; Hamelin, Histoire du Catho is: Le XXe Siècle T o m e  21 3-278 
passim. 

''' Linteau, et al., Quebcu? Since 1 BQ,  41 9-422; Hamelin, Hisbireml ic isrne 
1 s :  XXe Siècle Tome 2 243-245. 

'* Linteau, et al., ~ B C  Sinœ 1939,304-404 passim. 



majority of its population liW in either Quebec City or Montreal. But aie region 

of Montreai was the hub;-more than half Quebec's population lived there. 

Disposable income in Montreal was above the Quebec average and 

Montrealers' purchasing power continued to increase. Quebec was finally 

recognized as a amsumer society in the 1960s. More incorne coupled with 

more leisure also led to more expenditures on recreation and cultural 

ac tivities. 

Social Change 

A significant change in the 1960s was the Church's shrinking role on 

Quebec values and culture. The main means of influence on Quebecers beside 

the government was mass media during this period. Mass media transmitted 

American culture and values which Quebecers appropriated as their own. 

Quebec youth culture and aie farnily were heavily affected by the North 

American culture and v a l ~ e s . ~  

Quebec was seriously affectecl by the post-war II baby boom: those 

children born between the late-1940s and the 1960s. Between 1960 and 1970, 

1 -2 million Quebecers reached the age of fourteen. The baby boomers became 

the youth culture of the 1960s. Many diiferent seMces were created in Quebec 

for this generation of youth, parücularly new highschools, universities, and the 

C. E.G .E. P. system (wrnmunity wllege). Quebec youth embraced British and 

American rock music, the drug aiiture, the counterculture and the sexual 

liberation of the 1960s. They also became part of the North American social 

'- ibid., 385-461 passim. 

la Linteau, et al., Qu&ec Since 193Q, 555-556; Hamelin, m r e  d-me . . 
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protest rnovement, taking to the streets in support of Quebec ~tionalism, 

peace, and students'. workers' and womens' rights? 

No longer influencecl by the Quebec Cathdic Church, the tradit io~l 

Quebec family also underwent serious change. influenceci by the broader social 

rnovernents of the 1960s. During the 1960s. Quebec adults started ta choos8 

cornmon-law relationships over marriage. With increased economic power and 

the widespread use of the birth control pill, men and women's role shifted in 

relationships in Quebec. Less emphasis was put on having children, resulting 

in a decrease in birth rate after 1965. Also, in the 1 QWs, divorce became Iess 

expensive, creating more single parent families." 

A State of Oecline 

Disempoweied by the government and propelled by the reforms of 

Vatican II, the Quebec Catholic Church was in a state of decline in the 1960s. 

Vatican 11 (1 962-1 965) wïth its sweeping reforms, had a large impact on 

churches internationally. The effect of Council's reforms on the Quebec Church 

were significant, adding to its dedine. Church attendance declined at a rapid 

rate in Quebec during this period. In Montreal, church attendance shrank from 

61 % to 30% between aie years 1961 and 1971. In the early 1 9 6 0 ~ ~  recniitment 

to the priesthood and to religious communities almost completely dried up. In 

the wake of government and Vatican II reforms, in the mid 1960s. there was a 

large exodus from the priesthood along with nuns and brothers fram religious 

communities. Quebec lay Catholics continuad to distance themselves from the 

'*' Linteau, et al., mebec Since 193Q, 310, 321-322. 

'" Linteau, et al., Pyebec Since 1930,310-325 mm; Hamelin, Histoire du 
Ckthokisme XXe Siècle Tome 2,260-273 



Church on issues of marnage, birth control and d i i ~ r c e . ~  

During this period of modernization and secularization in Quebec. many 

Quebec clergy were attendin9 one of the most important events in the Church's 

history, the council of Vatican 11. Several had key roles at the comcil including 

Cardinal Leger. Fully aware of Quebec's new context. Quebec's Church 

stniggled to adapt, while attempting to put forth the reforms from Vatican II. In 

the spirit of Vatican II, the Church did not fight modernization, or the Quiet 

Revolution. In an understanding of a new Catholicism. many Quebec clergy 

and bishops supported this new rnodernized, nationalist-oriented Quebec."" 

As the Church struggled to find a new role, in 1968 it called for a study of 

the state of Catholicism in Quebec. The s t w  commission of pastors and 

theologiam ied by sociologist Fernand Dumont published its findings in 1 972. 

Unfortunately, by the date of Dumont report's publication, the exodus from the 

Church in Quebec had already occurred. The report's finding and suggestions 

for innovations in ministry were now offered to a small remnant of the Quebec 

Catholic Church whose reaction was mixecl? 

Response 

With Cardinal b g e r  in a key role aï Vatican II, the Archdioœse of 

Montreal moved quickly to take on the Council reforms. One of the areas where 

the reforms in Montreal were expressed, was in the Archdiocese's ecurnenical 

ventures. In 1962, the Catholic Inquiry Forum celebrated its tenth anniversary. 

la Linteau, et ai., mebec Since 1 93a 476-479: Hamelin, Histoire du mlicim 
6 beco is . ! !  213-267 passim. 

'" Bernard, M. Daly, mmr&&g for Tmanow . * 
: A Hisbry ~f me w i a n  Qpference 
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In the same year, Leger authorized a diocesan commission on ecumenism and 

published a pastoral letter supporting Christian unity. In the same year, the 

Dominicans set up a series of inter-faith dialogues at their convent. Through 

such activity, Montreal became a dynamic centsr for ecumenism." 

Though Catholic Action had dom much in this area in the past, Leger 

strongly supporîed a even larger rok for the laity in the parish. Also, a strong 

emphasis was put on a pastoral ministry, where team rnembers made omto- 

one contact with both active and disaffected parishioners. With the support of 

the Iiturgical rnovement in Quebec, many reforms were made to liturgy and 

religious art. On March 7, 1965, the reforms of Vatican II were reflected in local 

churches across Quebec as Mass was said in the vernaculai: French, English. 

ltalian and other languages. Quebec churches designed in the post-Vatican 

era were often excellent architectural examples of the use of "simpler lines, 

modern forms.. .creat[ing]more intimate places of w~rship."~ 

In the area of communication, the Catholic church continued to voiœ its 

religious and moral concerns through its publications. To do battle against the 

influence of the mass media, the Church added many new publications to 

continue to spread its message. In attempt to modernize itself, in the early 

1960~~ L'Action caoioliaug became L'Action. During the same period, 

Maintenant was established targeting on the new lay and clerical elites. This 

publication soon had its adversary with the taunch of Auiourd'hui By6beç in 

1965, that targeted the traditional elites. These and many more publications 

continued to ofFer insightrul lay Cathdic perspectives to various issues for 

'a Linteau, et ai., Since 1930, 
- .  478: Hamelin, Histoire du Cathdmsme 

Le XXe Siècle Torne 2 229. 

"' Lintau, et al., mebec Since 1930,478-479: Hamelin, mi-srne . . 
M e  Tome 214-21 6, 221. 



Frencbspeaking readers. However, the Montreal English Cathdic community 

still lacked a formal community newspaper frorn 1 960 to 1 963. During this 

period, Benedict Labre House's UNlTY newspaper continued to provide 

Montreal lay Catholics with news and opinions on topics related to the lay 

apostolate, poverty, and Vatican II. For a short pend, T m  was 

established in 1963 as an official Montreal archdiocese paper.le 

One area. that the Church did not give up on easily was ducation. In 

October, 1960, the Jesuits proposed to open two more universities. Though 

much debate ensued, their proposal was refuseci by the govemment wliich felt 

that such projects reflected the past not the present realities of Quebec. 

However, a sense of compromise characterird the discussions of confessional 

schwls for primary and secondary level students in the 1960s." 

Lay Movements 

In the late 1950s to mid-1 WOs, Catholic Action was in the process of 

change. In the late 1950s, there was much confusion between the Catholic 

Action and pious associations. In Febniary 1960, it was decided that pious 

associations would be coordinated with Catholic Action in a general way. 

However, with the deepening process of searlarization in Quebec, in the 196ûs, 

Cathdic Action found their methods generaily ineffectual with the new youth 

generation. Catholic Action becarne obsolete as other lay movements and 

groups adapted and found new ways of engaging youth and adults. Also, 

Catholic Action lost its role within the parish as the role d the Iaity was enlarged 

''' Hamelin, Histoire di 1 C-srne XXe Siede Tome 2 . . 
260-264; The 
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in the Church with Vatican II. With a iarger role for the K i ,  parish life was 

reorganized. with pastoral teams, pastoral animators, Iiturgists, and ecumenical 

groups, rnaking Catholic Action basically obsolete. This combination of factors 

and conditions, led Catholic Action to disappear in 1966 from the Quebec 

Catholic landscape. In the same vein, Benedict Labre House. which was at its 

peak during the early 1960s due to its strong connection with young people. its 

work with international students and its ecumenical focus, also experienced a 

period of decline as an unofficial lay apostolate after Tony Walsh left in 1966. 

Like the Church and Catholic Action. during this period, BLH became les  

attractive to both to disaffected lay Catholics, and to active lay people within 

local parishes.lS 

All the good ventures that arme from the Vatican II era could not stem the 

tide of modernization and secularization occurring in Quebec. By the end of 

Vatican II, the Quebec church was disempowered by the State, la with a 

collection of empty churches, convents and monasteries. By the end of the 

1960s, the Church had adapteci its voice in Quebec from that of a monopoly to 

that of a small business. This was a more pst-Vatican II type of Catholicism. 

which was more pastoral, non-triumphal. It called for a larger role for the laity, 

ecumenisrn, and acceptance of a pluralistic Quebecs' 

Demographic Decline 

The bustiing 60s did not reverse but accelerated, the demographic trend 

in Griffintown. In 1970, the priest in a newspaper interview noted, 'St. Ann's 

lW Hameiin, m i r e  du C m s m e  QuébBcois: XXe SiMe Tome 2 . . 223-224, 322- 
323; CIBrnent, 'L'Action catholique,' 313; Cook, 'BLH like university,' 7; Buell, The Man," 17- 
18; Sil Gaivin, 'We Need to lncrease Our Family,' VNiW (Montreai) May 1969.3; Davis, T h e  Rise 
and Decline,' 175. 

16' Hamelin, Hisbire du Qu&&ois. XXe S W e  Tome 2 . . . 264-279. 



Church in GrifFÎntown will be demolished next surnmer." He continued, "The 

reason is starkly simple: the pahh has almost disappeared. Where once the 

handsome greystone edifice served 1200 familias, it sefves bareiy 90 and of 

these only half are English-speaking."' This is borne out in the census. The 

1971 census shows that as Benedict Labre House was nearing its second 

decade of service, the comrnunity around it had almost disappeared. The 

population in Griffintown had diminished to a paltry 840 seuls.= The once 

vibrant Irish community in Griffintown was a shadow of its former self. 

Another change was that in 1963 the City of Montreal re-zoned 

Griffintown as industrial. The housing stock could not be renewed, and many 

existing homes were slated for dernolition. This meant that though many 

continued to corne inta Griffintown to work, more and more families had to find 

housing el~ewhere.~ Unfortunately the rezoning backfired as "it [ha4 not 

attracted any new industry because it [dia not have the vast spaces required for 

modern factories."" The municipal efforts to expropriate, rare and redesign the 

comrnunity had not revitalized, but had hastened its demise. 

Benedict Labre House then, is a kinâ of test case to study the larger 

picture of the shifting landscape of lay movements in the Catholic Church in the 

lS2 "Old St. Ann's," n.p. ; Harold Poitras, "End of ari Era in Griftintown,' The Montreal Star, 
Jufy 4, 1970. 

lS3 Statistics Canada, 1971 Census of w: m a t i o n  and Hausina Charaderistics by 
Census Tracts: Montreal, Series A (Ottawa, 1973). See Figures 1,2. 

'S. Palmer, 7 w o  Old Parishes,' n.p. 

lS6 David Marvin, 'Griffintown A Bief Ckronicle," The Montreai Star. September 8, 1975, 
n.p. reprint from 18 (1) 1795. Imnicaüy,in cornparison, the new zoning that took piace in 
Little Burgundy, the northern part of St. Anthony's was residential. tt however had huge 
expanses of land which could have been suitable for industriai or oornmercial eritmses. 
Instead, today LMe Burgundy is a residential area adjacent to the downtown core. See: Dorothy 

70 Now: A Hi- of Blws in Montreeh, Williams, The R o d  (Montreal: Vehicule Ress, 1997). 



mi620th century. The paradox was that a house deliberateiy 'small and poor' 

a n  provide a key for understanding the cornplex development of lay 

apostolates in the 201h œnhny. These ideas with be anaiysed in the historical 

narrative which follows. 



CHAPTER 5: EARLY DEVELOPMENT (1 898 -1 952) 

Tony Walsh: Blrth to Performance 

Upon examination of the life of a significant person in history, it is 

necessary to study the life of the individual from birth to death, to discover where 

the historical figure fits in family limage and where the farnily f i i  in its 

comrnunity history. To understand Tony Walsh and his development, first as a 

person and th8n as a modem Caaioiic lay leader, his family history is a 

significant aspect of the story. 

It is important to establish the socio-economic level of the Walsh family 

since Tony Walsh chose to live as poor among the poor, causing some to 

believe that his choice to live a Iife of voluntary poverty in adulthood was an 

extension of his farnily poverty in his youth. This analysis of Tony's family life 

will demonstrate clearly the opposite conclusion, foc though the family moved 

often, and on several occasions they did experience some level of financial 

crisis. Tony's Walsh's immediate family lived a middle-class lifestyIe.= 

Also significant to the physical and spiritual geography of Tony is the 

pattern of recurring fatherlson conflict that existed between Joseph Walsh, and 

'" In fact, Lucien Miller proposes mat Tony was not from the middle dass because Tony 
did not study at Oxford University. He aiso describes Tony's father as a garnbler who raised 
horses, sper\t impulsively and caused his farnily finanaal hardship. However,Tony porhays his 
father as a shrewd business man who ran a hors8 farm which ailowed him and hi8 family to enjoy a 
middle-class Mestyle. In t m s  of Tony Walsh's ducation, availabie data is sketchy. Tony did 
attend a village school when the family was in financial cnsis. Yet, he was attending boatding 
school in the account where his father failed to meet him severai times. Miller, Abne for Otm 
120; Tony Walsh, interview by Peter Meggs. FaIl, 1990. Tony Walsh Victoria, British Columbia ta 
Geow Cook, Ottawa, Ontario, letter, 25 January, 1987, TGC. 



Tony's grandfather Walsh Sr. Their conflictual reiationship was repeated in the 

next generation between Joseph and with his own son. Joe Walsh had 

disdained his own father's social and charitable endeavours. Later, Joe 

disliked the same characteristics in Tony that he had witnessed in his father. 

The conRict between Joe Walsh and his father sheds Iight as to why the same 

conflict in reverse occuned between Joe Walsh and Tony. It is clear that this 

conflict propelled Tony into a life and work with marginalized people. 

Chlldhood 

In DuMin, Ireland, Tony Walsh's grandfather, a man who provided well 

for his family, was an orator, a strong advocate for the poor and the worker. In 

the late 1880s, his son. Joseph Walsh, was a recognized horseman, handler, 

and trainer. However, Walsh Sr. and his son Joseph had little in common. 

Walsh Sr. was concerned for the marginalized, whereas young Joe had a 

passion for horses and thus escaped to England. There he rnarried, and his 

wife gave birth to their first child, Anne? 

From the 1890-1899, the Walsh family lived and worked in several 

places in Europe. In 1890. the family moved to Hungary. Outside of Budapest, 

Joe managed a well-known stud farrn. Walsh was well conneded to the horse 

show and trade network in Europe. Wnh the winds of war, the Walsh family 

moved to Vienna, Austria, and then to Brussels, Belgium. In Brussels, the 

Walsh family suRerd âeep loss when their two baby boys succumbed to infant 

'" Ton y Walsh, V ~ o f i a ,  British Cdurnbia to George Cook. Ottawa. Ontario. let!er, 7 
March, 1987, TGC; Tony Waish, Montreal, Quebec to George Cook. Ottawa. Ontario, letter, 1 
July, 1986, TGC. 



In the late 1 890s, the Walsh family moved again to Pans. France. 

However, during this period, England and France were imrnersed in conflict 

over the Fas- affair with an immediate threat of war. In 1898, Joe Waish 

gathered his family and belongings, ready to flee Paris for Britain. However, his 

wife went into labour and their second child, Anthony Walsh was born on 

December 29, 1898, in a British hospital in Paris. Immediately, Joe Walsh went 

to the British Embassy in Paris to ensure that his only lMng son was œrüfïed as 

a British subject. in January 1899,Tony and his family moved from France to 

England. Until the age of eighteen, Tony and his family moveâ repeatedly 

between Ireland. England and Sc~t land .~  

Tony was a slender, sensitive, and physically fragile boy, so after having 

lost two infant sons in Brussels, Mrs. Walsh took every measure to protect him 

from any form of illness. Mrs. Walsh remained very focussed on his health and 

nutrition. Though Tony grew up in a well-provided middle-class 

'" Tony Walsh to George Cook, 7 March, 1987. Dating of his parents' move to Hungary in 
1890 is based on Tony's comment in this letter that he was born al the end of his parents' 8-year 
stay in Europe. Since Tony Walsh was born on December 29,1898, thmefore, his parents moved 
to Hungary in 1 890. Tony Walsh to George Cook, 1 July, 1 986. 

fashoda- was a town (now Kodok) of the Sudan. It was the sene of a dipbmatic 
incident in 1898, when it was occupied by Marchand on behalf of France, while Kitchener claimed 
the tenitory for main. After several months of crisis, France wittdrew in 1899. The New LeWcon 

r's FncvlGfpOedic Diction= of the Fngiish Lannuaae. Canadian ed., 1988, S.V. 
'Fashoda'; f herefore, the Walsh tamiiy moved to Paris in the late 1890's. Tony Walsh to Gemge 
Cook, 7 March, tS87; Tony Walsh to George Cook, 1 Jufy 1986. Since,Tony Walsh was barn 
December 29,1898, and his parents left Paris maiin twenty-eight days for England, it cm be 
concluded that they moved from France for England in January 1899. Tony Walsh ?O George 
Cook, Ottawa, Ontario, 25 January, 19û7; Tony Walsh, 'Anthony Walsh Curriculum Vie'  
[Cumculum Wae] n.d. from Private Collection of George Cook; Stephen Hagarty, 'Gentle Man 
Who Challenge Mhers,' (March/April1995), 39; William Lawlor, nA M e  of Imagination, 
Patience, Cornmitment,' Corn- (July 1 Qm), 47. 



environment, mth love and attention from his mother. he lived in the shadow of 

his father and the horse farm environment Tony's fragile physique was the 

fodder for many comments M i n  Ms mmunity.'" 

Joe Walsh loved and depended on his wife and dearly cherished his 

daughter, Anne. Howwer, Joe's rejecüon of his only son was evident to his 

immediate family, f riends and farm ernployees. A perfectionist, Joseph Walsh 

was both publicly and privately embanassed by his young son's behaviour. 

Many tirnes, Joe would respond with great rancour and anger at the typical 

problems of a small boy, and becarne verbally 

60th Tony's mother and the Walsh's stable grooms were witnesses to 

Joseph's relentless aiticism of his son. During these conflicts, Tony's mother 

would strongly support her son and the grooms would try to cornfort the young 

boy, when out of earshot of Joe. Joe's need for control and perfection became 

a wedge between himseîf and his son. Since Tony could not be held up as a 

trophy, Joe Walsh's fascination with power and weaith was reflected in his 

lifestyle." 

The conflict between father and son intenslied as Tony becarne a young 

man and attempted to cawe out a future for himseff. As already indicated. this 

fatherlson conflict mirrored the same wnflict frorn the previous generation 

benNeen Joe Walsh and his own father. Joe had cared about horses and Walsh 

Sr. had cared about people in need. Whether consciously or unconsciously, 

Joe Walsh was 

lm Tony Wlsh to George Cook, 1 July, 1986; Tony Walsh to George Cook 25 JanuW, 
1987. 

ibid. 

'O2 Tony Walsh to George Cook, 25 January, 1987; Walsh, interview by Petw Meggs, Fall, 
1990. 



reacting to sirnilatities of this conflict with his son. Therefore,Tony did not win 

his father's approval in terms of his career choicss. 'My father and 1, we never 

agreed. he wanted me a 100% for horses. And I wanted to be W h  for people. 

And so, he really rejected me.. .He didn't say much but he was a very sharp 

tongue, he knew how to art me clown."* 

After the outbreak of World War One in 1914, a permanent wedge was 

driven between father and son. During this period. sixteen-year-dd Tony was 

away at school and had to pass through London. On three separate occasions, 

he arranged to meet his father, who was stationed with the army near London. 

Each time Joe Walsh failed to meet his son. At this point. Tony became fully 

aware of his father's ernotional abandonment. Later, Tony received news of his 

father's death. Joe Walsh died from blood poisoning due to bomb fragments. 

Yet, upon reflection of his famer's overt rejection and emotional abandonment 

of him, Tony stated how his father's actions did flot drive him to an embittered 

fife but ramer toward a life of rninistry to men who suffered the same ernotional 

abandonment?' 

In î 9 î i .  wiMin weeks of his father's deaoi, ninetaen-year-old Tony, as an 

underage recruit. joined the Irish army. Despite the spirited hijinks and jokes of 

the boys in rnilitary gear, Tony witnessed the bloody brutality of World War One 

in the fields of France and Gemany. However, while in the barracks and in the 

'- Walsh, interview by Peter Meggs, Fall, 1990; see aiso Tony Walsh to George Cook, 7 
March, 1987. 

lu Tony Walsh to George Cook, 25 January, lm; see alm Walsh, intefview by Peter 
Meggs, Fail, 1990. 



trenches. Tony founâ that he had aie ability to care and counsel men in need.' 

lmmiaration to Canada 

After three yews with the Irish Guard, in 1920 Tony Walsh entered 

Reading University where he spent one year in Agriculture Studies Yet his 

heart and mind were touched by the post-war social conditions around him. 

Tony was partïcularty appalled by Britain's treatrnent of poor war ~eterans.~ 

At this time, Biitain was plagued by massive unemployment. As of 

December 1921, the British government was giving aid to 1.5 million people in 

the British Mes. What Tony was witnessing was the failure of British public 

assistance for pst-war veterans in the 1920s. Men who had spent several 

years in the rnilitary had retumed home to face the unenviable choice of either 

working in the workhouse or the stone yard.' 

At the sigM of such treatment of these British soldiers, Tony decided to 

leave England. In 1922, at the age of 24, Tony Walsh immigrated to Canada. 

He went directly to the province of Alberta where he worked for several years on 

'" Tony Walsh, Montreal, Quebec to George Cook. Onawa, Ontario, letter, June, 1992, 
TGC; Suell, The Man,' 19; Walsh, interview by Peter Meggs, Fail, 1990. Walsh, 'Anthony Walsh 
Curriculum Wae'; Tony Walsh, 'Anthony (Tony) Walsh' [Curriculum Viael n.d- from Private 
Collection of George Cook, Ottawa, Ontario. 

'* Walsh, interview by Peter Meggs, Fall, 1990; %e ab-Wdsh, 'Anthony Walsh 
Curriculum Viea;  Walsh, 'Anthony (Tony) Walsh [ C U ~ ~ ~ C U I U ~  Vier. 

lm Lynn HoIlen Lees, The S o w e s  of -s: aie ErgüSh P w s  and the . .. 

-18. 1 700-1 9% (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1 W8), 329. 



- 
In 1930, while working on a fox farm in Kefowm, British Columbia, Tony 

received a cal1 from Father Adrian Carlyle, a Benedictine monk. who was 

involved in Native Affairs in the southem sections of the Oka~gan Valley. 

Carlyle invited Tony to work as a teacher to native children on the Six Mile 

Creek Reserve near Vernon. British Columbia. Though hesitant at first, after 

visiüng the reserve and meeting federal, and native Micials and Carlyle, he 

acœpted the position. 

Tony taught a dass of thirty students at Six Mile Creek Fieserve from 1930 

to 1932. As a teacher, he looked p s t  the stereotypes and formulated his own 

personai teaching strategy to ensure that these native children would be 

educated wRh both the approved British Columbia provincial educational 

curriculum and with elements from their own native culture. Tony would 

maintain this policy all through his teaching career with native children.' 

Federal pdicies prohibiied the teaching of native culture and language to 

lW Walsh, 'Anthony Walsh Curriculum Vitae"; Walsh, =Anthony (Tony) Walsh" ; Walsh, 
interview by Peter Meggs, Fail, 1990. Note: In 'Anthony Waish Cumculum V iew the document 
states that beniveen 1920-1 922, Tony studied at Reading However, in the Meggs 
interview, Tony stated that he spent one year at Reading University. This author chose the one 
year at Reaâing, f 920-1 921, since Tony stated the fact in a pubiicly recorded interview. There is 
aiso a discrepancy in the two curriculum vitae, one documents Tony's immigration to Canada in 
1922 and the other one documents the immigration in 1923.1 his author uses the date 1922, 
since Tony spent a year at Reaôing which would be between 1920-1921. Since we have no 
further avaiiable documentation that Tony took on any other work or study in England after 1921, 
it would suggest that Tony emigrated to Canada in 1922, rather than the later date, 1923. 

log Walsh, to George Cook, letter, 1 Match 1993, TGC; Waish, interview by Peter Meggsn 
FaII, 1990. 

170Tony Walsh to George Cook, 1 March 1993; Walsh, i-8~ by Peter Me-, Fdl, 
1990. 



native students during this period d history. White teaching at Six Mile Creek, 

Tony taok education courses at the University of Alberta. He also travelfed to 

Berkeley. California and to New York. b shidy native culture.m 

Inkarnee~ 

After two p a r s  Tony Walsh left Six Mile Creek. Now thirty-four, he 

moved onto the lnkameep Reserve, where he taught from 1932-1942. Tony 

continued to take teacher training courses at University of British Columbia, 

University of Victoria and University of Alberta and the Banff SC~OOJ of Fine Arts. 

He also continued researching native culture in Canadian and Amerïcan 

archives and m~seums. '~  

Galvanized by his own training and native research, Tony was even 

more convinced that the students at lnkameep should regain their native 

heritage. At lnkameep, Tony taught a class of about Mteen children. Though he 

followeâ the afficial provincial curriculum, he again set up extra-curricular 

activities for the students which promoted their native lndian heritage and 

culture. As a result of Tony's encouragement, support and networking, the 

''' By 7900,226 federally funded day schools em'sted on lndian Reserves. The major@ 
of teachers were Anglican and Roman Catholic rnissionaries and the curriculum included a large 
proportion of religious instruction. By the 1 93ûs, the cumcutum began to be more closely 
pattemed on that of the non-lndian provincial schools. During this period, federal policies 
prohibited the use of native languages and suppressed naüve heritage in schools. The Canadian 
Encvclowdia (Second Edition, 1988). S.V. 'Native People, Education," Harvey McCue; Walsh, 
i n te~~ew by Peter Meggs, Fall, 1990. 

'72 lnkameep Resewe is situateci in the Okanagan Valley M e e n  Oliver and the 
Canadian/American border in British Columbia Waish, intm-8w by Peter M e g g s ,  Fail, 1990; See 
Alice Ravenhill's description of lnkameep during that period in her introduction to The Tale of . . 

abvrtv: as the lndian Chilcirer, of Inkamrr,- Calurnk -. 
(S.!. , m.) 1940, rWnted in 

(Vancouver Island, 8ritish Cdumbia) The I m ~ a t h o l i c  N m  December 1 994, 1 0- Note that the 
origin ai title of the tale in 1940 uses the words 'Indian ChiUren' and the reprhted title in 1994 uses 
the words 'Native Chirclren.' Waish, 'Anthony Waish Curriculum Vitae"; See aiso-Tony Wdsh, 
Banff, Alberta to Doroaiea Allison, Vernon, ûritïsh Columbia, 24 August 1940, letter cited in Miller, 
Alone for Others, 38-39. 



dances, plays, artwork, and performances created by native children of 

lnkameep gained local. national and international attenti~n.~ 

During his time at the lnkameep Reserve, Tony received a copy of The 

Çatholic Worker. He read of their  house af hospitality to the poor in New York 

and was inspired. He realized that he would not spend the rest of his days at 

lnkameep but rather would be called to a challenging rninistry of living with the 

poor in an inner-city contextR4 

War Servlcea 

While teaching at Inkameep, Tony becarne aware of the possibility of an 

upcoming world war. He felt a cal1 to action, but since he was over the age of 

enlistrnent, he d8Cjded to stay at lnkameep, teach and continue his research. 

Yet, in 1943, Tony decided to bave his teaching job at lnkameep to join the 

Canadian Legion War Services attached to the Canadian Army on Vancouver 

Island. He was stationed at Port Aiberni and at Gordon Head in Victoria, British 

Columbia. Tony worked at a rehabilitation center, which provided care to 

returning Canadian soldiers from prisoners of war camps who suffered from 

various types of injuries, disabilities and diseases. *= 

- - 

17' Tony Walsh, Montreal, Quebec to George Cook, Ottawa, Ontario, letter, Februaiy, 
l989,7GC; See aiscl-Walsh, interview by Peter Meggs, Fall, 1990; Ravenhill, introduction to 
piativity. 1 0; The Taie of Nativitv: as told_bv the lndian Children of l r i k a m ~  Bnt~sh Colu . . mbia (s.1. : 
sn.) 1940, reprinted in (Vancouver Island, British Columbia) The Idand Cathotic News, December 
1994, 40; 1 ony Walsh, 'Anthony Walsh Cuniculum V i e "  (Cuniculum Viae); Miller, Alone for 
Others. 3742 See also-Hagarty, 'Gentle Man", 39. 

"' Walsh, interview by Peter Meggs, Fall, 1990; See ako-Tony Walsh, Montreal, Quebec 
to George Cook, Ottawa, Ontario, teâter, November, 1990, TGC. 

17s Tony Walsh to George Cook, 1 March 1993; Tony Walsh, Montreal, Q~ebec George 
Cook, Ottawa, Ontario, May, 1989, TGC; Tony Walsh, 'Anthony (Tony) Walsh" [Cumculum Vitae]; 
Tony Wrilsh, "Anthony Wafsn Curriculum W ~ m c u l u m  Vitae); Walsh. interview by Peter 
Meggs, Fall, 1990. 



Near the end of WW Il wtw'le discusslhg career moves, Tony announced 

to his frîends. 'I'm going to be a tramp." Such a statement echoed the resolve 

he had felt in eariier yean, to continue to work among poor and marginalized 

men. By 1946. the stress and pressure of the Port Alberni fahabilitation work 

M d  greatly ampromised Tony's physical health. With the anny doctor's 

rewmmendation, Tony was released from the Army and went south for a health 

me.  Tony retumed to Santa Fe, New Mexico where previously, he had studied 

for one summer." 

On Tour 

In Santa Fe,Tony continued his research on native Indians. Also. from 

lQ47-lS49, Tony toured parts of Canada and the United States. petforming a 

series of one-man shows of Okanagan lndian dances and plays. Tony had 

such an aff inity with natives that if he had not been convinced of his cal1 to se? 

up a house of hospitality for the poor within an urban context. he would have 

continued to teach and research native c u l t ~ r e . ~  

Early Years In Montreal (1949-1 951) 

During his one-man show performance tour in North American cities. 

Tony started to read the Ensi~n, a Canadian Catholic journal. He was 

particularly delighted with the cdumn 'Among Ourselves" written by Jim Shaw 

mat discussed the lay apostolate. Tony wrote to Jim Shaw, congratulating him 

on the cdurnn. and the fuvo men corresponded for several years. Jim gave 

17' Miller, Plane for Others, 72; Tony Waish ta George Cook, 1 March 1993; Tony Waish, 
'Anthon y Walsh Curriculum Vitaea [Curriculum Viae). 

ln Tony Walsh to George Cook, 1 Mar& 1993. Waish. int8Niew by Peter Meggs, Fall, 
1990; Tony Walsh, 'Anthony Walsh Cumculum Vitaew [Cumculum Vitae); Miller, Alone for Others, 
73. 



Tony an open invitation to corne to Montreal." 

Jirn Shaw, a journalist and teacher at Loyola College, drew many people 

to his ideas about the lay apostolate. Jim was strongly influenced by Dorothy 

Day and the Catholic Worker Movement. and envisioned the establishment of a 

Catholic Worker type house and newspaper in Montreal. He wanteâ a house to 

serve the poor and to be a center for the Canadian lay apostolate. He 

envisioned a house newspaper whidi would promote and report on lay 

apostolate activities on a global and local level." 

Jirn was able to gather together othen in Montreal who were interested 

in the lay apostolate. Jirn connected with Pat Conners, a Montreal dramatist 

and former staff worker at Madonna House in Combennere, Ontario. Jirn knew 

Dr. Magnus Seng. a doctor, who ran a free medical clinic in the inner city of 

Montreal. Jirn also made contact with a young college graduate, Steve Hagarty 

who was disenchanted with his new career in advertking.= 

ln 1949, on his way back from his US. tour of his oneman shows, Tony 

decided to go to Montreal to meet with Jim. Tony engaged him in a senoos 

discussion of how to set up a small house of hospitality in the inner city of 

Montreal. When Tony returned to British Columbia, he continued to correspond 

171 (Kingston, Ontario) Campion Press, 1948-1956; Though refend in Miller 
as 'Betwem Oursehress, the correct titfe for aie Jirn Shaw's column in The Fnsign was 'Among 
Ourselves.' For currect We see also -Shaw, 'Among Ourselves,' The Fnsian. May 21,1949,5; 
Miller, &me for Other~, 72-73: Tony Walsh to George Cook, 1 March 1993; See aiso -Tony 
Walsh, 'Anthony (Tony) Walsh" [Curriculum Viael; See dm-T. P. Slattery, andntreal: A 
History, (Montreal: Paim Publishms, 1962). 256. Tony, in correspondence to George Cook in 1 
March 1993, States that he read articles by Jim Shaw during his years with the War Senrices at Port 
Alberni from 1943-1946. However, since The En- only m a n  publication in 1 W, that was 
not possible. meretore, it must be mncluded mat Tony was reading Jhe while he was on 
his one-man show tour through Canada and the US. from 1947 to 1949. 

''O MacGillivray, 'People Concemeci,' 1. 

'" 80th MecOillivray end Tony d e s a i  each manber of the lounding group in their 
respecüve artides MacGilliway, 'People Coruzemd,' 1 ; Walsh, The Seed,' 2 



with Jim, exchanging ideas on the subject. Not long after that meeting with Jirn 

Shaw, Tony chose to move permanently to Montreal." 

In December 1949. Jirn was shinned when. without waming, Tony 

showed up in Montreal ready to establish the House. In the face of such 

detemination, Jim hesitateâ. He was a conœptualist, not a concrete thinker 

who would see a project through to completion. Tony who had left his life in 

Western Canada behind him. was undeterred by Jirn Shaw's indecisiveness. 

Rather. fuelled by this personal cal1 to establish a house of hospitality in 

Montreal, Tony found empioyrnent and friends hip with other li ke-minded people 

from Jirn Shaw's group, drawn #rom the Montreal English Catholic community. 

From 1949 to 1952. Tony began to cunnect with many more people from the 

Montreal English Catholic community through his work with the Genesius 

players theater group and the Caritas Centre soup kitchen.= 

Pre-Foundlng Year (1 951-1 952) 

In 1951 ,Tony worked at Caritas Centre, a soup kitchen on Centre Street 

in Pointe St. Charles, operated by Ruth Cleveîy. Father William Power. later 

Bishop Power, had set up a lay discussion group at Ceritas Centre from 1947 to 

1950. On Friday evenings, Bishop Power and the group which Tony attended 

met to discuss the lay apostolate and social issues. Often discussions 

'O' Miller, Bfme for 0th- 73; See also-'Tony Walsh to George Cook, 1 March 1993. 

Miller, Alone for Qthers. 72-76; Tony Walsh to Geurge Cook, 1 March 1993. Oating of 
Tony's life and work in Montreal is basd on the date of his anivai in Montreal, December, 1949 
to the date of tounding Benedict Labre House in October, 1952. Mawin, 'History," t . Tony 
states that the founâing group rented an apartment and Tony moved in the Houçe. The ne%t day, 
the House was finaîly Iaunched at '418'. Manriri states that '418' 'was rented three years ago this 
month' (as of the date of Marvin's article). TheMore, the openitg of Beriedict Labre House was in 
Octaber, 1952. 



atternpteâ to sdve to the proôfems of the warW. Houvater, Tony would aiways 

bring the discussion back to the concrete, local issues of the poor in Montreal. 

In 1951. while working at Caritas Centre, Tony became i l1 with 

pneumonia, necessitating a long convalescence in the country. Upon returning 

to Montreal. he took up residence in an old boarding house in Pointe Ste. 

Charles. Throughout that year, on Thursday evenings, Stephen Hagarty, Pat 

Conners, Magnus Seng, and Jim Shaw met Tony at home, or on park benches, 

or in bus or train terminais. The purpuse of those Thursday evening meetings 

was to discws the possibility of launching a Catholic socially concemecl 

newspaper and a house of hospitality.' 

During the period of 1951 -1 952, Tony's rearrring illness and impending 

poverty galvanised the group to turn their plans into reality. Recovering from 

pneumonia, Tony's return to the hospiil was imminent, since his poverty limited 

him to one meal a day. Therefore, Magnus Seng calleci the group together to 

focuç on establishing a howe of hospitality in the imrnediate future. At the first 

meeting, Tony, Jim Shaw. and Magnus met at Magnus' cottage near Magog, to 

discuss the practical aspects of the idea. Then a second meeting which 

inctuded Steve Hagarty and Pat Conners was called at the Catholic Information 

Offke located in downtown Montreal. There Jim annound that Betty McCabe. 

a teacher of modern language and manager of a girls' shelter, found the cost of 

operating two apartments too expensive and was willing to sublet one. Jim was 

asked to phone Betty immediately, and the group saw the apartment right away. 

After assessing the apamnent. Tony was willing to move imrnediately. Magnus 

paid the first month's rent and the next day in October, 1952, Benedict Labre 

lm Walsh, The Seed,' 2; Miller, 76,124425; Power, 'A mearis of 
serving God's poor," 4. 
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House was Iaun~hed.~ 

la4 Walsh, The Seed," 2; Mils, &one fw 01hm 76; Serrg, '...418 was best part,' 1 ; 
Marvin, 'History," 1. 



CHAPTER 6: FOUNDING YEARS (1952-1 955) 

Establishing a lay apostolate 

By establishing ûenedii  labre House In October, 1 952, the founding 

group realized their goal of creating both a house of hospitality for the city's 

poor and a center for the lay apostoiate for the wider Montreal English Catholic 

comrnunity. In a concerted effort,Tony Walsh, Magnus Seng, Jim Shaw, Pat 

Conmrs, and Stephen Hagarty founded a house of hospitality at 41 8 

LagauchetiBre, in St. Patrick's ward in the downtown area. The House was 

informally named '418' until its official christening as Benedict Labre House in 

1953. The House rernained at '41 8' until December, 1954.= 

A wnflict brewed amongst this fomding group within the first months. as 

they attempted to work out their mission and mandate. In a letter to Dorothy Day 

in 1952, Jirn Shaw mentions that a division existed over the theory and practice 

of the Catholic Worker Movernent. Unable to resolve the conflict, the founding 

group decided not to aalign ifseIf officialiy with Dorothy Day and the Catholic 

Worker movement. In the same letter, Jim wrote that the group still had not 

clarifiecl their mission, mandate, or name. However the letter articulated the 

Waish, The Seed,' 2; Pabicia Conners had limitd mergy due to a s-s heart 
condition. HaQlarty, 'ln 6 years," 4; MaMn, 'History,' 1-3. Tony states that the founding group 
rented an aparhnent and Tony rnoved in the House. The next day, the House was finally 
launched at '418'. M a n  states îhat '41 8' 'was rented thtee years ago this month' (as of the date 
of Maruin's article). Therefore. the opening of Beriedict Labre House was in Cktober, 1 952; 
MacGillivray, 'People Concemed," 1-3. MacGillivray States that by aie end of 1955, they were out 
of '418' but note that aiere is an enor in this date. Covmy, ' From a Soup Kitchen,' 2. Art Coveny 
mentions an interim move to WiUiarn Saeet but there is no availabîe evidence to corroborate this 
move. Information and dating basd on Marvin Wains th8 history of the moves until October, 
1955. Marvin indiites that as of January. 1955, they had moved frorn '418' to 123 Duke St. 
Therefore, they left '41 8' by December, 1 954, 



group's vision of the House. and this demonstratecl that the founding group was 

close to formulating its mission and mandate." 

W Ï u t  fanfare, the group went to work at se~*ng the poor in their new 

home at 418 LagauchetiBre. The reality of their cornmitment becarne evident as 

they collected the necessary beds and fumiture for this 'small, aifiess 

apartment." Immediately, Tony moved into the House, to live a life of voluntary 

poverty and work directiy with the men. Jim Shaw also agreeâ to Iive at Me 

House on a part-time basis, while the others lived and worked outside and 

volunteered at the House? 

In those early months, the founding group persevered to provide a family 

spirit and sense of home by remaining small, and poor. Daily meals were 

prepared and smed to between four and seven low incorne and homeless 

men. Laundry was hand washed so that beds were ready each night for new 

guests. At night Benedict Labre H o m  was crowded, as transient men slept on 

the beds and on whatever floor space that was available. There was linle 

conflit2 in those early days, as men shared basic shelter, food and clothing. Dr. 

Magnus Seng provided a free medical clinic for both transients and people from 

the neighbourhood. Joe Noonan. a lawyer, set up a free legal clinic. The 

House surviveci in those early days through the financial support of several 

'b" Jim Shaw to Dorothy Day, c.19S2, 1-3. See also- Hagarty, 'Called," 2. Hagarty stated 
that for two years, from 1952-1 954, the House was known as '418" based on its address until the 
group came to a decision about the name of the House. 

la' Seng, '...418, was the best part," 1 ; Hagarty, 'Called,' 2; MaMn, 'History,' 1. There is a 
question whether '418' Lagauchetiére was a second sbrey building or a third storey building with 
the House residing on the top floor 'tlat' Hagarty in 1981, refend to it as a second storey 
building, but MaMn in 1955, refend to it as a third storey building. This author believes the 
Wuse was located at the top of a second-storey buikiing since Hwarty was part of the founding 
group in 1952 and wrked in the House on a regular basis in its first year, while MaMn's 
participation in the House di not occur tiII 1 955. Walsh, The Seed," 2; Jim Shaw to Dorothy Day, 
C-1952, 1-2. 



generous f riends. * 

The founding group recognized aiat real ministry could only be attempted 

with the poor if one immersed onesetf in a tnie life of voluntary poverty among 

the poor. One's witmss with the poor would have credibility only if one suffered 

the same injustices as the poor. This was a long-term cornmitment. It was the 

difierence between gaining field experience with the poor and living among the 

Tony was the sole founding group member to adopt a lifestyle of 

voluntary poverty. His personal view of voluntary poverty was that certain 

individuals from the Christian cornmunity were called to live a life of poverty and 

seMce to poor. Tony's chaice had a great impact because he had "narrowed 

the gap between his words and his body." 

Tony Walsh's voluntary poverty came as a shock: 

A quiet,sane, and soft-spoken man, now fiftv-three years 
old, celibate and chaste, had chosen to own nothing and live in 
the slums and help the poor. He ate donated food and wore 
donated clothing. And he was doing it as a Christian, as a 
Catholic, to live in accord with what Christ said his followers 
should do. One could not wriggle out of it: the fact was there, he 
was doing it. Voluntary poverty was not just Ming ngr :  it meant 
renouncing al1 possessions and making oneself totally dependent 
on God's pr~vidence.~ 

The founding group had envisioned aie House as a home, not as an 

institution. This home would provide a source of food, clothing and shelter for 

Famiîy at 418, 'Eariv &L.H. New-: Smailness Keeps," 4; Jim Shaw to DUmthy 
Day, ~ 1 9 5 2 ~ 2 ;  Hagarty, 'Called," 2; Walsh, The Seed," 2; Marvin, 'History," 1-3; Jim Shaw's letter 
?O Catherine Doherty," 6. 

leD Hagarty, 'In 6 years," 4. 

lm Buell, The Man.' 16. See also-Walsh, interview by Peter Meggs, Fall, 1990; Jim Shaw 
to Oorothy Day c. 1952, 1-2; Lawlor, interview by author, 15 June 1999; 'Letter from Matt: 
Voluntary Poverty Expîained,' UNKY (Montreai) [Reprint] Oecember 1981. Special Supplement. 

te House R m  . . 
8; See alseMiHer, Alone for û t h m  72. 



the poor, where a personal, human, family-like atmosphere existed rather than 

a clinical approach to people. The poor who came for help were treated with 

dignity; they were not subject to intake sunmys. Such prac2ices confused both 

the Montreal English Catholic community and the poor, leaving people to 

wonder if the House was some type of communist venture? 

Within the first year of its establishment, the founding group broke up. 

leaving Tony solely in charge of the House. Prior to the official launch of the 

House in 1953, Magnus Seng, injured in a car accident, temporarily withdrew 

from the work at the House. After the official opening, Jim Shaw announced to 

Tony that he was leaving the work of the House. Within the next six weeks, 

Steve Hagarty hesitantly told Tony that he wanted to join the Jesuits. Tony sent 

Steve off with his blessing and encouragement. Within the same time period. 

Tony received the sad news that Pat Conmrs had died from heart 

complications.' 

With the sudden and multiple departures of the founding group. Tony 

was flung into the lonely, deep waters of operating the House at '418'. This was 

not a position he had planned for, nor one that he wanted to fill. Prior to these 

departures. he had envisioned for himself a supporting role as a 

person for the House. Instead, he was thrust into the sole role of 

pub1 ic relations 

House 

lo' Hagarty, 'In 6 years,' 4; *Jim Shaw's letter to Catherine Cbherty,' 6; Walsh, interview by 
Peter Meggs, Fall, 1990; Hagarty, interview by author, 8 June, 1999. Alsa,Tony and Stephen 
Hagarty both recount how Emedict Labre House was labelled as a communist venture by kcal 
clergy and the communrty. Ballantyne, .This quiet man,' 6. See atso: Hagarty, 'Gentle Man,' 39. 

'QWalsh, 'The Seed,' 2-5. In this artide, Tony cites Pat Conners' death after the 
departure of Steve Hagarty, which would suggest late summer. However, Stwe Hagarty, author 
of the -edict Labre House newsletter of June, 1953, reports her death; Family at 41 8, 'm 

et ta:  Smallness Keeps,' 4. This data situates Pat Connets' death before June 
1953, since the newsletter was written doser to the event. This is a good example of how 
memory affects the consbuction of accurate history. 



manager, with no contingemy pian.- 

In Novernber 1954, the work and outreach af Benedict Labre House was 

extendad with the founding of Patncia House. Marjorie Conners, at the age of 

64, founded Patricia House in memory of her late daughter Patricia Conners. 

Marjorie rnodelled Patricia House on Murray Street in Griffintown. after Benedict 

Labre House at '418'. Prior to the founding of Patricia HOUW, Marjorie 

Conners, mother of three, had woiked as a psychiatrie nurse at the Verdun 

Protestant Hospital, now known as the Douglas Hospital in city of Verdun. 

Though Ma jorie loved Vie work at the hospitat, she felt called to live a life of 

voluntary poverty. engaging in a type of work that her late daughter had started. 

Though ûenedict Labre House was the parent house to Patricia House, 

Marjorie directed the daily operations of Patricia House.* 

Patricia House was established as a house of hospitality focussing both 

on the needs of transient, marginalized women in Montreal and on the needs of 

low-income women and children from Griffintown. Accommodations and meafs 

were offered ta transient and marginalized women: sex trade workers, 

alcoholics, and repeat offenders. Marjorie also prepared meals for low-income 

neighbourhaod women and children in crisis, and provided food distribution for 

wornen and their families. Clothes for wornen and children were first sorted and 

repaired at Benedict Labre House but Patricia House was in charge of clothing 

lm Walsh, 'The Seed,' 5; Walsh, interview by Peter Meggs, Fall, 1990. 

lM Baçed on Marjorie's refmce to her hvo other daughters in mis article, it can be 
concluded that Marjorie had three daughtersUPat Hause Survives,' UNTTV (Montreal) November 
1962,' 4; M d n ,  'History," 3. Verdun is a smaller city in the southwest smtor of Montreal idand; 
MacGillivray, 'People Concemed," 1. 



distribution for women aml children? 

In the spring of 1955. Dorothy Day of the Cathdic Worker made her first 

official visit to Benedid Labre House and stayed with Marjorie at Patricia 

H o ~ s e . ~  Day described the urban grittiness of Patricia House: 

Patricia House is one floor of one of the houses, and aie 
back door looks out on a swamp of mud, a courtyard ... which opens 
to other small houses where families of twelve and fourteen five. 
Here is real destitution. Patricia House is the poorest house on the 
street..[a] little four room place in which four people can be 
accornrnodated.. .= 

Due to limited resources, Marjofie Conners' work with destitute women 

and children was difficult. Daniel Bemigan described Patricia House as a 

'hovel." Hagarty also considered Ma jorie's work was with 'the poorest of the 

poor.' Dave Marvin situateâ Patricia House's location in 'one of Montreal's 

poorest sections. ' Tony viewed Marjorie's work as more difficult than his work 

with the men because she worked alone. Unlike Benedict Labre House, the 

work at Patricia House was so difficult, aiat it was hard to retain a sizable group 

of comrnined volunteers. But Patricia House did survive with the support of a 

small group of friends, along with members of Benedict Labre House, and 

Pauline Vanier. Through the creation of Patricia House, Benedict Labre House 

Buell, The Man, " 1 7; Maruin,"History," 3; 'Pat House SuMves,' 4. For an honest 
portrayal of the women who Mged at Patricia House and the women and chiUren of Griffintown 
see a selection of Marjoriefs columns reprinted in 'Patricia House: Views From the Past," WTTY 
(Montreal) June 1977,8-12; and Gerry Pascal, 'At Patricia House: 'Even a Jesuit May be Saved'," 
n-d., reprinted in U1UiTY (Montreal) Oecember 1973. 5; Day, 'On Pilgrimage," 6; Coveny, 'Frorn a 
Soup Kitchen,' 2; MacGillivray, 'People Concemeci,' 1. 

l m  During a week long lecture tour and visit to Benedict Labre House, hmthy Day stayed 
at Patricia House; MacMaster, to Dorothy Day, 18 March, 1955; Conners, to Dorothy Day, 28 
March, 1955; Walsh to Oorothy Day, 28 Mafch. 1955; Walsh, La Trappe, Oka, QWbec, to DomWy 
Day, 7 May, 1955; Day, 'On Pilgrimage,' 6; Two Visitors Give lnsights lnto Scope of 
Apostolate,' WiTY May 1955.3; See al=: Wgki O'Shea Meniman. m i -  for Chn 'st: The 

(Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame, 1994), 1 25. 



not only had a thriving frontline work with men but it extended its outreach to 

include this significant work with marginalized women and children? 

Early Forms of Public Relations 

In 1952. the founding group of Benedict Labre House planned to Iaunch 

a small mimeographed publication to promote the lay apostolate in Canada. 

The mandate of this publication was to inform Catholics of many types of lay 

work occurring in Canada. In the founding years, the etiiorial team included 

Dixie MacMaster,Tony Walsh, Father William Power, Marjorie Conners. and two 

professional journalists, Murray Ballantyne and Leo MacGillivray. Dixie 

MacMaster. cunfined to a bed, an arthritic invalid, was asked by Tony tu be in 

charge of a column on Iiturgy for the Benedict Labre House newsletter. In those 

early newsletters, her articles dealt with liturgy, saints and pilgrimages. With 

such a mix of people, discussions at the editorial meetings moved from the 

mundane to the sacred. as members of the team participated in al1 decisions 

from paying the printing bill to the Christian social responsibility of a House 

writerSm 

ibid. ; Berrigan, S.J. 'Modesty," 1 1 ; Steve Hagarty, The Poorest of the Pwr,' UNW 
(Montreal) February, 1969, 1 ; Marvin, 'History," 3; Walsh, 'The Seed,' 5; 'Pat House SuMves," 
4; Pauline Vanier, the wife of General Vanier was a dedited supporter of Patricia House. 
MacGillivray, 'People Concerned," 1-3; ; See aîso Cowley for more biographical information on 
Pauline Vanier. Deborah Cowley, One Wonan's Joum : A Portrait of Pdine Vanier, (Ottawa: 
Novalis, 1992). See also Jean Van-by Labre House,' üNKY (Montrd) 
December 1981, Speciai Supplement, m e  House Revis@& . . 4; Oating of Marjorie's age at her 
death was catculated based on BueIl's dating. Buell, The Man," 17; Pascal, intdews by author, 
2,6 June 1995. Patricia House operated within the cornmunity of GMintown from 1954 to 1979. 
Marjorie Conners died at age 78, after s a n g  Christmas dinner to thirty people on December 25, 
1968 at Paaicia House. The House was closed in 1979, %nce its sumunding niegbourhood was 
dernofished and people moved to other parts of Montreal. 

lm Jim Shaw to Dorathy Day, cl 952,i ; MacGillivray. 'Peopie Concemed," 1 ;Dixie in 1977 
refmed to herself as an arthritic invalid in Machhastet, 'On Tony Walsh....' 6; Buell, 'The Man,' 16. 



Wiin the first few mo- of the House's founding, Jim Shaw wrote the 

first unofficial House newsletters. These were the first Ietters to Dorothy Day in 

1952, and to Catherine Doherty at Madonna House in 1953. Each letter 

introduced the mission and mandate and activities of the House. These letters 

were then mimeographed and circulateci as newsletters to friends and 

supporters of Benedict Labre House, as a form of public relations. 

In 1953, the official ûenedict Labre House newslettef was launched and 

written by Pat Conners and Steve Hagarty. The House newsletters reflected the 

family orientation of the House with the signature 'The Family at 418" and were 

the precursors to the UNITY newspaper. After the sudden ôeath of Pat Conners 

in 195Û. Steve Hagarty wrote the subsequent three newstetten for the 

summer of 1953. When the founding group broke up in 1 953, L w  MacGillivray 

took on the editing of the House's newsletter until the launch of the first issue of 

UNITY, Benedict Labre's House newspaper, in April 1955.' 

During those early days, the editorial team worked hard to keep the 

Montreal English Catholic cornrnunity informed of the many events and activities 

related to the lay apostolate, oaxirring within the Church and the community. 

The House's newsletter also covered activities and organizations from the 

francophone sector of Montreal serving the poor.'" 

As the work at 418 Lagauchetibre became more widely known, the level 

200 Mit~Gillivray, .People Concerned," 1 ; Jim Shaw to Dorothy Day, c. 1 952, 1 -3. Yim 
Shaw's letter to Catherine Doherty," 6; Farnily at 418, 'We Now Hope,' March, 1954,l-8; Family 
at 41 8, 'mv B.LH. Newdetter~: Smaflness Keeps,' 4; Family at 41 8. ' m v  6-LH- WsletterS: 
Only when there's growth," 2; Fmiiy at 418 ' m v  B. L.H. Newslem: Getting an Awareness," 2- 
3. AI=, MacGillivray -65 mat Panicia Conners died in surnmer of 1953; however, it is more 
accurate to piace her death in the spring of 1953 since Steve Hagarty reports her death in the 
BLH- newsletter of June, 1953. Al=, since Hagarty left in the summer of 1953 before starting 
serninary, il suggests that Stwe Wied the newsletter until August 1953 and MacGiliivray took 
over editing the newsletter from Septanber, 1953 to M m ,  1955. 

20' MacGillivray, 'People Concerned,' 1 ; See: Hagarty, 'Called," 2; Maniin, 'History," 3. 



of critiasm hit flashpoint within the first par of operatiom. The aiocism was 

strong from the Montreal English Catholic comrnunity since the House lacked 

official Archdiocese recognition, an official name, and an offiial mission or 

mandate. lmproved public relations were required to deal with the House's 

image. In response, Jim Shaw recommended that the group set up a public 

launch of the House to clarify its mandate and mission. Sornewhere between 

October, 1952 and June 1953, such a launch took place. Subsequently, al1 

members of the House were invited to state their preference for the name of the 

House in a democratic vote to occur two weeks later.' On the day of the vote, 

Tony, as final speaker, read the epistle and gospel for the feast of St. Benedict 

Labre and recounted the life of this saint: 

For me there was one saint.. .St. Benedict Joseph Labre. 
He had known defeat, suRering, loneliness and had becorne a 
wanderer ... most of the people coming to the House either in 
seeking support or rendering seMce were wanderers from a 
spiriaial point of view ..." 

The words of the scripture and the description of the life of this saint fit so 

well with the life and work of the House, that the name, Saint Benedict Joseph 

Labre was unanirnously accepted with sorne changes. Since, there were 

volunteers of different faith traditions along with those who had no interest in 

issues of faith, it was decidecl that the words 'saint' and 'Joseph' would be 

- Walsh, The Seed,' 2-5; Hagarty, aCaîled,' 2; Jim Shaw to Ckrothy Day, c. 1952, 1-3; 
Family at 41 8, ' : Smalfness Keepsm, 4; Hagarty's article stated that it took 
at iesst two yea8r to-HOU= w h * i  w o u ~  -est that it was omciaîiy named 
'Benedict Labre House' by the end of 1954. However, in an arücle, Tony mentioned that the 
founding group started to disperse after aie naming of Benedict Labre House. This would 
suggest that the House was offici Jly narned '8enedict Labre House' by October, t 953. However, 
Steve Hagarty reportecl in the June 1953 newsletter. that the House had officially takm Saint 
Berredict Labre as its patron saint, which would have been before the pubkation Of the House 
newsletter. Therefore, because there is no citadion of an actual date ot the narning in availabk 
data, it can be assumed that the narning of the Muse occuned before June, 1953. 

PJ Walsh, The Seed.' 5. 



removed so that it was named 'Benedict Labre House'. These public meetings 

went well and even brought in new supporters. Criticism of the House still 

penisted; however, the House began to gain much positive interest and new 

support from the Montreal English Catholic community, and was officially 

named Benedict Labre House before June, 1953.- 

After the naming of the House, the founding group started to collapse and 

disappear. When faced with the dilemma of ninning the House alone atter the 

breakup the founding group, Tony had to take immediate action, canvassing 

and networking hard to find more volunteers: 

Then i thought, well. I have to get more people involved. 
And sol that started our Sunday dinners. Peter Pare was on one of 
their teams, they would cook the meal at home. They would corne 
down wiai children. They would serve the meal. And they would 
look at those old men as human beings and not someone you 
would avoid on the s t r e e t ~ . ~ ~ ~  

Rmp0n.e of Montreal Lalty 

Tony's f riends, lay people f rom the Montreal English Catholic community. 

responded dearly to this crisis with 'We cwldn't let him starveIn which really 

meant 'We couldn't let the work domi." Lay people from diverse backgrounds 

were attracted to the work. The House became inundated with students, social 

workers, people interesteci in the Iay apostolate. mernbers of the Young 

Christian Workers, priests, nuns, prdessionals, etc. John Buel remarked. "you 

met al1 kind of people at Labre House, the rich. the poor. the educated, the 

famous, the non- famous." Counted among the volunteers were professio~ls 

like Leo MacGilliway. then city editor d the M o n t r e m .  MacGilliway 

ibid. 

ibid; Walsh, interview by Peter Meggs, Fall, 1990. 
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became involved in the evening disaission groups, the Christian Family 

Movernent, the Benedict Labre House newsletter and later, YNITY. Another 

person of note who 'tted in well with the volunteers was Madame Pauline 

Vanier, the wife of General George Vanier.= 

Formation 

From its inception, Benedict Labre House offered a casual type of 

formation to Montreal lay Catholics. As a centre for the lay apostolate, Montreal 

lay people had the opportunity to experience theological, spi ritual and practical 

format i~n.~ 

cal Formatloq 

In the Benedict Labre Newsletter of March, 1954, the evening 

discussions were described as '... our sounding board, the forum where we 

gather poets and psychiatrists, social workers and scholars, labmrs and 

liturgists, and al1 the people and kinds of people that wark by, with and in Christ 

in the lay apostolate.' The House had created an atmosphere where people 

from al1 walks of life coukl corne and exchange viewpoints and gain new ideas. 

Tuesday evening discussions were venues for such exchanges Ouest 

speakers came and spoke on cuvent issues and topics. The speakers8 roster 

included teachers from Thomas More lnstitute and Loyda College, chaplains 

from Newman Club, Jesuit scholars, and recognized narnes and public figures 

such as Claude Ryan, Gerard Pelletier, Bernard Lonergan, Dorothy Day, Frank 

3W Bueil, The Man,' 16-17; MacGillimy. 'People Concemed.' 14; ûuelf, interview by 
author, 17 May, 1999; Miller, Abne for 0th- 1 28-1 29; BaHantyne, This quiet man," 6. 

Hagarty, 'Calîed.' 2; J i  Shaw to Doroaiy Day, cl 9521-3; 'Jim Shaw's letter to 
Catherine Doherly.' 6. Hagarty's article and the two Ietters attttest to the existence of Mree types 
of formation found at BLH during its firsl hm, years. 



Sheed and Jean Vanier.PP In Jim Shaw's letter to Dwothy Day in 1952, he 

included a schedule of upcoming Benedict Labre House January-February 

evening discussions in 1953: 

January 20 - Father Ledii S.J., The Easter Rites 
January 27 - Gerard Pelletier, Quebec Labour Scene 8 Catblic 

Social Teachina, (Asbestos 8 Louisevile) 
February 3 - AnCharies de Foucauld Sister," The de Foucauld 

stolate? 

Under the guidance of Father David McKee, during their first summer in 

1 953, they decided to study Pope Pius XI 1, Mediator Dei, 1 947 the encyclical on 

liturgy. Their accounts of the study demonsbated how the early lay group at 

Benedict Labre House wrestled w l h  the topic of liturgy and inteliectually with 

The ecumenical focus of Benedict labre House was evident right from its 

inœption, gMng Montreal lay Catholics an opportunity to learn about olher faith 

experiences. ln Jim Shaw's letter to Dorothy Day in 1952. he induded some 

unscheduled topics for upcoming Benedict Labre House evening discussions. 

Besides their schedufed roster of speakers and topics. the House planned to 

have a Muslirn discuss Islam and a Rabbi to speak on Judaism in January of 

206 Farnily at 418, ' We Now Hope,' 8; 'Jim Shaw's letter to Catherine Doherty," 6; 
MacMaster, "On Tony Walsh," 6; MacMaster, 'The Action," 4; MaNin, "History," 3; Buell, "The 
Man,' 17; Hylton, 'Here suddenly were the poor,' 5; Seng. '...418 was best paR,' 1; Hagarty, 
'Calfed," 2; Jim Shaw to Dorothy Day c.1952,3. Dorothy Day's visit in April18, 1955 was 
organized by the team at the House. See Jso: Dixie MacMaster to Oorothy Day, 18 March, 1955; 
Marjorie Conners to Dorothy Day, 28 March, 1955; Tony Walsh to ûorothy Oay, 7 May, 1955; Day, 
'On Pilgrirnage,' 6; Two Visibrs," 3; Vanier, 'Deeply Touched,' 4: MacGillMay, 'People 
Cancerned," 3; Jim Shaw to Domthy Day, c.l95Z13. 
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1 953. In keeping with their ecumenical interests, in July, 1953, the House 

newsletter repofted on the visit of Father Charles Preston, an Anglican 

Franciscan from England." 

Spiritual Formation 

The founding group put great emphasis on litwgy and contemplative 

prayer as foundational to any action. Montreal English lay Catholics were 

invited to participate in the House's lihirgical programs. As part of the Divine 

Office. 'Prime,' and 'Cornpline,' were said in cornmon, daily. On Thursday 

evenings, one hour was set aside for contemplative prayer, with the Little 

Sisters of Jesus in their chapel on Murray Street. There were days of 

Recollection, retreats, special liturgies on the feast day of Saint Benedict Labre 

in April? 

Weekly, on Thursday evenings, friends of Benedict Labre House 

attendecl the Holy Hour in the Chapel of the Little Sisters of Charles de 

Foucauld. In this chapel, which was situated on the second floor of a tenement 

building. silent adoration took place in front of the Blessed Sacrament. Among 

the lay Cathdics who attended were General George Vanier and his wife, 

Pauline Vanier, before his appointment as Governor-General of Canada." 

The Little Sisters of Jesus of Charles de Foucauld occupied the second 

Jim Shaw to Dorothy Day, c. 1952,3; " W v  B.LH. Newçletters: Only when there's 
growth,* 2; Hagarty, "In 6 years,' 4. 

See Glossary for definitions of prime, compfine and Divine Office . MacMaster, 'On 
Tony Walsh,' 6; MacMaster, The Action,* 4; Marvin, "History," 3; BueIl, "The Man,' 17; Hagarty, 
'In 6 years,' 4. 
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floor above Patricia House. Fdlowïng the example of Charles de Foucauld, this 

contemplative fraternity lived and worked as poor in low-income areas. The 

Sisters of Charles de Foucauld made an impact in the area and on Benedict 

Labre House. Through her interest in Charles de Foucauld, Dixie had close 

connections with the Little Sisters. In 1955, Dixie became a rnember of Jesus 

Caritas Fraternity, one of the several affiliates of the Little Sisters and Little 

Brothers of Jesus?' 

In its early years, Benedict Labre House organized and hosted evening 

discussions, days of stuây, retreats and recollection for the spiritual benefit of 

the Montreal English Catholic laity. During the founding years, retreats were 

small scale in the form of weekends to La Trappe Monastery in Oka and to 

Magnus Seng's country home in Magog, both located in the Eastern 

Townships, Quebec. More prominent were the Days of Recollection which were 

part of the pattern of the early years at Benedict Labre House. The team at the 

House discovered that they could sucessfully host days of Recollection for lay 

people in their f ive-rwm apaftment It was noted that lay people appreciated 

'an intensive day of quiet thought, talk, and prayer in which a varied program 

lift[edJ the tension." 

214 MacGiliivray, 'People Concerned," 1 ; Hagarty. interview by author, 8 June, 1999; 
Lawlor, interview by author,l5 June 1999; New Catholic Encvc . . . IoPedL (1 967), S.V. 'Little 
Sisters of Jesus,' A.J. Wouters; Haley, qpostolk San* in _aie World. 1 79-1 81. See dso- 
Charles de Foucauld in Glossary. 

An example of spiritual formation in the eariy years is found in the January-February of 
1953 schedule of evening discussions which listed an upcaming presentation on the Charles de 
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With the desire to keep a sense of home and famiiy at the house, 

volunteers were trained to use a personal. human approach when dealing with 

the poor on the front lines. In the founding years, such a pracücal formation 

mainly occurred on the front lines rather than during discussion or retreats. 

Student volunteers and lay people were trained to deal properly with the poor: 

how not to make judgrnents as to who was really deserving of one's assistance 

and not to look for praise or results in tenns of their work but rather to be Christ's 

Young people from privileged schods came down to leam 
how the destitute live, and how delicate is the job of helping them. 
All classes and ages became invoIv8d in cooking, sewing, and 
cleaning. The relatively rich found families without beds, soap, or 
hot water. They learned too, not to use phrases like 'the deseiving 
poor.' = 

Ihllantyne, This  quiet man,' 6. 
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CHAPTER 7: DEVELOPING YEARS (1 955-1959) 

By the mid-1950~~ the House no longer belonged to the founding group 

or to Tony Walsh, but instead to the laity, who had voluntarily ccmimitted 

themselves to this fascinating frontline work. Though Tony Walsh was the 

central driving force, Benedict Labre House would not have s u ~ v e d  without the 

voluntary and f inancial support of Montreal lay Catholics. Through the 

combination of theological, spiritual and practical formation, lay volunteers 

became equipped to take on a more predominant role at the House."' 

The Predomlnance ot the Laity 

As more of the Montreal English Catholic laity became involved in the 

House, they worked together with an eqwlity of work and an equality of social 

status. Tasks were not gender specific. It was normal to find men and women 

together, sewing meals, washing dishes, distributing food and dothes, writing 

and editing the newspaper, worshipping in silence, and leading discussions at 

the Benedict Labre House. Also, as in a monastery, the tasks were al= not 

based on social status. It was not unusual for local laity to find themselves 

serving a meal along with Madame Pauline Vanier, aie wife of General George 

Vanier or Sister Margaret Power, Director of the Sacred Heart Convent. 

Though both the laity and religious had many outside responsibilities, they took 

2f7 Buell, -The Man,' 17-18; Jim Martin, interview by author, 3 1 May 1995, Montreal; 
Baflantyne, "This quiet man,' 6; Buell, interview by author. 17 May 1999; Lawlor, interview by 
author.15 June 1999; Walsh, inteiview by Peter Meggs, Fdi, 19W; Cook, 'BLH like university,' 
7; Hagarty, 'ln 6 years,' 4; Berrigan, S. J. . 'Modesty," 1-1 1 ; Coveny, 'From a Soup Kitchen,' 2. 



their cornmitment to Benedid Labre House seriousiy.". 

On the frontline 

John Budl gave a stark portrayal of Griffintom at that time, 'Families that 

didnY have any [groceries] ... Cold flats, impossible to heat. a cenhiry old. gaping 

holes in plaster walls, vennin. the children sick ..."* 

In the face of such great povetty. Benadict Labre House in the mid-1950s 

continued to assist the poor wïth a personal and human approach that allowed 

people to retain their dignity. In the House's articulation of a 'unofficial' lay 

apostolate, there were no intake surveys typical d frontline soMl work, no 

statistics, and no reports reflecting improvement in the cornrnunity. There were 

no religious requirements, no singing for one's supper. Instead. the House 

referred to itself as a family, in the monastic sense, as a home." 

Through such a personal and human approach, the team and friends of 

the House on the front lines met the truly poor of Griffintown. those who fell 

through the cracks of the social wehre system in the mi61 950s. The House 

worked with those poor who could or would not qualify for social assistance 

during this period: repeat offenders, the mentally ill. the homeless, vagrants, 

physically and intellectually handicapped. the ill, the unemployed and the 

pensioner. The team at Benedict Labre House also came in contact with 

families on social assistance struggiing to survive. In the face of such raw 

Walsh, inte~*ew by Peter Meggs, Fall, 1 990; Cook, 'BLH Iike univers@," 7; Berrigan, 
S.J., "Modesty,' 1-1 1 ; The Rule of Saint Ren (New York: Cooper Square Publishers, 1966). 
66-68; Miller, Alone for Others. 129; Margaret Power and A I i i  Amyot. interview by author, 9, 13 
June 1995, Montreal, tape recording, Montreai; Buell, interview by author, 17 May 1999; Geny 
Pascal, interviews by author. 2 6  June 1995; Hagarty, 'ln 6 years,' 4. 

ma BueIl, 'Line of silent men,' 3. 

2n> Budl, 'Line of sitent men,' 3; Bueil, 'Labre House,' 14;  Walsh, interview by Peter 
MWgs, Fak 1990; Hagarty, interview by author, 8 June 1999. 



poverty, the team at Benedict Labre House challenged other Montreal lay 

Catholics to get inv~ived.~ 

Patricia House 

ln the mid-1950s. Marjorie Conners persevered in her life and work at 

Patricia House with both transient, marginalized women from the Montreal area 

and with low-income women and children in crisis from Griffintown. ln 1 957, 

Patricia House, under the threat of closure, survivecl through the assistance of 

Benedict Labre House, its parent house, which provided ûaily lay, moral and 

f inancial support." 

From April 1955 to 1979. Patricia House had a colurnn in UNITY; 

Marjorie Conners was a member of the editorial board. The 'Patricia House' 

colurnn was filled with honest and realistic porhayals of Majorie's life and work 

with transient, homeless women, sex trade worken, alcoholics, repeat 

offenders. as well as Iciwincome neighbourhood women and children in 

crisis." As a frequent witness to society's tendency to dehumanize and 

criminalize marginalized women, Marjorie was outspoken in the face of moral 

hyp~cr isy .~  

International student work 

In October 1957. Murray Ballantyne reported on the Second World 

Conoress for the Aoostolate of (=&Jy held in Rome. While chairing a discussion 

BueIl, 'Labre House,' 1-4; Hagarty, 'ln 6 years," 4. 

t23 M a n ,  'Hi~tory,~ 3 ; Date of closure of Patricia House based on Pascal's dating. 
Pascal, interviews by author, 2.6 June 1995; MacGilliway, 'People Concemed", 1 ; Bueil, 7 h e  
Man,' 17; Hagarty, interview by author, 8 June, 1999; 'Patncia House,' 8-1 2. 

*' "Patricia House: Views from the past,' 8. 



on cultural relations between East and West, Balkintyne and othw white 

deiegates from the West were subject to a tongue lashing from their African and 

Asian brolhers. The African and Asian delegates chided those of the West that 

it was offensive to preach the human dignity of al1 peoples whik practising 

segregation on both a personai and institutional level. The African and Asian 

delegates recounted stories of their young people returning from universities in 

the West with a degree but without their faim. These African and Asian Catholic 

university students had been subjected to racism by their white Catholic 

counterparts while stuâying in the WestB 

Though, there is no evidence of a direct iink to Ballantyne's article, within 

next two years, the House l a u n m  a new work with international students. 

John Buell later commented that they saw the need for hospitality for African 

students studying at McGill University and took action. Reflective and indicative 

of this new practical work in June 1958, Bernard Chidzero, an African Catholic 

student, spoke on the problems confronting the church in Africa during an 

evening discussion. The launch of the House's work with international students 

demonstrated its enduring cornmitment to a personal, human approach to social 

problems? 

Heightened Proflle 

In January, 1955, Benedict Labre House movd  from '41 8' Lagauchetih 

to 123 Duke Street By April of 1955, the House was faced with an eviction 

notice so they moved from 123 Duke Street to 122 Duke Street. However. they 

Wlantyne, 'AU CI Naor in Rome. 3. 
a ibid., 3; Buell, intmew by author, 1 7 May 1999; Buell, Tony," Newman Lecture, 

Novernber 27,1997; Buell, The  Man," 18; 'QpCX-nie nilemma, . . 
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were told that they axild only reside for a year at 122 Duke Street W i  a 

year's deadline, the team at Benedict Labre House was pressed into searching 

for a permanent location. An anonymous benefactor offered Tony Walsh and 

the board at Benedict Labre House, rent-free accommodations on Young 

Street. 

Youna Street 

The team agreed and moved into the new House on Young Street in 

April 1956 this would becorne their long term residence. Benedict Labre 

House's new larger location on Young Street had three floors. The new House 

definitely heightened their profile with the Montreal English Cathoiic 

~ m r n u n i t y . ~  

Small and Poor 

As the work of the House gainai a higher profile,Tony Walsh and 

Benedict Labre House were pressured often to become a larger and official 

organization. andlor to become more involved in social justice. Sometimes this 

pressure came from within the House. Joe O'Connor and Sister Margaret 

Power challenged Tony Walsh to become more invoived in sochi justice to 

battle the systernic conditions of poverty. However, Tony and the team did not 

want to put an emphasis on political action but rather on personal action, so 

they fought to keep the House apolitical by remaining smaH and poor. Since it 

was a small venture, their operational costs were low and they remained debt- 

Marvin, 'History,' 3; 'Evicüon Shows Need To Own House,' WTTY (Montreai) May 
1955,S. 'Cardinal To 8iesslm 1 ; Coveny, 'From a Soup Kitchen," 2. Art Coveny mentions an 
intenm move to William Street but there is no available evidence to cmborate this. Information 
and dating based on Mawin clearly indicates the history of the moves till October, 1955. Marvin 
and the article 'Eviction Shows Need,' notes that a search occutred in 1955 for a permanent 
residence for BtH. The article 'Cardinal To Bless," finalizes the history of the moves by stating 
mat BLH had found its pennanent residence at 308 Young Street in April, 1956. 



free . Their size also allowed them to keep unoffcial links with the Archdiocese 

and other institutions. Therefore the House was free of any pressures to 

conform to the Montreal Catholic social service n e t ~ o r k . ~  

Blessina and Recommendation 

The verbal permission of Cardinal Leger and the support of Father 

Power, as unofficial overseer and John Buell, as unofficial liaison, fostered the 

environment necessary for the development of Benedict Labre House within the 

Archdiocese of Montreal. Throughout those years. the House continued to keep 

Me Iines clearly defined between themselves and Archdiocese's social network. 

Still, with much joy and reverence, the House received an official visit from 

Cardinal Leger. On the evening of April 16, 1956, the feast day of Saint 

Benedict Joseph Labre, Cardinal Leger blessed the House at the launch of its 

new location on Young Streetm 

At the blessing of Benedict Labre House, the Cardinal strongly adviseci 

the team and supporters of the House to remain small, reaffirming the spiritual 

and social need for small houses of hospitality in the present modern, urban 

context. Leger reflected on how the immensity of modern society had alienated 

the individuai from his or her souk The Cardinal confirrned that the work of the 

House was a witness of Christ to those individuals who were unable to 

participate in contem porary society and therefore when marginalized 

Pa Lawlor, interview by author, 15 June 1999. See al=: Bueil, 'Labre Flouse,' 1 ; 
O'Connor, interview by author, 8 June 1995; Hagarty, interview, 8 June 1999; Walsh, interview by 
Peter Meggs, Fail, 1990. Miller, Alone for Clthers, 1 21 - 1 23. 
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plummeted into a state of despair. 

At Ste. Helene's Church. Cardinal Leger celebrated a dialogue Mass for 

the Feast of Saint Benedict Joseph Labre. After the mas, the Cardinal spoke to 

the gathering. refiecting on the life and witness of Saint Benedict Joseph Labre. 

He then, recommended the work of the House to young people. Therefore. 

within three years of its inception, Benedict Labre House had heightened its 

public profile in Montreal and was supported by many lay people. parishes. 

and religious comm unities." 

Launch of UNITY 

Though the House had established and maintained the Benedict Labre 

House newsletter during its early years, larger ambitions existed. Tony and his 

team felt mat the newsletter was a poor substihite. In the March. 1 954 edition of 

the House newslener, Leo MacGillivray announced the upcoming launch of a 

new Benedict Labre House publi~ation:~ 

By April 1955, MacGillNray had transformed Benedict Labre House's 

newsletter layout into a four-page, tabloid-size monthly paper called UNlTY and 

continued to edited the paper for several rnonths. From 1956 to 1966. John 

Buell took over the helm of UNITY. 'The paper's name, UNITY.. .express[edJ the 

Mystical Body idea in al1 phases of lay apostolate work. It report[edJ on 

apostolic ideas and endeavours in Canada," heightening the profile of Benedict 

PO 'labre Work Recommended,' 1. 

'Cardinal Heads," 1 ; 'Labre Work Recommended," 1. See Glossary for definition of 
dialogue mas. 

Dating and authorship of House newdetters is baseci on MacOiltivray. Mffiillivray, 
'People Concemed,' 1 ; Famiiy at 41 8, "We Now Hope,' 1. 



Labre House aS 

Though paper was not viewed as Tony Walsh's paper. he did at 

times veto certain subjects from print. Tony regarded UNIIY as a reflection of 

witnes and work of the House. His only proviso to the ediirial team was that 

they did not openly attack any agency. The editorial team included Tony Walsh, 

Dixie MacMaster, Father William Power. Marjorie Connors, David M a ~ n ,  

Murray Batlantyne, John Buell and Leo MacGillivray." 

From 1955 to 1959, the UNITY newspaper's simple layout comprised a 

wlumn about the daity activities of the House, Marjorie Conner's column on 

Patricia House. book reviews, articles about the poor, Iiturgy, the apostolate, 

and contemporaly Catholic thought. In the "Letter from Matt" column, under the 

alias of 'Matt'. Tony wrote a personal letter of counsel and reflection on various 

topics to a fabricated friend. Steve Hagarty believed that Marjorie's column 

'Patricia House' along with Tony's 'Letter From Matt' column, set the editorial 

tone for UNITY .= 

In the Iate 1 9 5 0 ~ ~  UNITY moved to a stronger social and global 

perspective in those p a r s  leading up to the Vatican II. Though Benedict Labre 

House was still strongly centered on a personal and human approadi to social 

issues, a shift becarne evident as more articles in UNlTY dealt with racism, 

pluralism, social responsibility and ecumenism 

MacGiliivray, 'People Concerned,' 1 ; Bueil, interview by author, 17 May, 1999; Mawh, 
"History,' 3; See also: Buell, "The Man,' 17-18; 'Unity," yN!TY (Montreai) April, 1955,2. 
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During this era, LJNITY boasted of a wide circulation requinng a full 

editorial team and a second team for distribution. Editor John Buell found it 

easy to atbact shident volunteers to work on the UNITY. They learned through 

participating in the many tasks and responsibilities of putting out the UNITY. To 

make the publication deadline. reprints from encyclicals, statements from the 

bishops, were al1 used as filler. In all, UNITY played a key role in heightening 

the profile of Benedict Labre House during this period? 

Formation 

In the mid-1950s. Benedict Labre House expanded and developed its 

role as an informa! educator in theological, spirituai and practical formation for 

the lay person. Besides its usual schedule of events and acüvities, it began to 

offer oppottunities for summer study weeks in Syracuse. New York and retreats 

with trainad retreat masters Iike Daniel Berrigan and Lou Cox. In addiion. 

programs were established for sodalities and seminarians from Syracuse and 

Plattsburg, New York, so that they could gain front line practical formation at the 

House.* In 1958, Steve Hagarty referred to the House as a 'school of love' that 

challenged the complacency of Catholics." ûerrigan described the image of 

the House in the mid-1950s as a monastery: 

Buell, The Man,' 17-18; BueIl, interview by author, 17 May 1999; Hagarty, in te~ew by 
author, 8 June, 1999. 
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Young Street in aiose days was a litlle like BenedWs description 
of the monastic setüng. It was üke a bee hive; on the surface 
chaMc, going in al1 directions, composecl both of drones and hot 
headed workers, but drawing on a profound well spring of 
discipline, syrnbd, instinct, communal understanding. Down the 
Street lived the Little Sisters of Jesus. Regular evenings of prayer 
drew the Labre folk as well as others ... l think of it as a place of 
healing and learning above ail? 

Theotoaical formation 

In the mid 1950s' evening discussions continued to be a key venue for 

theoiogical formation for the local Uty. The House's evening discussions 

attracted people from a variety of age groups, socioeconornic backgrounds and 

religious traditions. Not only did the Montreal English Catholic Iaity benefit from 

Me theological formation gained through regular evening discussions but ais0 

from visiting speakers like Dorothy Day? 

Benedict Labre House, by fostering its ecumenical focus, continued to 

challenge lay Catholics to learn about other faiths and traditions. In 1958, 

Steve Hagarty reported on the rnix of Protestant and Catholic high school and 

college students who shared in the House's work and discussions. Annual 

House retreats became more ecumenical in tone and focus. William Lawlor 

wnsidered it to be an inclusive move on the House's part "of not getting hung 

up on the confines of this or that denomination.- 

From 1956 to the early 1 9 6 0 ~ ~  Benedict Labre House fostered a long- 

term relationship with American Catholics including Daniel Berrigan, as a result 

2a Benigan, S.J., 'Modesty," 1-1 1. 
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d the series of conferences on the lay apostolate in Syracuse, New York. In 

August 1956, the first Conference on the Lay Apostolate was held at Lemoyne 

Coilege in Syracuse, New York. in an attempt to bring together the many 

branches of the lay apostolate from the U.S. and Canada. Tony Walsh and 

Father William Power of YCW were guest speakers, along with a large retinue 

of academics, clergy and other lay leaders. The main objective of the Syracuse 

conference was to provide sound teaching and discussion on the theological 

basis of the Lay Apostolate. Rie conference was significant in the formation of 

Benedict Labre Home lay vol~nteers.~ 

In : 956, Daniel Berrigan, a young Jesuit priest working in Brooklyn with 

the YCW, was also invited to participate at this first conference of the lay 

apostolate at Lemoyne College. While at the conference. Berrigan listened to a 

talk given by Tony Walsh. Benigan was smck by Tony's 'eameçt candour, 

good humour. and kind of grace of office." as Tony spoke of the demands, 

errors, the hope and the healing of frontline work with the poor in an urban 

context in Montreal? 

A good snapshot of retreats during this period was the one led by Dan 

Berrigan to twenty-three lay people at St. Jean Vianney Seminary, August 28- 

30,1959. The theological formation of mis retreat was clearly evident as 

Berrigan, S.J., 'Modesty," 1 ; 'Canadians Take Part in Syracuse Stuâies,' yNKY 
(Montreal) August-Septernber, 1956, 1 ; Power and Buell, "Syracuse," 14;  Buell, interview by 
author, 17 May, 1999. 
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Berrigan spoke of creation, stating that 'we are here to see the face of God in 

the created things of our tirne.' Berrigan emphasized that God is found through 

the Eucharist and our neighbours. Movïng along with this concept, he reminded 

thern that 'We're flot fully Christian until we follow through f rom the altar to 

people." To be involved in the redemptive work of Christ meant a senous 

cornmitment to the Eucharist and to one's vocation by engaging authentically 

with one's neighbours, making love and truth avaiiable in everyday living." 

S~iritual formation 

The House contimied to maintain a spiritml lay comrnunity centered on 

liturgy and prayer. In addition, in the mid-to-late 1950s, dialogue masses, 

pilgrimages. retreats and conferences became new venues of spiritual 

formation for lay people connected to the House." 

In Apnl 1956, at the blessing of Benedict Labre House. Cardinal Leger 

celebrated a dialogue mas,  which suggests that the dialogue mass was 

already in use at House. Though, there is no evidence of when use of dialogue 

Masses began at the House, they were very popular at House from the mid- 

fîies to the early sixties. A group of twenty lay people would assemble around 

the communion table and giving the verbal responses of the Mas? 

As a form of Christian witness and as a type of spiritual formation, 

2'6 UBL House Retreat: Each One to Feet ResponsiMe if Apostolate 1s To Work," 
(Montreal) Septem ber 1 959, 1 ; 'Notes On," 2. 
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Benedict Labre House led an annual pilgrimage in the spri-ng in honor of Our 

Lady, Mary. On Tuesday evening, May 7,1957, the House and sixty lay people 

set out on its first pilgrimage from Benedict Labre House in Griffintown to Notre 

Dame de Bonsecours church in Old Montreal. Striking a very different tone, the 

procession moved through the streets with laity in the front and clergy in 

ecclesiastical vestments following at the rear. En route, the members of the 

procession recited the rosary and sang until Mey reached Bonsecours Church. 

A dialogue mass was celebrated with participants responding and the singing 

of the "Litany of Our Lady" in English." 

During this period, notable retreat masters like Dan Berrigan and Lou 

Cox lad retreats for lay people sponsored by the House? Dan Berrigan wrote 

that there was "an atmosphere of gentleness, acceptance, insight, mutuality. .." 

at these retreats. AISO, there was a sense of reverence, discernment and 

direction as the 'nearly lost art' of sibnt adoration was restored to the retreat's 

agenda. William Lawlor found the retreats to be 'very exciting. very gratifying, 

very challenging, with Berrigan who was "a lightning rod." 'When closing a 

retreat, Berrigan would celebrate a dialogue mass, moving the participants 

closer to the witness and wonder of the Eu~harist."~ 

The House's retreat with Berrigan in August, 1959, was indicative of this 

type of spiritual formation. Berrigan stated that St-lgnatius and Charles de 

Foucauld were individuals who gave their lives entirely to God by immersing 

themselves in Iives of poverty. Using the Spiritual Exercises of St. lgnatius as a 

2* ~ u B J I ,  interview by author, 1 7 May 1999; &ieJl, "Tony Walsh,' Newman Lechrre, 
November 27, 1997; BueIl, The Man," 17; 'Mass At Bonsecours," 1. 
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framework to find in '... our üme and place the face of God in the Eudiaria and 

our neigbbur ," Berrigan spiritually challenged the retreatants to start making 

choiœs 'in Christ's favour, based on our willingness to change and suffer? 

In ternis of spiritual formation, the conferences on the Lay Apostolate at 

Syracuse offered the opportunity to look at the sacramental and litwgical 

dimension of the lay apostolate. At Syracuse, lay people from the House met 

other lay Catholics who were invohred in lay apostolates. A spirit of l ike 

mindedness prevailed as lay peopie shared their experiences:* 

Practical formation 

Practical formation for the lay person was found on the front lines and in 

retreats during this period. The message was conveyed repeatedly that 

personal service b the poor demanded cornmitment and authentic engagement 

from the lay person in contact with the poor. Such intimacy with the poor could 

not be found in well-organized 'museum' trips to Gfiffintown and the House but 

rather on the front lima 

In 1 956, shortly after meeting Tony Walsh, Art Coveny visited Benedict 

Labre House. He joined Tony Walsh, on a visit to a woman who just suffered a 

house fire. As aiey discussed the house fire, it became evident that the woman 

had lost even her own bed. Tony Walsh responded, "You mean you have no 

bedr The wornan responded. 'no." Tony declarsd, 'Well, l'II get you one." 

Upon leaving the women's house, Art Coveny's curiosity was piqued, so he 

questioned Tony, 'By the way, where are you going to get ais bed?" Tony 

' -Bl Muse Reheat,' 1 ; Notes On,' 2. 
ae Poww and Buell, 'Syracuse,' 14; 'Canadians Take Part,' 1 ; Bueil, interview by 

author, 17 May, 1999. 



replied, 'I'm going to give her mine.' Tony's praciical, setfless response made a 

lasting impression on Ait Coveny, who then volunteered as House accountant 

for tweive years? 

In July of 1959, Charles Butîerworth, editor with Catholic Worker, while 

visiting the House, gained frontline practical formation during clothing 

distribution. Frustrated while seMng a poor man who wanted the right pants 

and shoes. Butterworth experienced an epiphany: '...when I get pants and 

shoes for rnyseIf, t want them to f i t  We should want for others at least as much 

as we expect for ourselves, that's what justice means. Charity should include 

justice and go still further."= 

The retreats in this penod also dealt with practical issues. Again the 

Berrigan retrea? of August, 1959 gives us insight into the practical formation that 

occurred at this retreat. On the final day, Berrigan challenged the participants to 

action through change and decisionmaking. The final hours of the retreat dealt 

with the long-term vision and future of the House. Berrigan spoke cleariy to the 

issues: "lt's your house, your future. If each one of you waits for the others to 

take the responsibility, the whole thing will collapse. And so it should. It has to 

be a group effort. The Lord is placing this malt house in your hands." In those 

last hows of the retreat, Berfigan delivered foreboding words, waming that the 

group's entrenched dependency on Tony Walsh and a few other volunteers 

could prove to be disastrous for the future of the House.' 

a In this lecture, John Buell invited Art Coveny ?rom the audience to retdl the story of 
Ton y and the bed. Buel!, 'Tony Walsh," Newman Lecture, November 27, 1 997; See also: 
Coveny, * From a Soup Kitchen,' S. 

Butt8m0rttir 'Benedii Labre,' 2. See dso: Day, 'Retreat,' 2-8. Dating based on 
Butteruvarth and Day. 
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CHAPTER 8: THE VATICAN II YEARS (1 960-1 966) 

Introduction 

Nothing was more dramatic to the life and work of Benedict Labre Howe 

during 1952 to 1966 than Vatican II. Held from 1962-1965, Vatican II, with its 

sweeping changes and refoms, proved to be so r e v ~ l ~ o ~ a r y  that it had a large 

effect on churches and organizations intemationally. Like many other sirnilar 

lay organizations big and small, the House was affecteci by the Gouncil refoms 

of Vatican I 1. 

From pre-Council to pst-Council, 1 960-1 965, Benedict Labre House 

followed Vatican II with great interest. There was much excitement as ninety 

Canadian prelates participateci in the Coumil. A personal connection was 

developed between Benedict Labre House and Vatican II when Pope John Xll l  

selected Cardinal Léger of Montreal to sit on the prestigious central 

coordinating cornmittee of the Council. Along with discussions and articles 

relating to the Council. a number of mernbers of the House were present at 

several of the public consultations held in Montreal with Cardinal Leger, prior to 

and during the Council. Therefore, as with any Catholic organizabion of the 

Vatican II era. it is important to examine Benedict Labre House's pre-Council, 

mid-Council, and post-Coumil history. At aie House, there was mudi hope and 

excitement in the pre-Council period (1960-1 962). However, during the Council 

(1 962-1 965), those feelings changed to insecurity and anguish. Finally, by the 

post-Council period (1 965-1 970). a sense of shock and despair at the House 

prevailed as the extent of the changes m e  to light. In the post-Vatican era, 



with the combination of Council refonns and Quebec political reforms, Benedict 

Labre House. as an unofficial lay apostolate, becarne a shadow of its former 

self.= 

The UNITY played a signticant role in keeping the Montreal Catholic lay 

community aware of the issues, the changes and the implications of Vatican II. 

It is obvious by the number of articles published in the UNlTY during Vatican II. 

that the friends of Benedict Labre House followed the sessions of the Council 

with great interest. Due to emphasis on Vatican II, the UNlTY moved from a 

local to a more global perspective during the period of 1960 to 1966. The 

following pages attest to the rde of UNlTY during the Vatican II period. 

Pre-Vatican 11 (1 960-1 962) 

A rhetoric of hope and excitement penraded the pre-Vatican I I  era at 

Benedict Labre House. In January 1961. with a desire to challenge local laity. 

in his "Letter From Matt," Tony wrote a mock letter to St. Francis of Assisi. 

expressing his hope and loyalty to the upcoming Council. An article, 'Council 

To Deal with Aealities." in August 1962. s tressed  the unique- of aie Council, 

focussing on the level of media involvement and on the participation of ninety 

Canadian prelates. A month before the opening of the Council in 1962, UNlTY 

reported on an evening discussion led by Robert Burns, who enumerated the 

hopes of laity for the Council in detail." 

Daly, '&memberina for Tomarro~* 41 42; '1 5 Canadians Working on Preparations 
For the Council,' UNiW (Montreal) March 1961,4; 'Council To Deal with Realities," UNffY 
(Montread) August 1962,1-4; 'Cardinal and Layrnen meet over Council.' WTTY November, 1961, 
1 ; 'A Cardinal Talks Wth His Laity,' (Montreal) Febniary 1 962,14; Budl, ' M y  the 
Changes,' 1-4; Baum, me Church in 24-25; Linteau, et ai., Quebec Si- 1930,474- 
480. 

'Letter From Matt,' WrrV (Montra) Jmuary. 1961, 2; 'Council To Oeai with Reahtieslm 
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ln this pre-Vatican II era, Benedid Labre House minored that sens8 of 

hop and excitement with its activities and Iay volunteers. Still emphasizing a 

personal approach to poverty, the basic schedule of hospitality work and 

activities was enlarged. Also, casual types of theological. spiritual and practical 

formation continuecl to occur between Montreal, Syracuse and the Laurentians. 

The House hit its peak in the year 1960 with an estirnated four hundred to five 

hundred lay volunteers. By 1961. there were more lay volunteers than there 

was work. Therefore, the work of the House had grown more cornplex and 

required more serious planning? 

To address the complexities of the work and property needs, the team 

decided to incorporate Benedict Labre House. Between 1956 to 11960, they had 

use of the property at 308 Young Street rent free. In 1960, due to his financial 

circumstances, the owner of the house Mered to seIl the house for six thousanâ 

dollars to the tearn at Benedict Labre House. On the advice of a lawyer, the 

team decided nat only to raise the necessary funds but also to incorporate the 

House. The success of the fundraising campaign allowed them to purchase the 

property and by April, 1961, they became incorporated as a non-profit 

organization." 

a' "Group of swen organizes fact-finding with poor,' WiTY (Montreal) November 1962, 
1 : Tony Walsh, Comell University, Ithaca, New York to George Cook, Ottawa, Ontario, February 
20,1961, TGC; lawlor, interview by author, 15 June 1999; Miller, Abne for ûthers, 81 -82 Since 
there is no available evidence on how many volunteers were involved annuaily between 1952- 
1966, George Cooke's dedaration mat 1960 was a representaüve year in terms of the nurnkr of 
volunteers cannot be corroborated. This authar is more inclined to look at these figures for the 
year of 1960 as retlective of BLH at its peak and therefore refers to this period, 196û-1962. See 
also: Buell, The Man," 17; 'Letter From Matt,' May 1961.2. 

The Charter outiined aie Hoose as a non-profit organization, albwed for the eiection of 
six directors to the Board and twenty members to the Corporation. Coveny, "Rom a Soup 
Kitchen,' 2 cornmental that the incorporation of the House m-ed the end of its eariy y-; 
'Letter From Matt,' May 1961,2. Dating for the incorporation, April1961 is based on Tony's 
comments of the incorporation in mnnection with the bu use's Spring Anniversary traâitionally 
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With the influence of aie upcoming Council, Benedict Labre House 

continued to develop as a globally-minded organization. In the 1960s' more 

articles on the Third Woriâ appeared in the UNITY. In aie 1964 issue, Tony 

spoke about apartheid in South Africa and the civil rights movement in the U.S. 

The House extended its involvement mth international students through its 

programs and university events and meetings in Montreal and the U.S. In 

March 1960, at the University of Montreal, Tony was also part of a panel 

discussion on international stuclent work. In February 1961, Tony met with the 

International students at ComeH University in New York." 

A number of evening discussions during this prsvatican II period dealt 

directly or indirectly with the Council. In 1962, Burns' discussion, 'What a 

Layman Hopes. ..From the Coming Council," provided a detailed analysis of lay 

expectations. For the House, a key area of interest during the prevatican II 

period was liturgical reform at the Council. Burns arüculated the concern of 

many lay people that liturgy had remaineci stabjc during the last two thousand 

years of the Church. There was a sense that the Church was resistant to 

changes in the liturgy. Burns expressed the hope that liturgicel refoms would 

include the mass in the vemacular, dialogue masses and the institution of male 

and female lay leaders.' 

In the January 1961 issue of UNITY, Benedict Labre House put their 

ecumenical concerns on high profile in celebration of the upcoming ecumenical 

Council. One artide discussed the 'rapprochement' btween Catholics, 

a' Tony Parr. 'Mat We Dori1 Kmw of Latin America," 1 NTTY (Montreai) October 1962, 
14;  ' Westmers Missing Aftican Boat,' WTP(. Novmber 1962, 1 4 ;  ' M e r  From Matt," UNW 
(Montreai) June 1964,2; Buell, interview by author, 17 May 1999; Budl. Tony Walsh,' Newman 
Lecture. November 27, 1997; Dyson, 1 ; Tony Walsh to George Cook, 
February 2O,t96l- 



Orthodox and Protestants. In the same issue. there was a report on Pope John 

XXlll's historic visit with the Archbishop of Canterbury. Another article reporteci 

on the history of the Catholic l nquiry Forum. a Montreal organization which, 

since 1952 promoted ecumenical activities. Clearly, this 1961 UNITY issue was 

loaded with ecumenical-oriented items? 

Mid-Vatican 11 (1962-1965) 

During the mid-Council period, the work and activities at Benedict Labre 

House continued even though it was a time characterized by insecurity and 

anguish. Tony in his 'Letter From Man" in January 1963 questioned the 

effectiveness of the changes coming from the Council. Yet in his September, 

1965 "Letter From Matt." Tony still expresçed h o p  with the results of aie 

Fourth Session of the Council. By the conclusion of the Fourth session in 1 965, 

Tony reported that there was a mood of deep disturbance and anguish that 

beset Montreal lay Catholics, confronted by the rapid pace of change of the 

Council and political reforms in Quebec. He mentioned that there was tension 

and conflict surrounding the topics of peace, war, authority, churches and their 

institutions.= 

Attempting to m e n  the blow, aie House used its evening discussions to 

develop awareness and understanding about the Council reforms. The roster 

'First in World History: Men and Religions Seek Peace and Union,' UNfïY (Montreai) 
January 1961,l; "The First Visit In 400 Years: Cornments From The fress,'' jJNW (Montreal) 
January 1961,4; 'Seeds For a Hwest: Many Groups Now Active in 'Contatf Apostolate,' UNirY 
(Montreal) January 1961, 1-4. 

a The Daiîy Round,' WITY (Montread) July-August, l964,4. This 'Daiîy Roundv gives 
insight into the level of work and activities at the BLH dunng the mid-Çouncil period. Alço, the 
column confimis U ' s  continued attendance at Holy Hour at the Little Sisters in 1964. 'Letter 
From Matt,' WrrV (Montreai) January 1963,2; 'Letter From Matt,' MrrV (Montreal) September 
1 965, 2; 'Letter From Matt,' UNJTY (Montreal) ûec. 1965,2. 



for H o m  evening disaissims in Nwember 1962 was very Council-related: 

Nov.6- Murray Baîlantyne on 7 h e  Changes Going on In Vie 
Church at This Moment". 

Nov.13- The House business meeting. 
Nov.20- Fr. Paul Dickinson, S.J. on 'Eastern Rites and Reunion." 
Nov.27- Brendan Grimin and Greta Mitchell on "Father Yves 

Congar's book The Wide World: My Parish.- 

The January, 1963 issue of UNITY was packed with articles and items 

about ecumenism in the mid-Council period. 'Bishop Gives Emenist Primer" 

reported on the council statements made by Bishop Joseph De Smedt of 

Bruges, Belgium, at the First Session. De Smedt indicated that there had been 

ongoing ecumenical dialogue in the 1940s and 1950s in the western world. De 

Smedt then offered a definition and a methodology for eaimenical dialogue. 

"An Observer Reports Impressions of Council" details Protestant theologian Dr. 

Oscar Cullmann's statements at a press conference. Cullmann, described the 

tremendous level of ecumenical dialogue at the Council. Locally, UNlTY 

reports that Catklic seminarians from the Grand Seminaire had Partk@atad in 

a successful day of ecumenical dialogue with Anglican divinity students at the 

Diocesan Theological College. Also, there was an announcement of the launch 

of The Ecumenia a Canadian journal treating ecumenical issues with Gregory 

Baum as editor? 

UNITY articles during the miMouncil aimmunicated the work etMc at 

Vatican II. Through Claude Ryan's artide, 'Everything must be done over," 

ZOO mejShop Gives Ecumenist Primer,' UNVY (Montreai) January 1963.1-3; 'An ûbsefw 
reports Impressions of Council,' WTTY (Montreal) January 1963,2-4; Xavier Rynne, Vatican 
 unc cil IL (Marylawll, New York: OrMs Books.1999). 50; 'Cathofic seminarians guests at Anglican 
divinity school,' UNm (Montreai) January 1963,l; 'Ecumenical journal gets under way,' 
(Montreal) January 1963,l. 



UNlTY reaâers gained insight into the depth and breadtti of the work required to 

produce the Council documents. At a press conference. Dr. Oscar Cullrnann 

explained his role and work as one of many noKatholic observers involved in 

the ecurnenical dialogue at Vatican II. Cullmann believed that an observer had 

to be a person of wisdom, discretion, trust, care and hard work to participate in 

the work of the C o u n ~ i l . ~  

Because of its long-term passion and care for liturgy. BLH continued to 

follow the news of the liturgical teforrns with great concern. Liturgical refotm 

moved at very quick paœ during the mid-Çouncil period. With the wmpletion of 

"Constitution of the Sacred Liturgy" in Decernber 1 963, in the following summer 

of 1964 UNITY readers were told In aie article 'Details of Changes in language 

of Massln that Mass would be changed from the Latin to the vernacular early in 

1965. English parishes would receive new rnissals from the U S  translated into 

English. Bernard Daly in "Language Change in Mass Part of Larger Reformn 

explained that the laquage change of Mass from Latin to the vernacular would 

'increase the understanding, faith and participation of the people." Daly also 

stated that this was a process that would occur over several yearsa 

There was a plethora of lay conferences held in Montreal during the 

Vatican II era. The October 1962 issue of UNITY announced that an upcaming 

conference would be held Saturday, Novem ber, 17. 1 962. It would deal with 

'renewal in the lhes of Chnstians." Sessions were to be led by Robert Burns, 

Harry Goldsmith, and John Buell. Then in May, 1963, Murray Ballantyne and 

Claude Ryan, 'Everything must be done over," YNTTY (Montreal) January, 1963,2, 
reprinted from Le Devoir (Montreal) 1962; "An Observer reports," 4. 

a""'Oetail~ of Changes in language of Mass,' UNiTY (Monbd) July-August, 1 964 1 ; 
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1964.4; S m  aiso-Daly. '-Kow." 52-54 



John Buell spoke at the Regional Congress on the Lay Apostolate held in 

Montreal. With Cardinal Leger as its patron, the congres âealt with issues of 

the lay apostolate in Quebec and Ontario. The expectation and also. discontent 

of the laity were articulated conœming the state of the lay apostolate and the 

Counci 

Prior to Vatican II. U N l v  had few arüdes direcüy refating to the subjeds 

of peace and war. However, in spring and summer of 1965, UNITY printed hivo 

key arücles on peace and war. The artides were Dan Benigan's, Total War 1s 

A Total God," and Thomas Merton's, "Schema: 13: An Open Letter to the 

American Hierarchy." Written juçt prior to the Fourth session in 1965, these 

articles were distributed widely to challenge the bishops to take a strong stance 

during the Council discussion on aie peaœ and war section of the Pastoral 

Constitution on the Church in the Modern World. Yet. during this period support 

for the peaœ movement at Benedict Labre House was extremely low key. John 

Buell, editor, commentecl that printing these articles gave basic support to 

Berrigan and Merton. Tony made a vague reference to the peaœ and war 

discussion at the Fourth Session in his "Letter From Matt," in JJNITY, December 

1 965. Consistent with the apolitical behaviour of an 'unofficial' lay apostate. 

there was no collective support from Benedict Labre House on the peace issue 

.Day Of Conference,' (Montreal) October 1962,l; The Regionai Congress of 
th8 Lay Apostolate, Text of the P m s  of the Reaionai Cangress of the bây Amstoiate. 
Peld at M o n t r u  3.4.5. 1- (Montreai: An-to lm.. 1963). 2.5, 7, 18.62 See aiso text of 
speeches in proceedings by Murray 8allantyne and John Buell, pp.16-22,8647. 



Port-Vatlcsn 11 (1 96W 970) 

The pst-Vatican Il perioâ at Benedict Labre House was characterized by 

shock and despair, for the BLH did not mvel ütrough the Vatican II period 

unscatheâ. Shodc and grief was evident as two clergy friends who played 

significant roles at Benedict Labre House suddenly left North America for the 

Third World. When Cardinal Leger left for a mission to lepers in Africa, there 

was a sense of deep shack at Leger's decision Daniel ûerrigan was silenced 

and exiled by Jesuit superiors to Latin America tor his role in the anti-Vietnam 

war prote-. This contributecl to a pervasive sense of scanda1 since it was felt 

that he had done nothing morally wrong by his support and participation in anti- 

Vietnam war protest." 

By the time d the post -Council, the reforms already had a serious impact 

on North America. Consenratives like John Buell and others at BLH felt that the 

Gouncil refons dismantîed the Mass, aie ôevotions, and Catholic morality. At 

the same Ume, due to politicai modernkation and rapid secularization, the 

Church in Quebec was no longer predorninant in peoples' Iives, causing a great 

Daniel 8emgan, "Total War Is A Total God," WiTY (Montreai) May, 1965,14; Thomas 
Merbn, 'Schema: 13: An Open Letter to the Arnericen Hierarchy," YNlTY (Montreal) July-Aug, 
1965, ) 4; Eileen Egan, 'Dorothy Day: Piigrim of Peace,' in -ion of the on 

Worker, ed. Patrick, G. Coy, (Ptriladeiphia: New Society Publisbers, 1988). 97-98, 
276; Eileen man, 'The Struggle of the Small Vehicle, Pax," in Amerim- The 
Jnfluence at. Anne Kbjm~nnet and Nancy L. 
Roberts (Westport, Ccmnecticut: Raeger Publishers, 1996). 131 -133; Bueil, interview by author, 
17 May 1999; 'Letter From Matt.' December 1965,2. 
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Praeger Pubiishers, 1 996), 1 1 5. 



exdus of Lay people from W r  local churches. Due to these theologicai and 

politicai factors, Benedct Labre Howe in the post-Vatican II era caild not 

continue to operate as an umcial lay rrpostolate. The Mass, the devotions. 

and Catholic consewative morali were key to the life and work d the House in 

its monastic m a .  To m m  away from a heavy emphasis on the rnass, liturgy 

and morality meant abandoning its monastic model. a mode1 which was 

essential to an undficial lay apostotate at BLH. With the exodus of the laity in 

Quebec, the House was in trouble since it had k e n  estaMished as a lay 

apostdate to challenge lay Catholics on a Meological, spiritual and practicril 

level. Also, the House was dependent on lay cornmitment and support on a 

Wunteer and finandal level. Like its American countecparts in the post-Council 

era, the House subsequently endured a period of dedine as an unofficial lay 

apostolate. The House was caught up in the r e f m s  of Vatican II, and the 

secularization of Q ~ e b e c . ~  

The Im~act  of Councll RstM- 

In his article, W h y  the Changes are hurting so many-new Mass. no 

devotions, new morals,' Bueil dserly deal with three major areas d reforms. 

His article reflects well the shock, anguish and despair that many Montreal 

mnservative Catholic lay people w r e  experiencing when confronteci by the 

speed and finality of the Coumil refonns. During Vatican II, Buell had been an 

adv'ocate for diange. Howver, in this postCouncil era, BueIl stated t k t  aie 

CouM refoms did not atfer anyMing to replace the spintual practices that were 

BudI,'Why aie Changes,' 1-4; Baum, The W h  in Quebec. 19-25; Linteau, et al., 
Since 1930,474400. Davis in her analysis States Vaaican II was actuaily the deam k W  

for the American unomcial lay mstdates Davis, The Rise and î3ecMe," 175.6uell, intavkw by 
author, 17 May 1999. Budl comment6 that by the m i d - l n ,  the predorninance of Chur& in 
Montmai haô disappeared and the modus d laity had oownsd. 



rernoved. First deemed as supemcial, BueIl believed that the reforms 

irrevocably altered the spiritual lives of lay Catholics." 

Buelt felt. as with many consewatives, that with the changes to the Mass 

there was a loss of its mystical dimension. Before the Council reforms. people 

had a sense of awe and respect about the Mass. During sorne pefiods of 

Church history, people had attended Mass under the threat of death. Buell 

contested that Catholic spirituaMy was based on this history of persecution 

related to the Mass. Such a history created laity's 'unshakeable devotion" to 

the Mass.' Buell explained mat this mode1 challenged Cathdics to attend Mass 

no matter what adversit'y prevailed. 

Buell contendeci ttiat the combination of Vatican II reforms to the Mass 

itself eroded its sacredness. Reforms in liturgical music, the language of the 

Mass, the physical position of the priest and the altar and the comrnitments for 

confession, fasting, communion. and attendance led to the demise of th8 Mass 

and of personal lay religious practice. 

The second major area of loss and pain for lay conservative Catholics 

was the changes to the devotions, which Buell refened to as the 

'disappearance of the devotions'. Buell spe~ifi~ally spke of the devotions of 

Our Lady, the rosary, the Stations of the Cross, and of the miracles and 

apparitions. These and other devotions were rernoved in order to focus on the 

Mass. Buell felt t b re  was nothing to replace the devotions, nowhere to 

channel one's motions and finally an obvious lack of new teaching to direct lay 

people in their spiritual lives. 

Budl argued Mat the refotms aeated a new Catholic morality. He felt 

Bueil, .Why the Changes,' 14; The Regionai Congress of the Lay Apostolate, Iext of 
e Pr- 86. 
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that by removing the 'awesomemss' of the Mass, aien this same 

'awesorneness' was removad from the obedience to God in moral matters. He 

remarked that though the precouncil morality was narrow and legalistic. it had 

been very clear in its cornmands and obligations. There had been clarity about 

moût things in Cathdic life, whether Wealing with Protestants, manying a non- 

Catholic. birth control, cornrnunists, war, criticking priests, recognizing heretics 

and non-believers (The others")." For BueIl, this new Catholic rnorality was too 

vague and open. It promoted too many questions, fostered confusion and 

created gcey areas. BueIl's article argues that aie Couneil refonns had a very 

negative impact on lay people, affecting their understanding and their 

involvement in the Mass, devotions, and morality. which were al! areas of 

significance to Benedict Labre House. With the combination of these Council 

reforms and the exodus of lay people from Quebec churches, Benedict Labre 

House in the post-Vatican II era was in a period of decline as an unofficial lay 

ap~stolate?~ 

A Period of Recllne 

DurÏng the post-Vatican II yean, just as the BLH was in a period of 

dedine, so was Tony Walsh's health. Because of heafth problems, Tony started 

to recede in his presence in the House during the mid-1960s. By 1966, Tony 

was sixty-eight years old, and had sustained three bouts of pneumonia and the 

loss of a kidney. Along with a multitude of balai complications, Tony was also 

suffering from exhaustion. Therefore, in the wake of his rapidly declining 

health.Tony quietly resigned frm Benedict Labre House in 1966. Members and 

Bueil, W h y  the Changes,' 24 passim. 
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fnmds of the House reacted with much shoek and chagrin at his departure." 

Affected by the tallout f rom Vatican II, the secularirabjon d Quebec. 

Tony's departwe, and growjng family obligations, John Buell resigned as editor 

of UNITY in 1966. After Tony and John departed, othen remainecl, such as Ray 

Salmon. Art Coveny, Jim Mamn and the weekend teams. Howewr, within the 

next several years, most of the lay volunteer and financial support attached to 

Tony, disappeared. Bueil stated that due to the changes, the spirit of the House 

could not be revived. In other words, the House as this type of unofficial lay 

apostolate was in period of dedine." 

Chanalm of the mard  

From 1-1 96û. several people including Ray Salmon and Sil Galvin, 

managed the House. In Decernber 1968, a young, unmarried American couple, 

Bob ODCallaghan and Joanabôey Sacks, took over the management of the 

House and attracted a vibrant grwp of young people who participated in the 

work of the House. Bob mis house manager of Benedict Labre House and 

Joanabbey was in charge of Patricia House. During this period of changes and 

departufes, there were many questions wnceming the suNival of the House 

and its redefinition. In 1969, Steve Hagarty indicated to this new young 

comrnunity a the House that a break be made with the past, suggesting that, 

a6 Hagarty, interview by author, 8 June, 1999; Miller, &ne for 0 t h ~  87-88; Bueil, The 
Man,' 18. Dating of Tony's health complications is based on Geny Pascal who was invdved at the 
House at the time of Tony's deparhrre. Da?hg of Tony's in 1966 is based on Tony's year of 
birth, 1898. Dating of Tony's departure in 1966 is based on the interviews with Budl and Pascai. 
After ten years as etditor, Buell lelt in 1966, aftw Tony. Thus Tony la in 1966-Pascal's 
date. BUJL, interview by author, 17 May 1999; Pascal, interview by author, 13 July 1999. 

ne Budi, intewiew by authoi, 1 7 May 1999; Pascal, intBCView by author, 13 Juiy 1999; Si1 
Gaivin, "Chaos Day' At The House,' WCrV (Montreal) June 1969,3; P d  and Gain  i n d i i e  
the bss of past vdunteers. 



'the ideals of the past are not-and should not &the ideals of the presentnm 

In breaking with the pst. Bob, JoanaWey and their community of yowig 

people immersed themselves in political action through such venues as the 

peace movement, community aaMsrn and the grape boycott. These were 

tumultuous years at the House as old members were confrmed mth the smtch 

in direction from its theology of a lay apostolate to the practical theology which 

was strong on political action. In 1970, when Gerry Pascal, took over from Bob 

and Joanabbey. he inherited this legacy of political action. During the 1970s, 

Geny Pascal rnoved the House further towards a practÏcal aieology by affiliatîng 

with the social justice orientation of the Catholic W ~ r k e r . ~  

277 Sm w n  Members' Annw Meet ing:  Labre House family conf816n~e ponders 
present, explores the future, ' UNrY (Montreal) June 1 968,l; Miller, pkne for ahers, 87-88; 
James A. Martin, 'Labre House And The Future,' WlTY (Montreal) May 1963,Z Draing of 80b 
O'Callaghan and Joanabbey Sacks becoming house managers is based on Battistuzzi. Rick 
Battisturzi, 'Bab and Joanabbey Get Manid,' UNW (Montreal) Jmuary 1970,l; Si Galvin, 'We 
N d  to lncrease Our Farnily,' wTP/ (Montreal) May i969,3; GaMn,'Chacrs Day,'3. See a h -  
Rev. S. Hagarty, 'Bmedict Labre House Confmmce: Compassion,' I.1NTTV. (Montreai) June 
1969, 1-21 



CHAPTER 9: CONCLUSlON 

This thesis has attempted to differentiate myth and history and to clarify 

the motivations behind the founding of the House. On a larger scale, there has 

been an attempt to understand what was the specifïc character of this 

organization against a backdrop d the times, as well as an attempt to 

understand the dramatic shifts within the larger movements that occurred in the 

afterrnath of Vatican I l .  

In 1952. Benedict Labre House opened a hwse for the poor and a 

center for the lay apostolate. Situeted on La Gauchetiere Street in St. Patrick's 

parish. Benedict Lake House served the marginalized of Montreal. In 1954. 

with the support of Benedict Labre House, a parallel mission, Patricia House, 

was created to assist marginalized women and their children in GriRntown. In 

1955, Benedict Labre House also moved to Griffintown, a small cornmunity in 

St. Ann's Ward of southwest Montreal that was once the historical home of the 

city's Irish Catholic community . 

Grifh'ntown was the central district in the nineteenth œntury for aie p r  

unskilled Irish. The heyday of the comrnunity was the 18709 with St. Ann's 

Church and Catholic schools and a plethora of iay organizations. Yet, though 

the poverty in the community always remainedm the people didn't, because by 

'the beginning of this century, as their fortunes improved, [the Irish] had begun 

to move away from Griffintown, and [into the 1960s] the migration never 

stopped.. St. Ann's was built b serve an Irish comrnunity whidr is no longer 



there at the time of BW.- 

One of many lay organizations operating in Quebec during this period, 

BLH was not mandated by the hierarchy, and operateci as a Catholic unofficial 

lay organization. Cleariy the evidenœ demonstrates that Benedict Labre did 

flot arise out of a vacuum. The founding group was influenced by a confluence 

of both North American officia1 and unofficial lay movements that existed at that 

time: the sodalities, Young Catholic Workers. Catholic Action, the Catholic 

Worker, Friendship House in Toronto and in New York, Little Sisters of Charles 

de Foucauld, and the Third Hour. Until 1966, the lay apostolate of BLH 

provided thedogical, spirihial and practical education to Montreal English lay 

Catholics in an inf ormal atmosphere. 

The lay theoiogy of Benedict Labre House did not represent a practical 

theology. Though the House retained a prophetic witness in Tony Walsh's 

voiuntary poverty, the orientation of the House was tw conservative, orthodox, 

and apolitical to be considered as a practical theology. The House carefully 

avoided the larger social justice issues, Mile it adamantly endeavored to 

remain sirnply "small and p r . "  Instead, BLH bore al1 the characteristics of an 

unofficial lay apostolate situated in the broader theology of the laity. 

Perhaps the biggest goal of this thesis has been to demythologize Tony 

Walsh and Beriedict Labre House during the tenwe of house manager,Tony 

Walsh. European born, of a rniddle-ctass upbringing, Tony had corne to 

Canada determined to serve others. Fifst he started in the West and eventually 

wound up in Montreal. In his prophetic style, he decided to make his own life an 

example to others by renouncing worldly goods and pkiging to remain poor- 

ne 'Old St. Ann's,' September 25, t 969. The English populatbn of the 
area was only about one quarter Irish, with Itaiians and Ukrainians made up much of the r e s t  of the 
English speaking Caaiolic community. 
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this then was his attraction to many English Catholic Montreaiers looking for 

pious leadership in a burgeoning consumer age. 

Tony Walsh has been singled out time and time again as the sole 

energy, the driving force behind the early years of the House. Yet this thesis 

has demonstrateci that Tony was not alone. Benedict Labre House, even from 

its inauguration, functioned as a result of the commitment of four other lay 

people: Magnus Seng, Jim Shaw, Pat Conners. and Stephen Hagarty. Tnily, 

over the years, the life and work of Benedict Labre House survived,developed 

and evolved due to the lay support from the Montreal English Catholic 

Cornmunity. 

In the midst of a dying community and a dedining institutional Church. 

Benedict Labre House in its service to Montreal's poor and indigent had 

garmred support from hunbeds of English lay Caoidics al! over the city. 

These English lay Catholics were challenged at Benedict Labre House to reach 

beyond themselves, whether inspired by Tony's example of wluntary poverty or 

by the example of pilgrirns like Benedict Labre or Charles de Foucauld. Lay 

Catholics were challenged to serve-not for personal profit, not for personal 

aggrandisement. but out of hurnanity to their neighbour, the poor person. 

Though situated in Griffintown. a p fed~tn i~nt ly  French speaking community, 

Benedict Labre House and its sister organization. Patricia House, served 

everyone in need regardless of their religion, language, gender or race. The 

history and the mythology of its establishment continues to illumine this 

significant movement in the history of the church in Montmal. 
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GLOSSA RY 

Compllnsis the tast prayer of the day which closes the Divine Office. It is 
rneant to be prayed just more retiring. Compline has two distinct parts, a 
preliminary period of spiritual reading and confession of faults, and the 
prayers for retiring. The second part of Cornpline is faithful to the basic 
structure of the hours, three Psalrns, a hyrnn, a leson and responsary, 
the canticle of Simeon, an oration, and final blessing. Compline 
originated in rnonastic circles. (Rule, ch.18, 42) John Cassian (d.435) is 
the first to refer to it in describing aie monastÏc practiœs of the Eastern 
monks of his day. St. Benedict (d.453) gave more shape ta it based on 
Cassian which was inserted by the refom of Pius V (d. 1572). (New 

atholic Enc~cio-pedia, (1 967). S.V. "Cornpline," G.E. Schidel) 

Day of Recollection-is a day long period where the individual excludes 
voluntary distractions, interna1 and external, to focus one's attention. 
Recollection in the spirituel Iife signifiies a concentration d one's powers 
on God or sornething related to Gad. Two principal rnethods of using this 
spiritual practice are to Msualize God as seeing all things at every 
moment and of direcn'ng al1 things by His providence (this is greatly aided 
by the use of visual syrnbols such as wucifixes and paintings) and, 
second, to live with the awareness of God's presence in the saul. (New 

atholic Encvdopedia. (1 967). S.V. 'Recollecbion," J. Aurnann)) 

Dialogue Mars-a low Mass in which the server and the congregation 
participates vocally, at least in ternis of making the responses. There are 
several forms outlined in the Instructions on the Sacred Music and 
Litur~(Sept.3.1958). Rie dialogue Mass seems to have originated at 
the Abbey of Maredsous in Belgium, c. 1880 although the idea behind it 
cornes from apostolic times. It is mentioned in medieval Cmes feferring to 
aie Sung Mass. The practice of these Masses continued into early 
modern tirnes. The dialogue Mass then fell into disuse by aie end of the 
19th century. ln the early part of 20th century, Pius X brought this type of 
Mêss badc into use. In 1947, Pope Pius XII comrnended the use of the 
dialogue mass in his encyclical JMediator Dei, 1947 which encouraged 
lay participation in the Mass. (New Catholic w l o p e d i q ,  (1 967). S.V. 
'Mass, Dialogue," W. J. OShea) 

Divine Officecomposed of psalms, hyrnns, scriptural, patristic, and 
hagiographical readings. and prayers, is the public prayer service of the 
Church. recited at dierent hows so as b sancbify diierent parts of the 
day, ie: Prime, Compline. This prayer is to be celebrated by clergy and 



members of the reiigiaus communities. The origins of DMne Mi are 
found in Jewish prayer. It was usai in early church and in aie patfisüc 
era it shapeâ by St. Benedict. In the medieval period. it was reviwd and 
reformed. At the end of the 16th centwy. the Jesuits abandoneci the 
aioral œlebration of the Office but it was revived and adapted in 17th 
and lûth century by French and German churches. In the first haif of the 
twentieth century, refonns to the Divine Office were made by Pius X In 
191 1, by Pius XII in 1955. CNew Catholic En-edia (1 967), S.V. 
"Divine Office, Roman," P. Salmon.) 

Foucauld, Charles Eughe daborn into an elite French Catholic family, 
Strasbourg, France, Sept 15, 1858. During childhood. he k t  both 
parents and went to live with his grandparents. His adolescence was 
markeâ by a loss of faith. Impulsive and arrogant. young Foucauld 
almost lost his chance for a military career. When restored to his rank. he 
was sent to the Sahara. There, he experienced a change in his 
perspective and was honoured for acts of bravery and leadership. Upon 
returning to France. he left the military to engage in exploration of the 
Sahara. After intensive study of Muslim language and culture, Foucauld 
explored the Sahara. His explorations garnered recognition from the 
Geographical Society of Paris. lrnmensely impresseâ with the desert 
solitude and religious practïœs of the Mwlims, he became reconciled to 
the Church of Abbe Henri Huvelin (Wober 1886) Twk on a Iife of prayer 
and asceticisrn. First joined the Trappists in Nazareth but then was 
transferred several times to different abbeys in search of the greatest 
poverty. He founded a hermitage. 'la Fraternit6 du Sacré-Coeur de 
Jésus," at Beni-Ab- on the Morocw-Algeria frontier. He sought to 
bring Christianity to the desert by witness and presence rather than 
preaching. In 1 905, he established a hermitage in the Ahaggar 
Mountains near Tamanrasset. The Muslims had great respect for him 
because of his in-depth knowledge of the Tuareg tribesmen. However. in 
l9i6, he was murdered by a terrorist group belonging to a fanatical 
Senusi sect in Algeria. Foucauld had no disciples during his life, but the 
publication of his personal papers inspired the founding of the 'Little 
Brothers of Jesusn and "Little Sisters of Jesus." (New Catholic 
Encvclopedia, (1 967). S.V. 'Charles Eugène de Foucauld." A.J. Wouters) 

Labre, Saint Benedlct Joseph-known as the 'beggar of Romeu and 
promater of aie Forty Hours devotim was bom in Amettes, France, March 
25, 1748, and died in Rome on April 16, 1783. His feast day is April 16th. 
He was the eldest d 15 children of a village shopkeeper. At the age of 
12, he was sent to study with his unde, the parish priest of Erin, whete he 
became interestecl in Scrïptwe and the Iives of the saints. After his unde 
died of cholea, ûenedict's desired to join an austere religious order. At 



age 18, he set out on foot for La Trappe. but was told iipon aniving that 
he was too young. Several times, he was accepted by the Carthusians 
and the Cisteruans, but his ecœnaiciaes and poor health led to reiedjon 
f rom several monasteries. I n 1 770, Beriedict started on a pilgrimage to 
Rome, walking al1 the way and living on alms. He decîded to iive the 
evangelical counsels as a wanderer in the rnidst of the world and made 
pilgrimages to al1 the principal shrines of Europe: Loreto, Assisi. Bair, 
Einsiedeln, Aix, Compostela, and others. Homeless by choice, he 
travelled evecywhere on foot, slept on the bare ground, and had no 
possessions except a ragged cloak and a few books. Living on alms, he 
frequentiy shared what he reœived with other beggars. He took no car8 
of his body. and this neglect became a source of mortification and, to 
üenedict's delight, induced contempt- In the course of his journeys. he 
often spent hours before some wayside shrine or days in a remote church 
absorbed in prayer. Hardships, inclement weather, and cakirnnies were 
borne with equanirnity and joy. After 1776, Benedict settle in Rome. His 
nights were +nt in the r u f i  of aie Colosseum and his days in various 
churches. He particularly loved [the] Forty Hours and sought out 
churches where the devotion was being observed. His increasiiig il1 
health finally forced him to take ldging in a poor house. Early in 1783, 
he fell il1 and peacefully died during Hofy Week. He was immediately 
papularly proclaimeci a saint, and devotion to the 'beggar of Romen and 
oie 'saint of the Forty Hoursn spread rapidly throughout the entire Church. 
He was canonized in 1883 by Leo XIII. (!New Catholic Encvclo~edia 
(1 96ï), S.V. 'Labre. Benedict Joseph, St. ," W. E. Langley.) 

Prlmtthe second canonical hour of prayer, appointed for the first hour of the 
day (ie:6 am.). It is part of the DMne Office. (Oxford Enalish Reference 
Dictionaq, 1996, Second Edition). 

Secular Fraternlty of Charles de Foucauld-an organized body 
recognized by the Church, which enaMed Catholic lay men and women 
of dinering origins and vocations who shared a like desire to give 
thernselves wholly to God and to work toward universal friendship. Their 
goal was to help one another fratemally to put the Gospel into praace in 
their lives, each according to his or her state in life as folbwers of Brother 
Charles of Jesus and in the line of his spirituality. Charles, and Embrun, 

the WorId, 179-1 81. 

Sodallty-is a lay association which promotes a Christian way of life through a 
well-defined program of spiritual formation which attempts to unite and 
implement the sacramental nature of the Christian at prayer and acbion. 



Its rtoteworthy characteristic has been mivice of the Chmh under the 
patronage of Our Lady and the direction of the hierarchy. The first 
Sodality was established in Rome in 1563 by Father John Leunis. S. J. for 
audeas attending the Roman College. Later. many other sodalities 
were fomed in other Jesuit i l lsf i t~ons aaoss Europe. During the latter 
part of the 19th century, and aie first few decades of the 20th century, the 
Sodality of Our Lady was wideîy used in the US. by pastors as a basic 
parish organization for women and young girls. A substantial number of 
men's sodalitieg were also launched. In 1 931, in r8sponse b the dfdal 
cal1 to Caaiolic Action by Pius XI. the sodalities organized the Summer 
Schods of Cathoiic Acüon(SSCA). Also, the challenge of the 
apostolate by Pius XII in 1948. in Bis Saeculari brought new depth and 
vitaiity to existing adult sok ja i i i  and influenced the establishment of 
many new ones. Since 1948. many sodalities have been established for 
professional adults. such as teachers, hwyers, doctors, and business 
people. Other sodalities. parochial and interparochial, have a broad 
base of membership with diverse backgrounds that channel apostolic 
Mort into local areas of cornmunity need. High school and graduate 
sodalities also have sharper focus as a result of their application of Bis 
Saeculari. (.New Catholic Encvclopedia, (1 967), S.V. 'Sodalities of Our 
lady," A.J. Coniey.) 

The Thlrd Hour-was an ecurnenical group established by Helen 
lswolsky in New York City in 1946-7. The goal was to bring about 
Christian unity through an dite group af intellectuals from different 
Christian backgrounûs. This was an important small movement 
that along with its meetings and its journal The Third Hour sought 
to promote the growth and evoluüon of the ecumenical rnovement 
during the pre-Vatican II era. Davis, F.M. Henderson, "The Rise 
and Decline of Catholic Lay MovemenEs in New York City: 1933- 
1 967." Ph. D. diss., Concordia University, 1 988, p. 1 08-1 20 
passim; J.G. Shaw, Amorig Ourselves,' Ensi= (Kingston, 
Ontario) May 21 , 1 949, 5. 




